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The Final Touch
Was it only yesterday that we started as freshmen in the hallowed halls of

Duxbury High School? Nay, three years have passed, and as we walk these halls

for one final year, we prepare to put our "final touch" on our High School career.

Many of us will not only make our final touch on these halls but also on the

fields, the stages, and the surrounding community. Soon the distance that will sep-

arate us may force us to put the final touch on relationships that have made our

years at DHS so memorable.

As our touch expands, and the effects become global, what we take with us from

Duxbury High School and our beautiful seaside community will become of greater

importance. In the past thirteen years, we have seen friends come and go, but

through it all, we have become one tight unit, as water coheres into a drop. Now,

as the drop expands into the pond of the world, we alone may not be noticed, but

the ripples of the Class of 2003 will go on forever.

Best of luck on your future ventures,

Matty, Jackie, Erin
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If we were given a title,

What would we want it to be?

Perhaps we are the Wonderful,

Various Class of 2003

We've got scholars and dreamers,

Student government politicians,

Actors and artists,

Athletes and musicians.

We've gained and we've lost,

But in the end we know,

That our diversity will bring us

together

We help each other grow.

So what to say to a class so varied?

For the right words, I am truly stuck

All that can be said in times like

these

Is have fun and GOOD LUCK!!



"For some, life lasts a short while, but the

memories it holds last forever." My girls= thnx 4

the 2reat times! TS- Where's Rex? Wombat! AM-
1 wrd= tall! AF- talks, home late, hotel. TD-BBC.
lx! MO- crew- Ice Mt. IN- shop. tan. beach. AP-

Pencfl! u'll always b my BFF! RM- 9 1 6 my Best

Fnend 143. TM- always FFE! Bombay/ Myrtle/

Breakers 4th Prom Shipyard SQuish Beach

Nites Bay Rd Me in a tree = No Skippin' Crew/

Caf P's! Mom & Dad- can't thank enough. ILU.

R. S. C- Good luck. Me- Fav! 2003: Keep 'em

Rolling! "Thank u. & Goodbye!" GIRLS

Erin Marie Ajemian

Katherine Marie Anthony

Good times girls- stnky ches man; DAM3;
roger rabbit: d'as; hearing aid; traciology/

mry xmas; thnk bout u; roof/ boy

headaches; bluberys; laser tag/ race w/

crwn vie: incognito (flute lady); oboe

bddy: sketch; shy?; ris= mom; cruise twn

w big lego head: 1 nite/ 5 prkng lots; egypt

secrt song; quiccle; wndys late nite; alo-

frnds alwys. Miss the guys - pkr nite/ bbq/

vinyrd. Abs- nowhre w/o u. tr355- 03 gd

dr. curly, stndup trgdy: picasso (crisp?),

choir grl- cs/ shwchr (fierce). 3mdae- thx

+ luv. RED!
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"The strength of the team is the player,

the strength of the player is the team."

Football Captain #52, Baseball #14, All

the guys- some sick times, HHI- twice!,

S.S. 2kl+2k2, what's up son, Wendy's,

New Year's, Prom + AFTER prom, the

pops, am lifting. "Don't Blink," Tons of

Old School, rice socks, deerhunter, Moms
D + pops Nicci, 9/28/01- Good Morning

Beautiful- I love you. Heather- hang in

there, you'll blossom soon, Klye + Jake-

good luck. Mom + Dad, I love you.

THANKS '03.

Harold John Anderson

Andrew Towne Arkema

"Life is too short so love the one you got 'cause you might

get run over or you might get shot.-wo ,w/

High school times were nice, if college wasn't next I'd do it

tw ice, elevans, twenty twos, thnty threes- To the good times

of Kentucky & P squared- TS, BK, TD, AC. CM, MB, MF/

Lax '02 perfect season Dl state title! #17 hockey, soccer/

summer '02 good times at the fort- BS, WR. TK, RK/

dude...kid...mad...chill...man- MN, SW, BP, TO/

summertime- wakeboarding- shmitties/ PWP thanx 4 the

bills- SH. JD. TR. R.I.P.- Karl, Shabazz. Circles. Ripples.

Shurlock/ Let the Guy Rip on!

"No mountain's too high for you to climb -

all you have to do is have some climbing

faith. No river's too wide for you to make
it across - all u have to do is believe."

Thanks to everyone who has helped me
along the way. To my friends ko. am, sj,

ce, lm to the swesome summers we've had.

Best memories 4ever bsb 01 /prom 02/ Fri

Football H. To my family 1 love U. No
matter where I go. I'll always think of u.

Thanks for everything. To my class 03 good
luck. Who knows when we'll meet again.

Heather Noel Anderson

Lee Merrill Austin

"1 drove down south from heaven if u

know what i mean, if I had to do it over i

wouldn't change a thing." lbda Tj Km Kn

Kc Pm Mn Td Ab Dg Jc Gp Rf My boys

The 4 Lax #10 st shmps 5 12 01 Squish

Kc Td 4th @ schlcrs Monument Booms

w nate Schmitys sess downs urs @ TDs

Mullys Wak N Bake AF my best friend

stay strong c u in the future. M D N S luv

u. Thnks for stayin' w/me. "There's no

recollection of the evil things WE'VE
done, feels like WE must have had some

fun."

Music - Musicals - Cooking - The Naked
,

Chef - DuxGeneral ~ Dancing - Singing

~ Jessie - Schnibbe Fam - Yoga - Pilates

- Greece - Steve's house ~ NYC ~ Carla

~ Concerts ~ Prom ~ Parties - Laughing -

Crying: Good Times... Bad Times...

Memores Forever... Thank you so much

for a wonderful four years here, you all

know who you are, I'll never forget you:

Kristen "Some friendships are made by

nature, some by contact, some by interest,

and some by soul." -j Taylor: I love you

always: Mom, Dad. Christina. Eleni,

Constantine. Christopher, and Family

Maria Alexandra Angeles

Phillipps Lual Baguoot

Let speak troth to power What interest do world's leaders have in leadership'' No one thought

n would happen, yet everyone knew it had to happen. All the hates, bitterness, fmstranon

and anger thai had crystallized into powder tn the minds of the w orld dozens The World s

out of apartheid system, but still classified into units of rich and the poor, what do we too*

about being rich and poor ? if we do know that there are poor people, why doo't we make

them nch like us
1
"There is a real responsibility to challenge mines that are wrong" you don't

live you life in fear and give people power who want to create fear "Don't let your past be

your children future " Why am I refugee'' Never shall I forget thai nigh! in the refugee camp,

w hich has turned my life into horror. Never shall forget the faces ofme little children, whose

bodies I saw turned in wreathes of smoke beneath a silent blue sky, but the most important

change is something that people who have never lived under repression can never quite

understand what it means to be tree I'm free How do 1 describe that to you who hate always

been free
1

1 can now walk lall with straight shoulders, and have this sense of pride, because

my dignity which has been trodden underfoot for so long, has been restored I really have

honored tie abundant grace of Dr. Heitzman. the teacher who taught me English.



The only relief I have is leaving high

school is knowing that the hardest years

of my life have passed, and it is smooth

sailing from here.

"I don't like deadlines; they hamper the

creative process." -Dana

Christopher James Baracewicz

Alexander Bradley Bezdek

"Today is the best day of my life." TO,

JC, BF, ML, MN, KM, LA, DM, SM, AT,

CS: my boys> Pranks! Lax'02 D-l

Champs #2-AP: So sweet. The Wave.

Fball '99. CB: Hung's SC, MF: YO Plop.

Early Bird. Sketch. JM, MO, LM, KW,
Em: bio-girls. BH, LA: Baby buds. CE:

Do it. Sat. Wiffle + Disc - BF: So talented,

bud. TO: Since kindergarten, bro. Mom,
Dad, Lucy, & Claire: Someone is always

ready to care for me. I couldn't ask for a

better family. "Through all the madness

we experience, what a wonderful life we
live." J. Adams Inspired

Nights at Mattem's! Pro-to-sa-too-witch!

Ping pong at TP's. 1 :00 AM track walk.

Bonnie's parties at Eriks house! EHM. Mr.

Mattern- DD. "What? The Trampoline?"

Govoni- san. Nights at Murphy's. Using

Jess's car. "The GTA3 Crew" Freestylin'

at Brian's! Prom night at Tophers. K, L,

N, M, C, M, C, S, N - Good luck all!!!

Thanks Mom and Dad and Senor Jaime

and Elinor. I luv ya all!

Nicholas George Beatrice

Margo Tara Billheimer

"Don't follow the path - instead go where there is no path

& leave a trail." X's before crew-Sleep... Eat... Cox!

FLOOD MY MANGO. My block just like that, "don't

take life so seriously- we'll all end up 6 ft. under in the

end." 'cuz the whole world. Oopps there goes my... o my!

OoOFISHOoO "bank." respect the SAAB. I'm goin' goin'

back 2 back 2 cali cali!!! My little shooting star. JM

FRIENDS ALWAYS & FOREVER. XOXO thanks for

standing by me: MOM - DAD - GRETCHEN - HEIDI &
PAIGE XOXO. 1 tried so hard & got so far... but in the

end it doesn' even matter.

Topher Brendan Bell

Brandon John Binsfield

"What a long strange trip it's been"-G.Dead

I could always count on my buds Thanx>

He Td Cw Bb Ee Rj Tk Jm The Crew THe
Kids of DH S02- Ep Hb Jg Sw Aw Kb
Em, The Fam, y'all know who you are- "I

knew more than I do now for I've been

turned around somehow" pa- Good Times:

The Hole The Hearty Woods The
Treehouse The Beaches Parties Shows
Festies Parties Great 8 Prom 01- "If life

were easy and not so fast, I wouldn't think

about the past" ph- BLICABLICA-
"Everyones entitled to their own opinion,

just don't let Duxbury brainwash yours"

DB- Yea Duxbury!- 1 graduated, yaaaay!

David Erdwein Berall

Hayley Devlin Bloodgood

Too Many Memories To Say- Thanks Friends And Fam For

The Crazy Days. To My Girls- Ep Jg Sw Aw Em Kb Dc Js B-

things Disney Coonie Shrine 007 Duck Eghertos Phishin'

Sherlock Ptime Tent Sand In My Shorts Glitter Swedish

Meatballs Night Crawlers Lonesome Rd The Dry Cleaners 3

peas The Box who's Minar? Caspian- My Boys- Db Jm Bb

Cw Tb He 2Jd Jp Rk Ee- Great 8 Exxon Sfolk Bfest Chorus

Songs The Hole Red Goo Allman BMoe. Blaisdell's Murphy's

Trey 02 kids 1 love You Thanx for Keepin' It Real "So Toss

Away Stuff You Don't Need In The End But Keep What's

Important And Know Who' Your Friend" lgraduated...Yay
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"To be able to look back upon one's past life

with satisfaction is to live twice." 2 all my
gals- it's been great times, good luck with

everything u pursue! bar in boston invisible

man-we kicked his butt! can't remember'1

must've been a good nite karate cool kids

spider uh it's on the board jn bwl cruz/

franglais ms dances- rippin" it up!/sr- thnx 4

always bein' there 4 me btT M. D. S. P. G- luv

u all "Basically, this it the hardest thing I

have ever done, but I hope it is not the

hardest thing I ever do."

Haley Prior Bobseine

Marisa Teri Bowers

gluckclass 03 "we are the youth of the

nation" 2 my gurls: thx 4 bein' there bffs-

luv u fp- ch- pi- fhu bunnay 'dude' sketch'

wicked" snap' qoutebk jess' house 'how

now brown cow' FORD River Rave-

halfpipe bys urmom ofb vie/ vinny

WW Raft- CARL H20 frnt fruity flav dmb

1 6prty 2 gthr drkgme stry bk prom 02 boy

headake/ rooftlks gonavy NFG
'indaghetto' SBcrew- bnchbuds/ bustlks/

yolaides YIELD FH02 fam/ resnik/ camp

trp 582 italy '00 jp:)

for what it's worth it was worth all the while

Mom & Dad thx 4 everything love you!

PURPLE
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Once I heard a boy ask his mother "Why
do I have to do my homework?" She said

"So you can go to college and get a good

job. honey." But why do I need a good

job?" So she explained to him the

importance of making money and

acquiring things that other people don't

have. He replied "I'd rather spend the rest

of my life playing in my sand box." It} s

the best lesson I've ever learned. — What

I look forward to is continued immaturity

followed by death. — None but ourselves

can free our minds!

Jeffrey Mark Bosworth

James Michael Boyns

"True friends stab you in the front; keep

you from getting what you want; when one

more fix could kill you; they help you
realize that you're more and less than you
first had believed' Thanks to all

my friends for all the good laughs, all the

good concerts and shows, and most
importantly, all the good possum hunts;

"stay true to who you are." And thanks to

all my family for helping me get through

these past 17 years. ! Class of 2003!!!!

Live today like it is your last someday it will be-

thanks to all my friends couldn't have done it

without you- AW JW TW KM SC SM KD JB-

1

love you guys- Oh ya 1 can feel it- frive by PB&J-

Sleepovers- Snatch McD's- also thanks to MF CG
BK SK RG GG SM MB KN BR JW- Soccer '99

STATE CHAMPS! Soccer capt. '02 Basketball

Capt '01 & '02- WRANGLER- Beach nights-

Videos! Kneeboard' tubing- KAM & MAK- Poker

nights- Extreme Bocce/ Darts- Thanks Mom Dad

Elizabeth Matt Sarah- Couldn't have done it

without you Love you guys- We Out

Michael Andrew Botieri

Emily Burgess Brush

Time goes by so fast, people go in & out

ofur life, never miss the opportunity 2 tell

them how much they mean 2 u. CheersWC
Friendship=l mind in 2 bodies. BFF if 1

day ME will u marry me? luv u tons BFF

CH ur the best love u. KB reunited. K.S

soulmate miss u. PG ww I do w/out u thx

4 bein' there. PC bestest homeboy friend.

CC bkwards hug. CN friends not foes.

ML, DW, JD, DD thx 4 bein' urselves luv

the memories. JC c u (a} o t once a gator

always a gator. Mom I'll give y everything

I am & still fall short of what u've done 4

me. Dad always b ure AK Jules Lu luv u

all tons. Accept no 1 s definition of ur life

but define urself. Every exit = an entry

somewhere else.

Time don't let it slip away raise yo drinkn

glass heres to yestaday.aerosmith. IN THE
TENT I woke up w/a HEADACHE from

THE night BE4 jill what ev u do take care

of ur shoes tophers & video camera o the

memories PHISH? the HOLE CALEB
PLEASE? Bthings "wish u were here"

LBHB THAI FOOD HAYBOLA Wehn u

feel life ain't worth livn u got 2 stand up

take a look around u then a look way up 2

the sky when ur deepest thoughts r broken

keep on dreamn cuz when u stop dreamn

it's time 2 die. blind MELON
JgAwHbEpEmSwTbCwDball the freaky

people make the beauty of the w orld eoril

143 PEACE I'm out I GRADUATED yes!

Kristen Alice Bowen

Matthew Bainbridge Bryson

"What a long stranae trip it's been" karl alliance

CM TD, the guy AC TD CM JW MF BK TS

DC/ CM's sleepovers TD Klebs TS original 5

9-1 1 Phish + Trey TD CM MF AC Morning

cruises TD CC/ Tennis ndes BC ZW BE RIP

Karl, lil buddy Rut CG MF 4th at cip's game

(survivor guy) night/ EK- Prom. Dpatch.

Allman. jeanie. super bowl thx for the great

times ur my best friend 1LU Mom and Dad

thanx for support love u "In this great future

you can't forget your past." BobMnrir,



Chase Hetherington Butler

Stephanie Lynn Carlson

"Things change + people change but it

doesn't mean you forget the past. It simply

means that you move on and treasure all

the memories." To my girls: JK (dmt4ev/

ws?), SK (ff*), KS (sugplum), AR. JL,

MC, JG, SH, KM thanx for all the mems,

never change. MK: "BFs are like

diamonds, precious and rare." SD, JM, and

the rest of the guys - thanx for all the good

times. MV, Dis trp, FMcrew, Dispatch,

DMB, prom, 4th of J, + so many more...

all of which I'll never 4get. J, B, M + D,

ILL) "Celebrate we will, because life is

short but sweet for certain."

Everybody gets one chance to do

something great. Most people never take

the chance, either because thery're too

scared, or they don't recognize it when it

spits on their shoes- The Sandlot CN PG
PC JD DD LH LD ME EB SM KS JK MK
MT WC DW RP and everyone else who

has made it fun/ Dimes is feelin' it/ r-

stilskin/ Dispatch/ Driver/ SOUP/
Tricycle/ kidnapped/ white suits/ Hammer/

slaps/ smokin' grooves/ 4th/ triple kiss/

MNF crew/ Walker rd gang/ love u mom,

dad, katie, thanks for being there.

Christopher Patrick Callahan

"You only live once, but if you work it right, once is

enough." It was fun while it lasted. Friends had and

have MH AG SH DW GG LI BL and everyone else,

good times boyz. Beachin' it. basement ruit. JERRY,

low key, Va Beach, the guy. Senior year (19). Lukes

pad, late nights, BUNK, postgames, just get it out!

Chill Explorer, DHS, SL girls (you did what?!).

Juniour girls, MM LD CG EK, the past was fun, wich

I met you guys earlier. LD... I will never forget.

M+D+B+K thanx for everything. "Best times ofyour

life," you were right all along bri. See you all in the

future, but for now, on to the next adventure! ! LATA

David Nash Camara

Thanks to my friends/ Family who helped

me get through MZ/ ML/ MD/ JTV ZH/

DE chillin' JD, RB "The Last Resort"

skatin' NB, BG, FL 12 AM pool Jenny B
AKA JIMMY, Infinite memories, To all

my Fav fams AB/UP thanx for the job I'll

always be there for u guys u taught me so

much about hard work, (cMG/cSG ur

influence means so much to me) family

ties mean a lot in life, MOM/ DAD/
MARISA/ PUCK thanx 4 the love money

and care u gave to me, "It's like a jungle

sometimes it makes me wonder how I deep

from goin' under when they fit me with

that thunder"ANDRE N. I'm out PEACE.

James Michael Cantwell

Elizabeth Anne Carroll

2 my b.f.s-thanx 4 always being there for me, I luv

u guys! T.D. b.f./partner in crime-double dates,

BUMPUS 2/2/01, T&J night. Ozzfest. Beach & JL

night. 4th of July-round 2 w/Flavia. 1/20 BBC.g-

town, UVM-and more! I'll miss y! AO-bff! double

trouble, deerpark, parties in the P.RP. Cinco de

Mayo, trey w/C.K. & the ryans. Riv. ranch & Disney

x2. Aruba w/janyce. roadtrips, Lord of the Rings,

prom, muskrat! thanx 4 being there when I needed

u! KH-glad u came back! feb vaca/porch/ledzep-

Fla=goodtimes. M, D, B & B-thanx, I'll miss u!

"Life is too important to be taken

Seriously."-Oscar Wilde

This is only the end of a beginning. The

road so far has been long, but never short

of excitement and hilarity. Thanks to all

who made the trip worth it. You know who

you are.

Memories: chicken parm/ bonfires, disney/

Montreal/ heifer/ SYF/ prom '02/ latin 97-

03/ summer 02/ orch: size matters/

grooving at 25+ shows/ love you Mom,
Dad, & Ben.

"Waiting for the time when I can finally

say, that this has all been wonderful, bou

now I'm on my way."-p/«i*

Gregory Joseph Cerne

School Was Soo Not Fun But Here's To Those Who Helped

Me Copy; BG (Nut Saga Solitaire Wrestling Movies Tiny

Dinos Fruitlooop Juice) KS (Bakyard Brawls Gutters The

Ride To Papa Gino's) NB (Freestyles GTA3 Ric Flair) JB

(Driving In Nantasket Sunglasses a Pink Robe & Silk PJs

Eraera) BM (Women Shoes Footballs Bubbleboy

Rollerskales) ND (So Sorry Balloons Not Pitchers) MS (Sled

Rides Helmet); Filming Tree Jumps Cemetery Flushing

Cletus Warped Tour Flogging Molly Best Gym Class Ever

Tnping Over Lobster Traps Late Pick Ups BK and Phil Crank

Yanders Shabam! haveanicelife, any 1 missed SORRY



"Ifeel like there s no limit to what I can see/Got

rid of fears that were holding me/My endless

possibilities Has the whole world open for me

"

Lu\ u girls! Never a dull moment: EB-lf 1 day

ME-Hoogie Dowser MT -crackfest KtB-heavy

bags ML-bmh&g2b KM-bonbon HB- it's on the

board Fellas 143: PC- wooden 1 2 man CN- liog

DD- peanuts CC- th\4 the lauahs JD- tloop Soccer

#21- AP 2KW CH BH JC 4grtyrs Ah Vegas/

oonaai jammviam Rl innertube Aqua Blvd SG
"02 pecue M&D&C thx 4 luv & support. I'll make

I) proud Like the stars above 1 m gonna shine.

Whitney Alexandra Chadwick

Andrew John Cipolletti

"When you come to a fork in the road, take

it." - YogiBerra To all my buds- it's been chill,

"Don't be a stranger," Penguins, Karl at

Mack's Shack. Getting in the System, best

of the best. "Abysmal," guts, wanna bet

bills?, bee. The Guy. sketcholetti, Cruisin'

in KY. 7/3 and 4 poolside. ruit. GBB.
Badminton- the farmers. 9- 1 1 Phish show/

NY what a difference a year makes,

"Sometimes you get the elevator,

sometimes you get the shaft." Thanks

Mom - Dad and Good Luck Fuzz
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"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop

to look once in awhile, you could miss

it.'Vfflru a...we really should have written

some stuffdown CC CM CN DD DW EB
JD JK KB KSH LD LH MD ME MK MT
PG SC SD WC tricycl/ Rumplestilly dilly/

splashes/ fearsm 4sm/ walk off/ superman

pp/ calzone/ nesquick/ jumponit/ e -at/

edgr suit/ Musta Got Lost/ autoshow/

slappies/ boo'lander/ chipychip/ can't beat

the jeep 4x4 plus one/ GAJAM you're the

best I love you.

Parker Bradley Chandler

Micaela Bridget Coakley

Best friends are the sister's destiny forgot to give us:

AP, LS, JW, AO, CS, KS, KT, AO, DC, ML, TP - it's

been real, BFFl Cabins, the corruption, capt.,

sheistyness, beachnites, ~ nwyrs, 4th & garage% shlicks,

missions! DMB/TRAM traditions, lobster! Thanx Betz!

3HB. latcnight BLT's, tree$s, CUDDLEBUNNIES!, NH
mems!, cheer capts. Xdances, 3 day bash, fla/02, "uhoh...

where r my shoes?!" Pstops. dnvin' in the compound,

clueless clock. Boys - u know who u r it's been great,

thanx 4 all the memories! Thanx M+D, & of course

K&R, GLjackie. ILU!

NP pict sober sister! BS superior-sl! NA
sclub 7 CRKWRS! Smoney as two grls n

skrts. CV fla - 45 mins? LS loon TDEM
movie TD road trip 2 ny. MC nh the hole

treehouse boat shack. AWHBJG Swedish
meatballs. SW blare chagie w/please
cheese. Prom '01 bthangs. Allman Bros

01 02. petty WDACRIS? 4 cars-DS! Bac
st of red JS squish late nites-CT's 1 8th

b'day summer 02. "Ain't no shame, do
your thang, just make sure you're ahead
of the game." Cole-let's just ignore them!

!

Daria Eileen Charland

Rachel Susan Colangelo

"I'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry

with the saints, the sinners are much more

fun." Biih joei Mygrls U mean the world 1 43

LM, MO, CP, BH, HB, KW, AP, JM,

EM, TD, JN Props 2GUYSBCBabes
MO, KW, AP, EM-LM my other 1/2

NyeGPsneakout SB magic 8SSw/EC- EC
+ CW Miss you MO Latenight Aba BFF
CPBHPODaprvaca TC messages JKJM
dinners WCorange TRKMSPOON
FHGrls Splitpnk 1 SRsess ML Bland +

DB HW Farmer AM What r U doin? JM
Camel Lids EM LFL HB House 789

JMJCKWMW*Farfs Mom All that I am,

or hope to be, 1 owe to my angel mother E

Showed the way L TwinS Always Here

4u- 143all

"A ship in the harbor is safe, but that is

not what ships are built for." To everyone

who stuck with me. through the good and

the bad: you know who you are. I love you

guys. Thanks for the unforgettable

memories: PPT/ band girls; keep on

marching!/ Eages Smart One. Sweet One,

Ho/ Where's the Love!/ don't use Jess'

towels/ Glitter/ Cherry/ it tastes good/

bassoon buddies/ Latin family. MD: no

matter what, FF. M^D, little women, what

would I do without you "Life is NOT a

Mary Kate and Ashley Olsen movie."

Michelle Marie Ciccone

Michael Jordan Collins

"In order to find his equal an Irishman is

forced to talk to God." LI. SM Thanks all,

u know who u are. "Lawyers, guns, and

money; they'll get me out of this"-warren

zevon-Fitzie "could I have been anyone

other than me" when it hits the fan

everyone gets dirty. Runs on Harrison St.'

the Dux bridge. Late member of S.S. at

Li's The Probe "I never had any friends

later on like the ones 1 had when I was 1 8.

Jesus does anyone?" Pog Mo Thoin!



Werdup 2 all da boyz, TB, DB, CW, BS,

WR, BB, EE, AH, JR, JM, JS, All the
; GIRLS thanx for bein' there 4 me AW, JG,

EP, SW, EM, HB, KB, coldpond, prom 01 -

02, THe HoLE, sundayriver w/DB, CW,
BLIKABLIKA, BB tree house, summa at

parties will come and go
,
byrons

gradnight, Mom Dad i luv u an thanx for

puttin' up w/me, Ashes 2 Ashes, Dust 2

Dust life 2 short so party we must.

Hayden Keith Connall

Justin Parker D'Angona

~Life is truly a ride. We're in and no one

can stop it. As you make each passage

from youth to adulthood, sometimes you

put your arms up and scream, sometimes

you just hang on to the bar in front of you.

But the ride is the thing. I think the most

you can hope for at the end of life is that

your hair's messed, you're out of breath,

and you didn't throw up.~ AW. Twig, KR.

Bubbles, RM. Buzzel, MC. Watergate,

BD. Yawn, CK. Salem, AJ. Tokanisan, JH.

Play, MB. Bus, BD. Prom, JV and EH
Angels.

Meaghan Patricia Cooper

Life's 2 short so luv the 1 u got cuz u might
get run over or u might get shot tryin' 2

get a little rest Nate chuggin water right

b4 his big test So take this advice as a big

tip from me 4 yrs seem like 1 & it's pretty

blurry So don't stress about what all ur

rents preach Comin' home every nite w/
that slur in ur speech Talkin' how 3rd of
July I really got what I deserved So that's

what I got the education I forgot Family
friends & AMs forget u I will not.

Kevin Patrick Coughlin

"You're never fully dressed without a

smile." Annie ML, JM, AP, CH, LL- 143

guys. FF gals- R, K, J, M. ML- sisters Fffl.

N'SYNC. JM- Mixfest, Eng. Buds, plaza.

AP-2hr phone convos, Mr. N, laugh

attacks, 6th gr. CH, LL, ML- Campsumma
2002. LL- realpepl, froshgym,

compsingin. CH-beach lighthouse, eh. AJ
* MW sleepovers, tacos, poolbball! EC-

ccf, I miss u. Soccerbuds- K, B, J, S, A, C,

W, T- fun! Mitchcutitoutstop! Tweet-

lilbird. Thanx Mom, Dad, Gretch, Kris,

and Joe.- u are everything 2 me. I love you!

Jaclyn Marie Crowley

Caitlin Marie Dacey

Happy are those who dream dreams & are willing

to pay the price to make them come true! All it

takes is faith & trust. Peter Pan GL Class of 2003 &
Thx 2 all my friends Never 4get the memories: Prom
'02- KS true princesses- SV my king- DW my
prince*APBio*Drivin*Reese things * Spirit Week
* Biscuits * Parties * M&Ms * ToysRUs- MN kids

@ heart * Six Flags- JB frnt seat- JG coasters * Movie

nites * Chai * Beach * disco bowlin * Laughs *

M&D- thx 4 believin in my dreams 1LY Cris- my sis

& my best friend, GL reach 4 the stars ILY*

Thanks to Mom & Pa for being supportive.

Dustin, thanks for always keeping me
entertained. Mike, have fun in the reserves,

I will see you next summer in Texas. Chris

B. thanks for being such a great friend.

Ashleigh, have fun wherever you end up

after high school. Chris K. working on our

cars together. Meagan, you're the best

singer. Brittany, baby sitting was fun, don't

worry, you will have a nice car. Melissa,

we had some fun driving up and down the

waterfront blasting.

Vanessa Jean DeCollibus

Nothing will be as it was afew hours ago, back

in the glorious paslm^ coiimsThanks to all who
have made my past so glorious. Mom, Dad, Chris,

and Cory - your support means everything to me.

To my friends - you are some ot the most amazing

people in the world and are all destined for great

things. Remember CodeGreen, peaches, BYOM
(Hamsteak), Latinae Familia, Hollywood Rain,

1 :45 day, ChipWITCH, Saxophone pride. Sailing

was MAGNIFICENT y'all are the best. None but

ourselves can free our minds! Good luck! ! ! .



"Nothing good comes easily, sometimes

you've got to fight" - To all my friends. 1

wouldn't be the same w o you. you're the

best, we've had so many memorable times.

Latin Class. Jr. Chick Nights. Epic trips to

HH. BBall team F urn' up! Best Prom Ever:

How'd we do it? Donny's the man! Hood
Bums keep causing trouble boys! Proud

Member ofSandu ich Sunday. Mom. Dad. &
Cath I love you guys & appreciate everything

you've done for me. Best of luck to the class

of 2003. it's been fun growing up with you!

Stephen Thomas Delano

Leah Elspeth Dickerson

"If dreams and memories sometimes get

confused, oh well, maybe that's the way

it's Supposed tO be."-The Hornier Years

L2- would've been tough without u guys.

I'll never forget u. To my friends, we've

made some amazing memories: summer

rides, VAB, size matters, MB, dance

parties. Hubards Cupboard, dispatch,

favorite neighbor, late chats, fearsomc4,

DMB. prom. hero, bonfires. Thnx m, d, S,

I. Learn from yesterday, live for today,

hope for tomorrow. Good luck '03.
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"Life moves pretty fast, you don't sopt and

look around once in a while you could miss

it." - SM, MM, GS, SM - thx 4 212 -
Let's do it the French way! — Rowing was

fun, let's do it again in Spring. — SC —
Prom '02 was sweet! Thx - Rowing
Racing: WH, MK, KW, HH, CD — The

Friendly Frenchman is here, keep on

rowing team— C'mon 3 and 4 let's row! !

!

— (Y,0)D thx 4 ur support and love. —
Last Year: thx to WM, BD, BC, PD, JD,

KB. PURPLE! ! !
— Don't have that much

to say, only been here 4 a year!

Geoffroy Emile Destenaves

Tina DiMonda

"I listen to the wind, to the wind of my soul. Where

I'll end up. where I'll go, only God really knows." cs

LC=BF + prtnr in crime- 2/2/01 BUMPIS. dd w/S+A.

Dar + Em- movie, momnt. 4ths crazy: beach, md 2.

Cip's. AO's- nght w/BL, 3P. KH's- TS= sketch. LC's,

ea- just lx! AF's- is Er in a tree? HB- Boston. MO-
Nntckt/ 34. JN= WifE. Rd trp- UVM, St. B/

GRGTWN BBC- trble. Quish/ Cncrts/ sumrs w/ F

TOGA STYLE (KCfo3am)+ some. 2 my frnds: u

guys r unforgtble/ Steve: thnx for being u, ILU. M+D-
promise to make u proud, luv u both. GL 03.

"It takes all the running u can do to keep in the

same place. If u want to get somewhere else, u

must run at least twice as fast." umu emu
id MM BM CC CN PC Tricycle STD JM the

group 2all along the way- u brolckicd &
broadened. 4th 02, Marbday. Mrs. D's Cookies.

1 2/2 1 / 1 White Suits Smokin ' Grooves Kid Rock

CC #1 QBlog Freestyle Battle record 4 IX,

Offroading Speeches cookie lady Hardball

Keyes Dad Mom A & LB iluvu Dad gonna make
u proud "The world's made up of people who
don't want to be heroes" I do.

Daniel Thomas Devine

Blake Andrew Dinius

Ironically, a diamond is perfect because it

is imperfect. We are all diamonds; what

makes each and every one of us unique is

what makes each and every one of us

priceless. Take care to remain yourself. No
matter how hard it gets, always remember

that someone loves you just as you are and

for no other reason. NEVER ever settle

for anything less than the best. You deserve

the best. How grateful I am 2 have the

memories I do. You always saw the beauty

in me, every when I didn't. Thanx a mill.

I luv u guys.

"It's better to burn out than fade away" .

Sell Young

RIP Karl, haze. - shabazz. long live the

guy. boota/ mairead. macks sleepovers &
party shack. Karl alliance, phish 9 1 00,

gotta respect the session, greyhoung-

sikma. GBB. "just drop me off at the bogs

dude"- the system, "why u gotta be so

insensitive"- mangy kid. golf w/bear,

tangerine incident 99. sulli hirtin" his head

like an idiot, thanx mdna fo rbein' there.

"The target that I shoot for seems to move

w7 every breath" />*»/,, Later Boys.

Edward Tyler Devnew

John Thomas Doherty

To everyone who helped me on my way. teachers that didn't

get on my nerves, my mom. dad. sister shannan: "Don't do

anything 'I wouldn't do. Have fun four vears. To the crew:

HC. DA". TB. ER. AW. JS. NA. CW. EB'. AA. DB. EE. TK.

JB. DC. JP. KB. CV, EP. lfl goraet anyone pull a D byron on

me stat! ! ! To all the aood groups Tceeptn' it underground- "GC.

BS, HP. BR. DF." "Son ifyon ever pull heat then use it. ifyou

hav e a chance to walk away then do it." -X -Down The Stairs

to Wonderland. All praise the A's H.C.. N.O.. J.M.. A.H.

JIMMY. Tha Liks for bumpin our way through it. To JG: I

wish you best of luck in whatever you wish to accomplish

after we leave this place, and grow apart. Keep in touch. It's

been real, it's been fun. but not real tun. I'M OUT'



What Up! It's been a long Trip Gettin'

Rowdy Partyin' w/ GP PG KN AM PM MJ
TD BB Beirut/ Sessions @ Schmitty's

Saquish 4th July causin' ruckus w/ the locals

"Where's da boat" Patriots win Superbowl

Boomers Sketchin' Out Sat. Garcia Vega
sessions w/ Chowski & Gram Gettin' Sloppy

'Concerts Woodstock 99 Snakeboarding
Fishing Kill Bin Laden "The problem with

the world is that everybody is a few drinks

behind." Humphrey Boganl Thans Mom Dad
Kevin Matt Tim for your encouragement.

Brian Gerard Donoghue

David Alexander Dugre

'Imagination is more important than

knowledge. Knowledge is limited.

Imagination encircles the world."

-Albert Einstein

Here's to fellow hoodbums, classmates

may the force be with you/ GB all the way/

notorious for/ FR / infiltrating any base/

ardiness/ ext. vac/ Proud member ofSSFL
CM. DD, SD, JM, MC, JH, JN, HA, MH,
JMIII) XC, CYO bball, RBTV/ Thanks

mom + dad for love/ support, paul, sne,

fcheek represent, Mr. Burton thanks for

:hallenging me to reach my potential,

pHS Peace! "God first, others second, me
hird" -rbtv

"Ever close your eyes, ever stop and listen,

ever feel alive and you've missed

nothing." "It's a miracle that you are here;

now make it a reality." "Look within and

know who you are to see that you are

connected to all things, that there is no

separation, only in the mind." To everyday

there is a sunrise and to every night a

sunset both in themselves beautiful.

"Reach for the moon and even if you fall

you will land among the stars." Mom, Dad,

Heather + Wava Thanks for everything.

Meghan Dorothy Doyle

"The purpose of life lies in all that is positive

and natural" " All you need is love" "If I

could do it again I'd do it the same" Skynyrd
Rules Jam Sessions with Maloof Power to

the b)ne#s... Duxbury soccer kicks butt want
my blanky Port strips MR pBPc splashes

E-AT want dat chicken sandwich, it prolly

tastes real good. Fam: Thx for caring,

shaping me & being so sensitive. MC: "For

it was not into my ear you whispered, but

into my heart. It was not my lips you kissed,

but my SOUl." -Judy Garland

Matthew Peter Doyon

Christina Ann Eddy

"U can't have a light w/o a dark to put it

in."

"Life is a beautiful melody, only the

lyrics r messed up."

I haven't been in this school 4 a long time,

yet I have made friends that will last me a

lifetime! SJ-Ur the chillest person to ride

with ! KO-Ur crazy but I love ya! HA-Hey
there sexay ! lol AB-Thanks for being there

4 me so much. AM-OwwOww... the WP's

r loose! PB-U r the man! DZ-Full contact

b-ball is da only way 2 play! TE-Love ya

like a bro! Eric-Art is life, keep living! I

love yaTl!

"Other things may change us, but we start

& end w/family." -a Bland! I dad, mom, j+t,

fluffhead, square (carebear) j-lo, fabio,

bucket, thans 4 evrything I Luv U All Vry

Mch/ shoutout 2 my hizomies: CT
(iMissU) MZ & MC= marshlls & old lady

clothes, BH (T.i.T) MT (uWer alwys

ther4me) "CAPEN!," CCCC (2 many c's

caitlin) Crissy- Tina/ Ghetto & Voodoo 4

life, LC (off. memb. of the BNC) KL,

Meggie Mac, T-roy (raptor) PL
(psstSkwank) BN (how's Drew?) NO
(seriously, RUn the Mafia?) KS, BG, GC-
supyo? Eerie Ryan- I < 3U4eva/ Word!

N'3 Words I can Sum Up Evrythng Bout

Lif, It Goes On...

Nora Eileen Duggan

Sara El-Amine

Teen years smelled like Wrigley's Spearmint Gum k Old

Spice childhood Clementine peels & old books. I remember

frantic barefoot sprints 2 the bus & hiding novels in textbooks.

Don't want it 2 end. Memories ofAlBoBal. Thnx2 Gma Beth

& Ms. Hmy Mentors. KS- Sing! Bffalways there 4 me. Oobs-

donde Esta El Fuego? Miss Uboth. Mar! ABM. 2 my beautiful

Mom- my inspiration ILY! New & Improved don't cry get

even! Baba- My hero always Ur quiet xxpectations made me

who I am. Le- So proud of my little SiSQUIRREL! Sumi-

my little MelLY freckle. Sailor Boy & Table For Hummina

Tuts-s'ok 2 BABonzo Brain just don't BAFoos.
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M\ Friends: JM. RK, IK, BP (originates) JP. CP. KS.

DB. CW, HC. BS. \VR. AW. JG. EP. SW. CD. H\V.

Anvone else'
1 DOT THR4LIFE. Warped Tour 02.

She'tlers. Christi's, Dohertv's. BARNEY + POSEIDON

143. The Fort, BURN! - AD. Prom 02-Toph's. Byron's,

Dorian's. Washburn's. 3 1 1 ... Thx4 All GOOD TIMES/

Mom- Th\4 Everything 143 "Sometimes a belief held

true, is proved to be an outright lie. But it seems we

always knew, in some unspoken lullaby. I'll see you at

the rendezvous, we'll raise our voices to the sky. And

though it's said there'll be no coup, we'll never know

unless we try to see it through." -7Vk»

Eric Wesley Emerson

Tiffany Amanda Flood

"Waiting for the sky to fall, waiting for a

sign." Our Lady Peace love ya thnx 4 bing

there CT, AJ, LH, AS, AK, SK, KM, MB.

CT - 10m to ex2. Prom nite '02, July 4

WOHA luv ya "mom" SHARK, the Dawn
night - DTP. Dune Bugs. Killer gravel

PEPSI TWISTS. Fish, Matty F. got 2 drive

ra 1 better stop i% 959 Flood my mango.

Cause the whole world. AK jag Truth &
Date, miss tell it how it is killer gravel

gatherin' n the basement. JAG
complicated. Love you Dad. XOXO
thanks Mom, Sam, Jen. Kelly. Love you

all!
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Mom "I'm everything 1 Am BcU Loved

Me" Em Jake I Luv U Dad Thanks 4 All

Ur Luv + Support France Aqua Blv Agnus

Nndltbbbsd Chris Sandwich Temba Delia

KAT Don't Grown U Never Know Who
Could B Falling In Love W/Ur Smile

Remember DMB? Go finicha IfU Can't B
A Good Example. U'll Just Have 2b A
Horrible Warning Skivies Bay Path AZ
Eugene The Lodge Kidnapping Not Fair

Stringish Roller Coaster Snackpack The

Funs Not Having Nothing To Do, But

Having Lots To Do + Not Doin' It Not

Wrong Just Less Right "U Can't B Thought

Strong If Only Good Things Have

Happened 2u" I Wish I Could Include

Every 1/ thing! I Luv U All Good Luck.

Madelyn Joanna Emerson

I'm the one who has to die when it's time for

me to die so let me live my life the way I want

to -Ami Hendm Thank you to all those who have

stuck by me through think and thin. And
remember that time sure flys while you're

having fun, GameNite, 4th(a;Cips, The Shed,

Super Bowl (a Keets. Happy New Year Naton,

The Pantry, Original 5% Phish 9-11, Saquish

Prom Nite, Good Luck to all my friends and

teammates you know who you are. RIP: KARL.
HIT THE GUY, Thanks for always being there

Mom and Dad, Good luck Rae, Sam & Nate.

Matthew O'Neil Files

Dustin Alexander Fleming

Allison Marie Foley

"To handle urself, use ur head; to handle others use ur

heart" 2 my girls: never forget the times. Bay Rd/ Squish/

convert top/ toga/ lobster jar/ monster jam/ 4th/ presemi/

CaffPs/ prom/ New Years/ erin + tree/ random squats/

spills! EA- hotel/ breakers/ home late/ secrets/ always

thcre-thnx! TS- wombat/' where's Rex? Rents. AM- the

fall/ sneakin' out/ shipyd/ lax/ what tt now? TD-

U'Rhouse/ BBC. MO- crew/ old times. JN- MV/MB. AP-

8th memories. LA- only U can understand. Guys: U

made it fun. luv ya! To all that left: miss ya! Fam: thnx

4 the support, 143. "Thnk U & Goodbye" ALWAYS.

Recently I realized how beautiful life is. I

don't need much to be happy. There are

things in life that you can't see with your

eyes, for "the important you can only see

with your heart" but that is enough to me,

because they make my days special. Even

if things change, if I take the "wrong" way

in life, I'll never forget this time, when I

was happy for awhile. Come what may,

I'll never be the same person, I'll never

forget this experience and the people who

I've met who care about me! Obrigado!

Benjamin Steven Fuchs

4 short years: "Today is the best day of your life." If I could

do it all again. 1 wouldn't change a thing.

Frosh Fball= UND: men in

tights, poo on fire. shav e cream fights,

fell in pool, fires purse in road, bobm

EXON,TBone"wishUwer here" MALAX,
champs! THINK OF ALL THE... USA #14 ML lead me 2

every td 1 ever had. M * B (originals) Kd20 Fn nite htes.

Bez call yo bitch survivor- cult, AT:

F.FIag, Weridvlate nite. Brimev wBC
p E a r v i S toPNotch! ShipYL

sign on doc
1
what's up M? U know who u

are. it's been awesome- 1 love all. Man. Mom & Dad. I

couldn't have done it w out u. Good Luck 03!



Charles Russell Gallagher

Jillian Elizabeth Geer

There is no beginning, there is no end,

there is only change" Thnx 2 my girls Ep

i Hb Sw Em Aw Kb is Dc Np Cv Bs/ guys

j

I lve U. Jd 2Tb He 2Bb Cw Db Jm Rj Ee

Jp Md Ah/ thnx 02 crew. I've Seen It All

in A small Town CRAZY DAZE grt 8

;
chorus Songs Bthngs Tent Pmos Knarp Ds

: barn Jpdway Blaizs 007 Mdnt Rdrs Ptime

;Smeatballs Shrn Shrlok Lnsmrd NA5nfl

jThe Hole The Fort Sdippin Mnmt Disney

NH vt Crazy Game A poker Wburns L8

nights Exxon The Box Catfghts I lve U
'iDorian Shmitees Squish Bcruis LTMs
;Murphs Keep Phishin "Take The
jHIGHway Through The Great Divide"

thnx4The Memories It's Been Ablur, Hrd2

;
Believe I'm Out. I Graduated Yeay.

I never thought that I'd be ready to leave

high school, but I think now I've reached

the point where I'm more than ready.

Thanks to all my friends who have helped

me get through the years. Raisin/ Magic/

BULLET TIME!/ Lifesavers/ Krissy, go

slow over that bump!/ Bobo/ Chocolate-

chip muffins/ North Caroline/ It's not from

Japan, it says "Dento-Clinic" on it/ SIMS/

Are you a brillo pad? /Dawson's Creek.

I'll always remember the good times.

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Kate, I love you!

Good luck class of 2003, we made it!

Julie Daley Gallagher

Peter Gerard Gillespie

"It takes a big man to cry, it takes a bigger man
to laugh at that man." -jackhmdy The crew CN CC
SM PC DW DD ME EB KB it's been fun.

timone deept egr suit dcwsejl silly dilly hopo 1

natty's hansolo walkoff 11% 4th "toronto

Oregon?" jitterbug snackpack 7 knockers heyma

32 oz choc milk hotdog "snake in the wild" gta

sing along "fifa games" driver calzone booger

dimes "is feeling it" volvo build 19 macs pool

lincoln. Thanks for everything Mom Dad Sean

Bean "why didn't you call, I was worried."

Crazy as I make my way through this world for

no one but me to say what direction 1 shall turn-

dmb, 4most - fam- rn/d- thanx 143, hope to make

u proud, L-admire u a lot, u da best 143, bball #33

capt, soc. - fut. st. chmps, pals- BK, SK, TS, JW,

CS, MF, MB, BR- Been Real, Row's Soc. prty,

BR- harv. Pants?, Sargent '02- TS's head/ running'

table, 8deep/ sess'= hawk, MR- Prtnr In Crim/ Rut,

Norx Mass Av= wow, no Dptch= hookd, hopkns

Evrydy= chill, BK- yo Dog, 1 no whas goin' down.

Dor- my best friend, u fill my heart with gladness

143, EEENN- it's been a good ride.

Chase John Garbarino

Gregory Desmond Gomer

"Celebrate we will cuz life is short but

sweet for certain" 02 State Champs 25-)

#27 "Sweet" My Boys: laker chix, pro rut,

seifs gf, loofie baseball, boogs, cams, SH,

MM RG deerpark, trips, ACK, AP ruf

jumpin', H20 baluns, innocent, who's

house? tight box, hockey #22 we's nasty.

My Girls: CP scoops sketchy wat? JRL

mbeg, KH prom, EG BN CR RCAM LM
basement. Mom Dad JeffJonny Riss thanx

for the lovin', wouldn't be the same w/out

all u guys. I'm freakin' out man! PEACE
"We Still Here..."

JoEllen Marie Gardner

Deirdre Anne Goode
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Jeffrey Ronald Gorka

"Well that was fun..." Thanx GC, KS, NB,

JB, SKETCHY, Tristan and so on (u know

who u r). Good times wit the skater folk.

Greg- Do u have any lobstaz? Kyle- I'll

keep that gutter as a sign ofour friendship.

Jimbo- Era Era?... ur not a turn table,

Driving was fun except when u crashed -

that wasn't fun. Beatrice- skatin' yeee, BG
vs NB can't wait for round 30. Sketchy

Bill- ur an odd fellow but u da man. Thanx

MOM and Katie, luv ya both but u know

that. Sk8-4-LiFE. Filmin' stuff. Pond days.

Nick we gotta road trip. That's it, peace

and good luch to ya all.

Brian Christopher Govoni

"The first fish up the river is the first fish to

CHILL" it's been a decent ride. Football '01

and '02. chillin' at Squish. Schmitties. craziness

in the town forest ~ PM. KN, bowlin'

Mayflower. Playin' the ruit. late-night Wendy's

$.99 nugs. Word up to my BUDS; Lo. VE, TH,

ED, AN, KS, FP, KN, BD, PM. AM. KC, MJ,

TD, JN thanks to the fam and friends along the

way anyone I missed u know we're chill, Last

but not least BLESS THE SESH!!!!

Patrick Michael Gram

Jenna Irene Gray

'"Truly great friends are hard to fine,

difficult to leave, and impossible to

forget." -G. Randolf

JK SH MK SC SK JL AR KS MD MC
LH LD KM - thanx 4 everything- so many

mems! JK ~ 13 yrs babe thanx! SH ~

soccer buds *late nites* 2 the guyz - good

times, great mems! Prom '01 DrlsCoLl's

Village beach nites -9/21/01 ~ Dispatch

wifey Homie G&K ~ M, D&J thanx 4

everything, I'll make u proud! Luv u All!

G'luck class of 2003! "Reach for the

moon, even ifyou miss you'll land among

the stars."
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Jonna Marie Green

"Neverfrown becauseyou never know who might

be falling in love with your smile. "-Justine Milton

High school has had it' ups and downs, but

it had made me a better person. I have

learned more than just math and science, I

have learned about friendships, love,

broken hearts, accomplishments, and
failures. As I leave here, I'm filled with

fond memories of the past and high hopes

for the future. Thank you to all my friends

and family, you guys mean the world to me.

Robert Milton Greenglass

"We all take different paths in life, but no

matter where we go, we take a little ofeach

other everywhere." - Tim McGraw

All the memories... It has been a blast!

Disney... Carnegie, BC, ohh year that was

fun. Ball games, #12, GG (ACK, Tarp...

Sick) Survivor, Late Night Wendy's,

waterballoons, beach, bluefish. To all my
friends, you all are the best, and I'll miss

everyone. Mom, Dad, and Jonny, I love

you guys and couldn't have done this

without you! -Therapist

My 4 years here have been notable. I give

thanx 2 all my teachers 4 their support.

Leaving High School for a whole new
experience may be as challenging as my
summer on Outward Bound! I'm really

excited but I know I'll miss y'all. My fave

chicas- SJ AM CE AH HA KO- 1 luv ulj

ML- u r a great friend. JS DM EC AC LM(
JM RC SC LP EG TF KW NC I'll miss u!

Choir rules! Seniors: we've been thru,

things like losing Brittany who we al

loved- 1 dunno all of u But I luv ya! Good(

Luck! Luv, Kriss

Kristina Roth Granger

Blair Francis Hagerty

Props 2 My Girls- good times EM. JM. RC. CP. HB. J>

M0, KW, LM. TD FELLAS Kepi Me Goin' MA ~ POL

RC & CP- W0LFY! 2 mv soccer girls- DH- Twins: A*

Crazy @ PC; AK- KUNGF00; HL- Party HARD: MF
Swarmpits 5 STATE CHAMPS 7 Yrs Luv U w All M
Heart- Mick- Obviously, Maine. Pats. JONNA1 EM. AI

PO how fast we grow Brett- neu 4get s&j ur CL'inCA v

my RING DoinPorchStyle Luv Ya- HB- invisible man' Sw

cap #7 KW- globa joda JM- Spidermansiz EK<?WT BI

BB Kev- AftSch- CP We Movin' 9 RCImlS. Traffi

Dispatch, Mayer. Toga MDEE Thanx 143.



jSome people come into our lives and go

uickly, others stay and leave footprints on our

tearts and we are never, never the same." To
,iy friends: JV-I don't think I could've made it

mi these 4 years w/o u-luv ya hun! BFF. AK-
iver analyzation of EVERYTHING! KS-
iscuits, lists, pow-wows, cloning in the p/a

lachine. MC-kidnappings, Applebee's BR,
figels 4 -eva! FH Crew-my 2nd family, I'll

ever forget u guys. To everyone else thanks

)T the mems! M, D, B-Thanks for everything

ou've done for me-I love u! GL 2003.

Erin Marie Hanafin

Andrew John Heinstadt

("ONLY GOD CAN JUDGE ME"
- TUPAC SHAKUR

EOPLE WHO NEED SPECIAL THANKS

C, S&RW, MD, SPIDERMAN, JT,

MD, AA, JK, SW, EH, AS, JD, HC, NO,
VI, GT, THC, MR, MOM, DAD, TIM,

)HNNY AND TO MY TWO BEST

|
UENDSWHO HAVE BEEN TO HELL
IND BACK WITH ME MIKE
ISOBICHAU AND TYLER HUBER.
*HANKS TO MR. CRAFT, MRS.

J
EATHERLOW FOR ALL THE

li
JPPORT. AND LAST BUT NOT

v EAST TO ALLIE WOODWARD
If ORDS CANNOT EXPRESS HOW
1 !UCH I LOVE AND CARE ABOUT
bu.

"All this time, it had been quite plain to

Hare that the others knew nothing about

spectables. And as for all their tempting

ideas well, Hare didn't care. The lost

spectacles were his own affair. And after

all, Hare did have a spare pair." —jeihm iuu-

- "Spin me back down the years of my
youth. Proud member of Sandwich

Sunday; Thanks to my family for

everything, my friends for having a good

time no matter what, and my sports teams

cuz we were always sick. The Coronet is

helping keep the Scat Pack alive.

Michael Joseph Hardman

Ashleigh Marie Henderson

Thanx Mom, Dad, Jef, and DJ. I love you

all. Thanx to all the people who helped me
through school. Thanx Ms. Weatherlow,

don't worry I will come back and see you.

Hey Bill, Lauren, and Sarah have fun next

yuear. Hey MW, DF, RD, MW, AM, DC,

CF, KF, KG. To everyone I forgot sorry. To

Tree and Curbfeeler the best local bands.

To my first Tree concert with Jeff and the

boat ride after. To all the fun moments.

"True friends are never apart, maybe in

distance, but not in heart." Bball #22 AP,

LL, KV, Belles, Winnie rides, our life.

Soccer. Prom '02. JC, LL, AP, we made it

fun. To all the rest I've shared a smile w/,

thanx. Ethan, thanx for paving the way.

Meri, good luck in HS. Luv u both. Mom
+ Dad, thanx for everything, I luv u. "The

future belongs to those who believe in the

beauty of their dreams." -Eleanor Roosevelt

Caroline Locke Harrington

Shannon Elizabeth Heneghan

"And life is what we make of it. Always

haS been, always Will be." -Grandma Moses

If I have learned anything so far it is that

life offers more than one right answer. The

experiences I fear most have a way of

becoming the experiences I most enjoy.

Mom, Dad, Val, Weasel, Boppies, Ladies,

Jilli, Mrs. D, Mrs. Fields, Mrs. Shanley,

Ryan, Chase... Thank you for being the

best people in my life and for teaching me
to value my own abilities.

"Ballerinas fall down but ballerinas get up

again." - Leslie Shanley

Jesse Stetson Hayes

Jonathan Thomas Henninger

Whatever dude, oh man what 2 say, true FF fan ~

WM-HG & $MLG, remember that? TA-dude...

seriously dude. SV- PB buddies, no 1 will ever know.

KC- good havin' u around, thanx for the laught. TG-

you're not short, I'm just really tall liaha. nel else I

didn't mention I'm thinking of u. To my fam- C-

THEGME. M- Trampoline. R- Chairshot. M&D-
thanx 4 everyghing I luv u all. 2SS- though we go

our separate ways 4 now, SS will 1 day rise again.

Congrats to all my classmates, I will see u all again,

sleep tight. Proud member of SS.



No love, no friendship, can cross the path of

our destiny without leaving some mark on it

forever." Thnx LD & Lk couldn't have done it

w/o u. MK & KS. scandalous behavior, el's 4

eva. SD & JM luv u guys. CC, thnx 4 all the

great times and the future mems. JK, sg. Hi-

atus'
1 Thnx 2 every 1 else who has been there 4

me. hubbards c sneaking into houses/ dmb/
dispatch dance parties beach drives/ prom 02/

summer, ohh the good times! M. D, T & B,

thnx 4 everything. I love u. Don't gry be it's

o\ er. smile be it happened." GL Class of 2003.

Lauren Marie Higgins

The question is not whether we will die.

but how we will live. Live every day as if

it were your last." We had lots of good

times _ memories. AP- most wanted "the

Vias" Killington waldo, sklut.

REDWOOD- HUT ~ Snow +

Wakeboarding ~ Whistler ~ shmities. Guy
in basement AA- makin' runs- DUDE/
MAN/ Chill- Late night hockey, LG-NY
~ Saquish> gurnet-beachin' it- RUT- UR
DAD- Shouts< H-kid, CAMEL FaAP SM
GS KM KH G Scar TATE- Like + crazy,

grandma-shalailey, MULLET, LAX PWP.

Grandma M. Thanx MOM + DAD +

DAVE> good luck in the future!

"You've got to trust your instinct and let

go of regret. You've got to bet on yourself

now, star, 'cause that's your best bet." -

311. To my friends thanks, especially Sc

& Ml. Sc- Montreal/ Travis/ DMB 02. Mi-
Sketch car rides/ long talks/ my dog? Jl-

Funny dances, movies? Everyone stay

cool, thanks Mr. C, Swim Team, & Capts,

Thanks Mom, Dad, and espec. Linds Love
you. "Reach high, for the start lie hidden
in your soul. Dream deep, for every dream
proceeds the goal."

Margaret Frances Hoban

"If a change could be better than this. and|

then I worry maybe things won't be betterj

than they have been here in the*

warehouse" dmb

Good Times Good Times- River Ranch.' 1

cinco de mayo- sweet 16/ Pink Pantheii

Palace/ random nites/ waterfront/

Baywatch/ Bay Path/ JM-7. 19/ Hempfest/i

Febvaca '01/ Cape Crusades redhat/

Laredos/ Disney clubbin'- To my winthropi

crew- stalker- runs/ bullet/ the voice/

summer '02 and soo many more Dad

Mom Nan Al and Steph Thanx foil

everything, I love you more than anything
;

Good Luck '03.

Kimberly George Hoomis

Emily Josephine Hopkins

"Just do the steps that you 've been shown

by everyone you 've ever known until the

dance becomes your very own. No matter

how close to yours another s steps have

grown, in the end there is one danceyou 11

do alone. " Thanks Mom. Dad, Julianna.

and Becky (and many others) for always

being there. Thanks to all my friends (you

know who you are) for some great times,

best of luck out in the real world *insert

favorite inside joke here.* Every new
beginning comes from some other

beginning s end.
"
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Sarah Marie Hopkins

"Everyday 's a new day I'm thankful 4 every breath I

take I won't take it 4 granted so I learn fm my
mistakes" POD Band Crew LHKSJLMC ~ keep on

marchn Disney 01 Housekeepn LH: Celestial Hemp

Co 4eva Extrem Sailin Flea Market A&P Gram Duff

Canada LAX ! Hovi & Stret Winter Track ~ Gunther

Super 600- AR & the cheers- Higgs Goin2: SD 2

Corner 2 Beach! JK - Cookies JL ~ Sally & Selena

MK ~ Chit&Chat JG ~ Soccer & reffin MA ~

urhairstylin LD ~ rollerbladn & SHA LK & LD
~ FL! Thanx Mom Dad DJM & All My Budz 'That

which is luved is never lost" Gluck2cvery I
~ PEACE.

"High school yearbook- 65$, pen- 2$,

lookn back and remembem the fun times

u had- priceless!" - Me. Thnx to my
dubsluvya! Aclan. Hancockst. DTP. July4.

shell. prom@T. Icman. P-AS. CT. AK. AJ.

TF. NS. walkw/MR. DMB. hempfest.

dispatch. Rov. 31ildevils (MAL) Winthrop.

WYclef. RYAN. Allerton. sally & selena-

JL. Disny trp. KE- bakdassup JK-

parknlitgrls. SK- 1/1/01. sleepovaMC-

whresdaluv? keepmarchn SH: sailn. A&P.

AK:UFO, drivebys, Gradnite 01. fell off

bed. "I'm going to a pretty place now
where the flowers grow."-™,™™. Thnx m.

D. A. A. & M!

Luke Alexander Uteris

"Don't you rob yourself of what you're

feeling, don't you rob yourself of all thai

you could be..." To all my friends - you guys

are the best. Just remember to keep it real

Thanx to JD, AP, SH, MC, SM, GG, ana

GS and how can I forget Seifert's Girlfriend

CHADWICK LIKES THE ****. MC, S

"Are those white? " Why no. they are n

Special thanks to Jodi DelPrete!



{ Is it worse to hate something while you

do it or miss it when it's gone? Thank you:

Duxbury for all the friends and memories;
' Mom, Dad, Jeff, Bill, & Ali for all the love

and support you've given me, and all that

' I can count on in the future. Sandlot, Fruff,

Florida vacations, Italy trip. Kathy- "if

I
heaven had a height you would be that

;

tall..." - 1 love you always. Good luck in

the future class of2003. Never get pinned!

Douglas George Imbrogna

Alison Rachel Kacmar

("Somewhere over the rainbow, skies are

'blue, the dreams that you dare to dream

really do come true. It's not where but who

you're with that really matters." 2 many

memories 2 fill this! EH-FIX IT! U kno it

rail. Thnx 4 bein' there! HOV-drivebys,

grad nite 01 . MW-ur awesome! I luv all u

iguys, I'll neva 4get y! "Today is the first

day of the rest of your life!" Mom, Dad,

Bina, Lauren - I luv u guys more than

Unything! "Friends may come and go but

family lasts forever!" This has all been

(wonderful but now I'm on my way!

Red sky in morning, sailors take

warning. Red sky at night, sailors

delight!

Boz, woonsocket, stona, chuckles, lauren,

sailing with you guys has been the best.

"None but ourselves can free our minds"

everyone else, thank you! Hope everyone

has a good one! Zero is my Hero! Danish

chuttlecock king! I love you Mom, Dad,

Kristel, Signe, Klaus and everyone, thanks

for your support, it means so much! "Well,

me don't swim too tough so me don't go

in the water too deep.' -Bobttartey.

Hans Peder Nordahl Jensen

Julian n Amanda Kalb

"Things do not change. We change." To my Grls:

I lov u! Good times: Your mom/ sketchy/ booty/

BSpears, Poolhouse/ slower, RiverRve/ Jon/ Jess'

house, plymth H20ft, car/ hidegoseek, WWraft/

CARL/ Uturn, smokeythebear, How now brown

cow? JS & TR- flasher/ Malibu Julie, MB-
yieldsign/ lemonicecream/ GONAVY, JM-
cocaptains/ bestbuy, RC- dinner3/ SES, LJ, DM-
BFtruelygreatfrnd, hug&smile/ DantheMan/

FHGrls: #19/ snap/ Stroller/ truethat "These are

the good old days" mom- your my heart LU dad

& honey- ILY thanx4evrthing ORANGE.

"When you love someone put their name in a

circle, not a heart, because hearts can be broken

but a circle goes on forever." AM- "Where's ur

keys?" KO~ BEACH DAYS in da sun! I know u

luv RF HNA~Goin' 2 Maine! No more RUNTS!
CE~ "Oww, Oww!" KG- Great times swimmin'.

AB, AN, MP, DZ, + PB- Thanx 4 da much
needed hugs. To my b/f: I love vou! XOXO
DRAMA Rox! M, D, + AC: Thanx 4 all u've

dun 4 me! COLOR GUARD ROX!!!!! 4 yr ILU,

Snowy! GL 2 da Class of2003 ! <3We will always

remember you, Brittany! <3

Samantha Ellen Jordan

Stephanie Marie Keefe

"Trust in the Lord with all your heart and

lean not on your own understanding; in

all your ways acknowledge Him, and He

shall direct your paths" Proverbs i "family

always comes 1st!" M, D, K, E, S- u guys

mean the world 2 me, I love u soo much!

sc, ks, jk, lh, mk, jl, ar, mc + esp. bl, u

taught me so much, more than u'U ever

know- thanx 4all the great mem- wlks,

checkers! long talks, nites@landing, stars,

disney, summerjam, dmb,dispatch, beach,

slpovrs, boston, just chilln', y muchas mas!

goodluck next yr class of 2003!

A CLAN Nights in MP on Handcock St.

with the boys. Gary - 1 luv u. The PR*Fire.

Summer Jam- CT. Bathroom floor.

Allerton. MV*CK Aerosmith '01. Dune

Bugs. "I see dead people." "All the way

back in history, how a girl thinks is a

mystery." To all my girls: CT AS TF LH
NS AK MC. "It's amazing, when the

moment arrives that u know you'll be

alright." Mom, Scott Kev, Dad, Deb, Rach,

Nik, Lou - Luv u all. "Looking back,

moving ahead." "Life's a journey, not a

destination."

Ashley Elizabeth Joyal

Robert James Keller

The Originales Ee Jm Tk Bp Thanx for the

highs, lows an everthing else! DOT, Freestylee,

Who kno's a ZooKeeper? El Forte- Wanna

Box? So Be Ah Refreshing! Shetlers- Evry 1

Hide! Christies alright fine. Feel The Wrath of

Poseidon there Chief? BerkFest- foggy times

Hb Tb Cw Db, Prom Nite 16x2, Crawlspace,

Spitefire RIP To all my friends- Peace OUT
"Don't give up your independence because it

feels so right. Nothing good comes easily,

sometimes you've got to fight." 1

9



"We all take different paths in life, but no matter where

we go, we take a little of each other everywhere."

-SLC: im alwavshere. urmyangel. ILL', bff- JK: SSF.

L'Rirreplaceabie. staythe wayUaie. xo. - KS & LH:

bigtymers & CL's 4ev < 3Mygirls: Umean so much

to me. Never chanae. ILU! ~ Mv bovs: great times &
mems. Baood. ttAJalb- Prom02. Dpatchx2. DMB,
Wvclef. Mixfest. Julv4s. 9 21 01.WN, Ddruns. Bnl,

gustr, 31ildevils. SR01, TRL, plyseshs, Track,

driscolls, micasa, summers, dsneywrld, CC,

*FrenchMems - Mv fam: thanx4evervlhing. IT make

U proud, xo -GLUCK2002-

Meghan Marie Kiley

Brett Andrew Klebanoff

"MEN! 50 of you are going out on a

mission, 25 of you ain't coming back" -

Dazed & Confused

MB, TD, JW, CM, TS, AC, shack w/

shabazz, karl: R.I. P.- the guy- soccer

league champs '01, future state champs
'02- 'RUT- MOFO-B- karate w/HB- "the

beach"- B&B - Booter- Pats Parade '02-

Blair: CU in CA7 DIporch- Garb: yo dawg,

I always know what's goin' down- Taylor:

2/14/02, more good times than I can

remember, thanx for being there- M/D:

thanks for everything, luv ya. S/J good

luck w/life- later.

20

"There's people u've known 4ever, who

know u in this way that others can't. B/x

they've seen u change they've let u change"

MK- SSF ur awesome + I'm here ILU SC-

DMT4evWs? xoKS- Escape 1000 Dunkies

JG- 13 yrs. thnx hun SH- Wruns LH- SG,

gym BF MD- party SK - the talks JL, AR,

LD, LK, MC, CP, KM- the best, thnx 4

fun times MY BOYS- thnx 4 mems ILU

all A+L- Parlotgals TRL Disptch2
, DMB,

K108, MXfst WNchicos Ply. sess. Cape

SR01 Prom J 4th2 9/21/01 MKcasa, Track

All*s, Vill TorD cha@MEtrip M + D + T-

not have done it w/o u ILU, Thnx 2all '03-

gluck, make it good.

Jessica Anne Kingman

Scott David Klebanoff

"Hail, hail, the gang's all here" throwin' the bee/

golfing/ latenight/ saquish/ GBB/ small hoop/

backyardfootball/ beach/ boats/ GBB/ just

hangingout/ everythingelse/ G coomments/ thanks for

being there for me: MB TD CM CG MF AA RG SH

Dl JW DW too many more to name, but you know

who you are; Never forget the old neighborhood: CC
SM PG TS/ Soccer 02 runs game/ Wrestling cap'n-

keepin' the tradition alive/ Italy 01/ "Valete'V thanks

M and d for always being there/ J and B- 1 wish I

could grow up all over again, good luck.

Ames Xo Thanx 4 Evrythng Blazer Xon Victory

Luv UM&D I Love You Bri UR Alwayz There

JJ U Taught Me Lots Friends Had & Have
Thanx 4 Being There. "...I should not be

withheld but that some day into their vastness I

should steal away fearless of ever finding open

land or highway where the slow wheel pours

the sand I do not see why I should e'er turn

back or those should not set forth upon my track

to overtake me who should miss me here and

long to know if still I held them dear they would

not find me hanged from him they knew only

more sure of all I thought was true." « f™»

Christine Joanne Kingsley

Todd Robert Koontz

Los originales RK, JM, EE, BP everyone

else knows who they are. Never forget:

Poseidon, Barney, Spitfire, The Fort,

Marsh Boxing, Boomers, Crawlspace, The

Parties, 311, the Pats game, River Race,

(Ark), Sebastian, the Chicken Walk, Sobe,

Jumping Jones. Joint-Bubbler combo. The

Band (KS), What lies between us and what

lies ahead of us are tiny matters compared

tO What lies Within US. -Ralph Waldo Emerson

"Good friends r hard to find, harder 2 leave,

and impossible 2 4get" 2mychicas- CT,

MB, AS< AJ, LH, TF- luv ya thanx 4 the

fun times wooha, usher, the moment. 4th

ofjuly, the ice cream man. hancock street,

prom night '02, r.i.p. kittly. crazy taxi, lost

in wareham, shell, hfest, dt plymouth,

bayfarm, fish, margo- sleep - good times

before crew, cancan, adios senor mathers,

complicated, squaredance, jenny grist mill,

tedeschi's, summer nights at the beach,

Mom, Dad, Cathy, and Caroline u mean

the world to me. I couldn't thank u enough,

I'll always love u.

Ashley Lauren Kinsella

Lauren Michelle Kugel

And the long road comes abruptly to an end,

leaving wide space open to explore. Wild

oceans, verdant hills, all touched by the same

golden sun. I look back and see my friends,

my family, my love, and all the others that

have shaped my past. I look forward and I

see them leading me to the new path I am to

follow.

For those who have been there and those who

always will, much thanks for the past and

many wishesfor thefuture.



Just Do It

Sprite Obey ur thirst. "It's All About The Snow,"

Cski2003, "don't lie" Snow cool, CRASH, Exxon,

Jet ski, JR When on the Boat, Can't wait to go

skiing, Sun River, Sugarloaf, Tuckerman's, JR Too

much pwr u don't need it. MW's d-way, BD Dude

I took a digger. Rail Grinding, 4x4, Saquish, JH

What's up Dude. TK thks for wrkg ski trip, To all

brows JH BD MW AW MW MC DP BT MV DF
RD Hey, how yous doin' JB EA BA KB JA Gram
"Soap" Thanks to my family for all the love and

support. Love u. Peace Out.

Christopher Kwiatkowski

Jessica Rose Leary

SL Breedas, SK8Town, 151, Anthony's,

Luscious, clancys hoopty (Hey how U
doin? WORD) RR2k2, O-fays. Dani-

BLU, Dirty Sanches, J.K.=SlaM, Ris-

SKETCH, Proud 2B American nites. Trees

r like ppl...-J.S., R u natv amrican?,

Nelly2k2!, Dunkin Diva, thanx mom &
steve & my girls n dxbry 4 makin' movin'

here way betr than I thot it would b. "All

hell can't stop us now." -Rage

Be glad of life, because it gives you the

chance to love and to work and to play

and to look up at the stars. " AR-green

turtle/ remember the alamo! sweatbands!

lifejackets 4 wheel drive/ FHOw/o u id be

empty FH#33/ goalie twins, best seasons

ofmy life/ Big Bop/ MB41ife/ Promnite02/

2 my girls u rock keep on dreamin', I luv

u all/ sally/ selena meet the girls/ Disney/

PPT '"housekeeping?"/ Dispatch/ Big Boy-

u made me smile, u made me laugh, luv u

M, D, Kiki I luv u guys thnx4 everything,

baby girl g/1 to u, I luv u! G/L2003.

Jessica Ann Laniewski

Matthew Louis Lelyveld

To all ofyou friends who made it fun, right on,

keep on doing your thing in your only as you

can way. To those who have no way, remember

the words of Shannon Hoon, "Keep on

dreaming boy, 'cause when ya stop dreaming

it's time to die." I can't believe it's over!? The

clique (/ went by so fast comes to mind. Mom,
Dad, Josh, Sara, you guys pushed me when I

needed it, and even when I didn't. To all the

rest ofyou, hopefully I' 11 be able to see around,

and remember Hoon words of wisdom.

"The moment may be temporary, but the memory is

forever."

To my boys: BF, MN, AB, JC, LA, KM, TO, DM,
AT, CS & those I missed, I'm really gonna miss u

guys - don't change. #12 Football, Wrest Capt. Who
can forget the Glory Days? LAX STATE CHAMPS
Vixt. @ Pitt's schmeg + Quad = gals pranks e-bird

wiffle summer root! The 4th Rr + AF=Quich

latenight BF- "JV Lifting" MC- stay keepin' it real,

B Linds- Always be urself for u bring a smile to my
face Namehass! Bez-Ur the best of the best! M, D,

A & E thanks for making me the man I am today.

Matthew Lee Lanuto

Elizabeth Marie Longley

"If you can dream it, you can do it." -wait

Disney "A good friend is hard to find, hard

to lose, and impossible to forget."

Bball=life #24/ Lax capt. #12 Thanks to

my best buds- CH AP KV- Fab Four

Belles Winnietrips S.B. Camp I believe-

tons of laughs and mems C.C.I kayaks

N.H. H20 fight sittin' 1st concrt ohh-ahh

New Year's "01" u guys are the best JC-

real peeps, Prom "02," dmcurve- we had

fun, artpals & everyone else good luck-

mom dad dj jon thanks for everything luv

u all I'll make u proud.

"It's nice to be important but it's more

important to be nice." JC: all good, fun

mems sine dayl, ur lika sis2me, BF41if;

JM: pbs, shopn; JV- fun@rink, be; KM-
mrsmd, band, beach; MT- jeep8beep; RC-

blnk, dball, sr; MH- fun X's, luvya; EC-

ccf, fh; MW&AJ- sleepovas, pool; TR-

umprty, dpd; TR, LM, AM- FH capts02-

2allmy fhgrls- wehav2mch fun espw/bb;

TR, LL- Laxcpts03; u2,nsynccncrts/

mixfest/ survvr & friend nites/ flrdO 1 /

prom02/ fhcamps; M&D- u 2 have helped

me become the person I am today- thanx

ILU both so much. C, M- be good, ilu guys.

Meaghan Elizabeth Larkin

Matthew Robert Lynch

"Enable me to bear success with humility, the

affection ofmy friends without pride, and to be

ready when the day of sorrow and grief come
to meet it with the courage befitting a man." -

Osier. Thanks to those who have supported me
along the way, you know who you are; estis.

Thanks for everything you've done. Mom and

Dad, 1 couldn't have done this without you; Jon,

Tom, Nick, Brianna: good luck, I love you all!

2003: "The wave of the future is coming and

there is no fighting it."



"1 pheel no curiosity. 1 sec the path ahead
of me. in a minute I'll be phree"-

Game nights at Cips, good times in the

shack MB. TD. JW. BK, TS. AC. rip Karl

(MB. TD) the alliance, tangerine incident,

las vias. running game in rut w/cip, pats

parade, no hoochy woochy ballgame.
BOOTAH. bestof the best, seeing phish

\\ the phive. omnitheater boomin', BH
night b4 psats. moe shows, almost forgot

the guy. thanx M. D. T. A for being there.

"Come waste ur time w me."

Charles Ross Mackenzie

"What lies behind us and lies before us

are tiny matters, compared to what lies

within us." To all my friends it's been a

fun trip. Thanks to everyone along the way.

Band- nose it- BF, EM, MM, DD, AP, KW.
AP Latin. AA&T- KM, MF, GD, MC. US
His- CM, BK, SH, DW. Special K. Road

Block. SYF- Bill, Nat, Traci thanxs.

Skitrips, show true love, cribs. Survivor.

PG, CN, CC- old gang- good times

growin' up. painter suits, CN summer

school, backyard football, Bot- your flies

down, streetluge. Hart good luck w/

Cramer. Bez, Mulli, Fuchs, Nutes- great

guys. Mom, Dad, Craig thanxs love ya.-

Booger/ Magellan- good luck everyone.

"Celebrate we will for life is short but sweet for

certain - climb on 2 by 2 to b sure these days

continue." DMB Girls & Boys - u know who ur

All man 01-elguap - sq "Bestdayever" bros. pets

parade jona? EC - BsBslpovrs fhemp 4yr vet -

Ffars-R/K/J/A fat kid movie night-I'm vikki-

lepfurcoat-Latinfam-"Perhaps 1 day u'll remember

even these our adversities w/pleasure" SM-
lockrbud-ffreg-Italy 01 -"If u want the rainbow u

gotta put up w/ the rain" Thnks M+D gluck KBMM
'03 have fun "Never settle 4 less than ur dreams-

Somewhere, sometime, somehow u'll find them."

Julianne Maguire

To all my buds, you know who you are,

you were all good guys, good luck in

college. February 3, 2002 the day the

Patriots won the Super Bowl, Nomar best

SS in baseball. Going to fight for my
country. An Army OfOne. 9/ 1 1 God Bless

America. "Ernest Hemmingway one wrote

the world is a great place and worth dying

for, I agree with the second part." I love

you Mom, Dad, Paige, and Daisy. I'll

make you proud.

Drew Christopher Malone

"Take your time, don't live too fast.

Troubles will come, and they will pass. Go
find a woman, and you'll find love. Don't

forget son, there is someone up above.

Forget your lust for the rich man's gold,

all that you need is in your soul. Don't you

worry, you'll find yourself. Follow your

heart, and nothing else. You can do this, if

you try. All I want for you my son, is to be

satisfied." Mom, Dad, Danielson. KayKay,

Big G Lovin, Maynard. Doyon, Seiffy:

you guys are the best. Good luck to all!
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Jordan Leigh Manly

"They love to tell you stay inside the lines, but

something's better on the other side, I wonder

if they've wished for anything better"- johmaye'

Always live life to the fullest- my girls: KW
RC HB LM MO TD BH EM JN CP AP CH-
theo's monsterjam dispatch allmanbros, bonr

likes it, geniedance, smartkidjoke yum SC
flipcup, drnkday (w, the beach, fatty mvsmr BF-

shdontalk togaparty frenchmems wrnheven

jamsession froshsocr/ bball camelids blinksong

PROM '02 whitshouse jrparkhb spdrmn luvya

M DSWA Thnxfritall!

Wow, high school flew by. Now it's time

2 step it up. "Sure the fight was fixed, I

fixed it with my right hand!" c Fa™

SC 99-03 dunn kix/ Warped 00-01/

lansdowne shows/ PBB&FCS- reet/ NB-
trampoline, seanconnery/ TP- yes, yes/

FuManchu- crazy korean/ fort visits/

allman '02/ JM- platypus/ WR- mexican

sensation/ "The golden opportunity you

are seeking is in yourself alone." - OSM/
"reality can be beatin with enough

imagination"- anon/ thanks mom, dad,

bon/ dad-thx 4 never stop pushing me 2

achieve greatness- I'M OUT.

Steven Richard Maynard

"A true leader has the confidence to stand alone,

the courage to make tough decisions, and the

compassion to listed to the needs of others. He

does not set out to be a leader, but becomes one

by the quality of his actions and the integrity of

his intent." Author Unknown Hockey*5- Bulldogs 02-

6/20 LI, MC- arethosewhite? MM, CC, SD. JM,

DD. GS. CN- good times I'll miss u guys- RS

Photo- "was that 5 bucks'?" Mr. A ur the man- Em-

whatwould I do w/o u thanks 4 being there- M. D,

P- love y all- thanks for all that u have done 4 me.



Now is not the end. It is not even the

beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps,

the end of the beginning. -Churchill

Thank you Mom, Dad, & Liz.

Good enough is neither.

Stimilon: No Limits.

You Are Outstanding!

William Hearst McBain

Conor James McGrath

"Friends show us who we are and who we
can be, where we've been and where we're

going," to all my girls - thank you, keep

smiling!, beach nites, sailors, u think

N'sync's here?, mall runs - JC + ML, co-

captains?, FH - enough said, what!?, dumb

blond. Incubus, Boca Grande 02-KT,

prom, Mix Fest, sketch!, u-turns, RC + JK

+ JM - dinners, ben & jerry's, preschool-

4, survivor/friends, paper bathing suits,

incident @ Best Buy, random nites,

yellow!, "cherish all your happy

moments," mom dad alex-I love you!

Jacqueline Mary McCaffrey

Shay Gerard McGuire

"It takes only a smile to make a dark day seem bright." My
Grls- Thxs4all the fun + mems 143. RC- My Othr Half-

'96-'0
1 Nye GP snkout SB + ECss/BH big Mama Hb spider

MO leav? AP I'm alwys here EM + KW Vilcult TO tga

Prty CO strb. JM.CP.JN.CH Prom '02 DM'0 1 Syf Dispt

'02 SKyA/ To My Bovz- Mny Fun Tmes! KM scrt Lov

GG mama TS6/7 FH'01 '02 Bst Seas Eva ILU All: SRPink

BD2Sags- c.TAM # 1 5. Sean, Whre Eva We Go Whteva We

Do, I Will Alwys Luv U/ StzrGd PdGme- Iwon! Thx2 Mr.

0, Mrs. B, P, B + Mi & M+D - "I'm everything I am because

you loved me" Thxu, U Have Mde My Life So Wonderful.

M-GLinHS BFF. Class Of 2003- ILUall.

Lindsay Peard McClure

Kristen Marie McLaughlin

We've made it! Thanks to everyone who

made HS memorable you know who you

are. Drivers ED-SK. Apple tree? Ireland?

Holocaust '01 AR Thanks for being there...

SC SK KS KV JK LHAS JS JM TF Watch

out for that killer gravel haha. Good luck

to everyone at college "I always knew I

would look back on these times and smile,

never did I know I would look back on

the times I smiled, and cry."

"Life is unsure, eat your dessert first."

The fun4, luv YOU girls, Umean THE world

TO me FH/Hockey capt. #18 ~ TS=same

PERSON, wombat, convertbletop "Weare

GOING 12 mph! DoUbLeThOnG - AF ~ur

HOUSE b4LAX, old TMS w/TO&BR,
SNEAKINGout we Rdef CAUGHT EA ~

you MADE me INTO a GIRL, greg, retainers

~ To MY boys UR the BEST: LA, KM, KN,

ML, MN, JC, TO, KC ~ KM couldn't MAKE
it WITHOUT you (shrek) MO, JN, RC, TD=
luv YOU! AT + BR + CS= cuties TR + ML
+LM= we NASTY ~ prom '02, SAQUISH=
crazyrides, TOO MANY GOOD TIMES!!!

POgood LUCK! MOM, DAD & KINS you

GUYS get ME here LUV you SO much "I'M

ganna WIN this GAME"-jams

RUN

Ashley Elena McGrath

Kathy Ann Medairos

"To be a star you must shine your own light, follow

your own path, and don't worry about the darkness

for that is when stars shine brightest." Doug-xoxo-

you've changed my life-u r an amazing persn-thanx

for not fivin' up on me-I'll always love you! Tree house

sloths - glu - FI - Mugie - seglls - drkgme - SATAN -

ouchis - rolrbldin Malibu Julie - Daners - prom -

william - Spoon! - Snap! - beachn - Sketch! #1 - indoor

- FH02 - undfeted leegchamps - ofense - Mom - Dad

- Dave - 1 never wuld have made it without you! Thnx

for inspiring me. I love you. Here we go! ! ! .,



No regrets. Duxbury Football.

Mehrmannator. erackin' skulls. Wendy "s

Late Night, S and S, the zon count, Tenacious

D. Pink Monkey I love you. It's been fun.

S R. C.F.. J.S.. B.S.. B.H.. CM., M.S., D.P.,

K.S., and anyone else who I forgot.

Christopher Michael Mehrmann

My eternal thanks to all of the people, from

Ridgefield. here, or anywhere else, who have

enriched my life up to this point. My love and

thanks to Janina. for the memories and for being

what no one else could. Will always be long

enough...''

"If one bolts the doors and locks the windows

against the world, one can almost begin to

imagine the semblance of a beautiful life."

-Fran: Kajhi

"Underneath it all

We feel so small

The heavens fall

But still we crawl

All I've undergone

I will keep on."

"The only people for me are the mad ones, the

ones who are mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be

saved, desirous of everything at the same time,

the ones who never yawn or say a commonplace

thing, but burn, burn, bum, like fabulous yellow

roman candles." Thank you to everyone who has

brought a little madness to my life; I've learned

so much from you. Keep being the people that I

love and admire. Experience as much as you can

"because there was nowhere to go but

everywhere." -XwMm. On Ihe Road

Alison Beth Melymuka

"U c me sittin' here a =) upon my face.

The time has come but u know that iz not

too late. There's been too many things

together we have seen. Iz not that hard if

we start to believe, n we're not gonna take

any more. Can we try to erase all the pain?

Please show me a reason, give me a sign,

tell me the way we fall out of line. Is it

today or is it tonight we find the answer to

our life?" bsb!~

-Many thanks to

SjKgHaKoCeAhSkEmDj-
-My teachers K-12 -GS-

-MoDaJulTiggs fam and nel I missed!-

~Oww oww'n Later '03-

Claire Barbara Miller

-live nght now. just be yourself,

it doesn't matter if that's good enough

for someone else...

just do your best do everything you can,

don't you worry what their bitter hearts are going to say

•Listen as you day unfolds,

challenge what your future holds,

Try to keep your head up to the sky.

Lovers they may cause you tears.

Go ahead release your fears

Stand up and be counted,

don't be shamed to cry

You gotta be...*

It's been great.

Love you people.
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Daniela Marie Moore

"The future belongs to those who believe in

the beauty of their dreams" the crew; nevr a

dull momnt thnks4all the memries i'H never

forget anyofyou! stilflyfa; the "poolhouse,"

yurmom..., drinkincoke, chilinat "jessshouse"

w/j.o.n. RR02, MD4evr, colrgame, hide&sek,

wterfrnt, danners, ghetto "A good friend is hard

to find, hard to lose, and impossible to forget"

- 1 mnthrecrd thnks4evry mmory fmds4evr.

love you mom, dad, dayce, vick, ell, scrapy -

thnks 4ebrythng! "I know it hurts to say

goodbye but it's time for me to fly" BLUE

Eoin Alexander Moore

Never in my life have I witnessed such an

injustice as the one done to Dustin

Diamond on Fox's Celebrity Boxing!

Diamond, the esteemed thespian from

Saved by the Bell and it's spin-off series,

deserved to box someone of his caliber!

Instead he is forced into fighting the lowly

Ron Palillo from Welcome Back, Cotter?!

Palillo is a retch of a man, not worthy of

anyone, whereas Diamond is a true actor's

actor, defining his generation in the

Screech character. He deserved better, you

corporate pigs!

Kevin Michael Mullins

"We're lost, but we're making good time.'

-Bem To All My Boys LA, AB, BF. ML. JC.

TO, MN, KN. DG. And boogs, keep it up-

Thanks to all the gals- Ash u're the best,

keep the lafs coming, luv yah- (shrek)

SHL#7- A.M. in the loft - Harden disc/wiff

- pranks - '02 Lax-bird-LM sick 4 weeks-

prejuniorrip AB- Mom Dad thanks for

everything I love you- John bros don't

shake hands bros gotta salute Kev says Cam
rocks- r.i.p. Brewdog- best of luck '03.



"Today is the tomorrow we worried about

yesterday." To the SS crew: HA, MC, SD, DD,

MH, JH, JN, JM, & the founder CM, we had

some sick Sundays. To the rest ofmy buds MA,

CC, SC, LD, LH, SH, SK, MK, JK, LK, JL,

KS, ur the best. The jr. girls EG, WB, & LS we

had some great times together. MD I'll always

have a special spot 4 u. Thanks to ma, dad, and

jax for making me all that I am. "And ifnothing

can be done, we'll make the best of what's

around" ~dmb Class of 2003 baby!

James Francis Murphy

V d m*. jfji

Matthew Robert Nahmias

"You can't always get what ya want but if

ya try sometimes ya might find ya get what

ya need. ' -rolling stones

Boyz: KM LA ML AB KN KC DM BF
APAT girls the "fun four" - TS- the dance!

JC TO SW DG wish u coulda been in r

school. Youngens MC "BILL" ZH MD
KB PM TD 2BC AN DB EK MM. Prom
02 8am root dee-hant>lcn> BIGGINZ 4th

at LSs insanity PETTY & OA (STEW ME)
LATO JC TD < flyingjump kick we want

ziggy! AF + RR Quish. BKD- bff you'll

always be a part of me ILU. Mom Dad
Katie luv u guys thanks. Good luck class

of 03. "Come waste your time with me"
phish HAASS has left the building.

FIFTEEN HOURS DEEP LOOK AT
THAT FACE! Christis, Jens, Dorions, the

fort, Erics-Barney/ Poseidon, DOT, High

Rise, The Jeep 1987-2001, sneakin' out,

geekin' out, BURN! chicken strips, bus

trip, Exxon, goldfish trick, Oak St- CW
HC JD PBB, BEC, SEC. EE RJ KS TK
BP- don't forget back in the day. To all

my friends live however you choose- it's

been a blur. "Our course is coarsely plotted

on a map of shoddy dreams and hindsight

will reveal times moving faster than it

seems and maybe I'm just selfish 'cause

I've got nothing left to give I'm still a

foolish boy I've got a lifetime left to live."

Jonathan Thomas Murphy

Kyle Ross Naton

Don't worry bout a thng, cuz every lil thing gonna

be all right. BM Casual rait anyone? Dude ur being

rude. Nahmias- HI/ LIGGITY/ DE-HENT, Getting

schloppy/ Monument booms w/ Lee/ Schmitys

sess/ town forest/ petty/ squish/ 2:05 cruise/ Jerry's

porch/ Pats parade: CRAZY TIMES/ LA, PM,

AM, KC, PG, GP, MN, BD- Enjoy life. Ladies-

AF< AM, EA, TS- keep it real + tav ur the best

7:15/ TD 1 more game. Mom Dad Kim Reilly-

Thnx 4 all uve done, luv you. This has all been

wonderful but now I'm on my way- PEACE Out!

Never take it seriously... Pennylane The Girls Jg Aw
Js Ep Hb Kb Sw Luv U - Boys Ee Jp Tk Ah Rj Jm Cd

& all the rest of the BEST what would the Party B w/

oU. RR Washbums Nights @ Murphys Jonahs Dr -

clss02 misu The High Rise Prom 02 Bonfires Freesfyls

Ep- Pft H2the LiZZo O'Reillys Abros Endin Up in RI

the Box Who Is This Is? Js Bkfords Unit We Lving

Pb PDPbkfburrito Jwglfct LS nota Fish AFT
ApMcAomis U grls IwanaGo(g)Hwi Fb02 Daddyow

The time has come 2B gone Now the Autumn Moon

lights my way. Zepp - MDRB&Rugrats Luv U thanx

4Believing 1 graduated Yeay!

Erin Lynn Myette

Abram Oliver Neal

Thanks Mom, Dad and Jamie! Also to my
friends (& their families too! ) and teachers.

Band/ Bassoon Buddies/ Bickford's (ugh)/

Beach/ Familia Latinae/ Ssssss/ Stop &
Shop/ Bad Movies/ Boston/ Bus/ Nothing

to do... "Odi et amo. Quare id faciam,

fortasse requiris. Nescio, sed fieri sentior

et excrecior."-ca/u//us

"Know what's weird? Day by day nothing

seems to change, but pretty soon

everything is different."•Calvin & Hobbes

All my finds u knw who u r-so many good

times luv u all-BC babes AKRM florida

LFL tic tac it's ur prom con job crew a

KW? t mania dispatch cool kids Pat's

parade Jonna? Allman elguapo the vil

masc T+D movie/moment ABL + L + fall

apart what's up Ben? B-seriously Maine

trips 4-18 + more A=of ur the best FH
grls bow down sess pink LF truth/truth

stash missed u JH summer sis Mom Dad
Todd Jamie-wouldn't have made it w/out

y thnx luv u class 03-good luck w/

evrything Send me on my way!

Emily Kathryn Mytkowicz

Christopher Eric Nichols

"You tried your best and you failed miserably.

The lesson is never try."-«<™<T j smpson SOUR,
Calzone, Driver, Willi, ME, WC, you are all

my tight cronies: The old school crew=good

memories. Mags porch party, poland sprigs, H-

T's, 17, DMB (what a night), Prom, WC into

PC's car door. Wendy's drivethrough,

Gillespie's house, trampoline, waterballoons,

Cmonster, YB MNF, Lloyd. Nati (FL), Aussie,

Dispatch, shed, M, O, D, N, S, H love you all,

thanks for everything...PEACE.



"Work like you don't need the money, love like

you've never been hurt, and dance like nobody's

watching." To the girls, you know who you are,

thank you for making high school the time of

our lives. Mbeach. squish. mvOO,
dispateh-allman02. prom02. lovelettr. ffield,

crew. sneax. shipyard, cafps. tphus. MO=wifE,
JWU. Hal. fishmkt. EA-avonparty. hhouse,

fireNice. AF-lotiontissues B1C. TD=toga, AP-
mathZX. smellycat HB- dispatch, RC=KO.
guys: thanx 4 makin' high school a good time.

M. D. L- thanks 4 everything, love you so much!

Jamie Lynn Nickerson

Kelly Elizabeth O'Connor

"Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope

for tomorrow." 2 my friends: AM-where r

ur keys? We've had a lot ofgreat memories

through the years. It's been fun. HA-no

more runts; red=STOP & green=GO! SJ-

how much of the movie did u watch? It's

been a lot of fun. CE-summer was great -

oww, oww! Luv ya all! Prom '02, beach.

Maine, movies, party!, concerts, Fri. night

FG-it's all been fun. To my fam: M&D-
thanx 4 everything. Kristin, Erin, Pat,

Colleen & Brendan- work hard. ILU! C'L

Class of '03!
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"Some people come into our lives and

quickly go. Some people move our souls

to dance. They awaken us to a new
understanding with the passing whisper of

their Wisdom." -Anonymous

Thank you mom and dad for putting up

with me and helping me get through this!

Good luck Emily, Abby, and Kevin... I love

you all! Thanx to all my friends and good

luck! DCW~dido

Megan Elizabeth Nolan

Meghan Handrahan O'Neal

GIRLS- THANX 4 THE LAUGHT; TD: ACK/34, 1 DAYS
+ FLEPCUP= TRBLE, KW/ AP (apr)/ EM/ RC- BE, DISNY,

ITS OK; WIFEe- FIGHT; RC- LATENIGHT, ABA, MPs;

LM- STAYWO, JM- PERX, HB- GPs, CP, CNCRTS,

NY'sOl- AF. 02; AM/P0- WINDOWS; TS- MAYO, "P";

TAMSOF, ICE MT, EA- CONJOB: BOYS- THANX FOR
MAKIN IT FUN. WHIT- U MAKE ME SMILE/ 34, AT-

THANX 4 THE MEMORIES, BR- FISH-B/1ST, Mr.

RIGHT, BEZ. NABER- Mr. B, LA-B/B; RUNAWAYS- JC,

BRO. SW, CW- TAPE, BRs; M+D, K, K+G- THANX 4

EVRYTHING, 2D0WN !o;-2G0, ILU. "How does it feel

to be on your own^'-BD-GOOD LUCK 2003!

"It's not your blue blood, your pedigree or your

college degree. It's what you do with your life

that COUntS." -Millard Fuller

Cowards die many times before their deaths;

The valiant never taste of death but once."

- William Shakespeare

"Fear less, hope more; Whine less, breathe

more; Talk less, say more; Hate less, love more;

And all good things are yours." -Swedish Proverb

Chad James O'Brien

Andrea Michelle Oakes

Luv ya my gals MC, CS, AP, LS, JW, KT,

& all you others, we've had so many good

times. BETSY - you did us good.

Marylou's! The Beach~Bs, WR, & summa

boys, fun nights in El Forte! MC! CS-

*DQ*-Gals-CUDDLEBUNNIES! Our fun

gal nights, I'm gonna miss them soo much.

My girlies~we have been through so

much, thanx for always being there for me,

we'll never drift apart I luv u mom, dad,

Mel, thanx for all you've done for me. It's

been fun class of '03, good luck & stay

sweet!

"Trust in what you love, continue to do it,

and it will take you where you need to go."

To my friends these pst 4 years went by so

fast. Thanks for the memories. We had fun.

Prom/ softball/ nh/ uno's/ "it must be

laundry day"/ Christmas-keep smiling/

Kuge we've been threw it all. "Til we're

80"/ Thanks Dad Mom Jea' Rach/ I am
who I am today because of u. I love u guys

you're the wind beneath my wings. "Ifyou

can imagine it, you can create it, if you

can dream it, you can become it." Good
Luck '03.

Janelle Marie O'Brien

Allyssa Lee Oakman

"I'd like to think the best of me is still hiding up my

sleeve." LC, KH, TD, CK, AP. LS, MC, JK. AO. CS.

KT, TL, I Luv Uall, Good (nogreat) memones, 5 5. PPP.

BBC, 3rdjuly'01 + '02. slepm in the car. wtrfmt. I like

Ur fairy, hseblues. riveranch. TREY, DJs boat, NY, aruba.

New Year's, after Prom '02, nts@tory's, "that bed is

blessed," wrangler ndes. wendy ltenite. laredos. muskraL

garagprtys, Lyssa Lee, MnyMre2 come. LC-fbb. KH +

TD Luv Ya Ur Awesome Nevr Chnge. KA-gd

Memories! Mom Dad Steve- UrMy EVERYTHING I

LOVE YOU! GOOD LUCK CLASS 2003!



Thomas Mitchell Offer-Westort

Laura Louise Parrish

"Trust in what your heart tells you. Believe

in what you know inside and remain true

to yourself. When others try to limit you,

follow your own dreams. Don't look back,

but look forward to all the wonderful

possibilities along the road ahead." cl

AM & HV - your friendship and golden

words of advice are etched in my heart

forever. Love you. H,OI Mom, Dad, Em -

for your support and guiding hand. Love

you always.

For all the moments, for all the memories
- it's been grand.

Emily Sarah Palfrey

Shaun Parsons

"If there's a pensive fear, a wasted year, a man
must learn to cope. It his obsession's real,

suppression that he feels must turn to hope."

Thank you to everyone who has guided ma
along the proverbial 'path' that I have

mataphorically 'walked' for the past four

years. Without you 1 could never have made
it through the highs, the lows, and the 'cream

filled centers.' And to everyone else, for the

road ahead, remember to keep your head up,

and to always reduce, reuse, and recycle.

Your friends and classmates are the only people

who know you well, people who you really

cannot fool. Thanks for not giving me a reason

to try to be someone else. I have been lucky so

far, and oddly enough, I've had a blast. Thanks

Mom, Dad, Dan, Wendy, Wade, and Johnny. I

have the best friends in the world, we have

shared and made light of so much. It's been

fun existing so far, let's hope the rest goes

nicely. Here's to kayaking, the Daily Show, Mr.

Energetic Guy, sand dunes, and potatoes.

Erin Marie Pannell

Ashley Flight Patterson

Elliot Aubin Parke

Anna Chrisina Peary

When it hurts 2 look back & ur scared 2 lookforward u can

look beside u & ur bestfriends will be there. Bball KVLLCH
fab4 aau winnie C#22/4bff & JCbiopht akls 6gr it's ok I'm

w the band! BEKMR disney 01 be RCJM mv EM promak

no gas? KW sis? Moon & bk MOicemtApvk BF trek? LH
xmas poems HP tabor + AB (bf ) AT thx boys 4 lghs CS bff

caour kids + SW bball kultnantawk day miss u grls EApen

cille gal 2 peas in pod LM chenshed talks TO miss u still

fav bro JD china Dad miss u I'll make y proud 143 Mom- ur

my inspiration 143 always S+K/A/L/H thx 4 support 143.

As good friends part I leave u w/happy memories & a special

place in my heart. -y



"it melts into wonder..."

edgsummers fuller st entrain mad martha's lip sync

bmc the tree coach ned b-ball golf broken nights,

ac caroling tp dmb2kl campin' moving dispatch

2k 1 new year's 2k 1 nrg hellodolly patch & dash

board 911 reecesjam loveshak dmbprov brown u'

hot tub prom dispatch 2k2 island vacations; gbyso/

hockey celts the womp richards bonfire/ nyc/ mc

ticket dmb 2k2 mansfield pe tanglewood' samples/

w aterfront concents. Mom. Dad. Geoff - 1 love you.

"You can't depend on your eyes when your

imagination is out offbcus.
n
4«»tiMi

Randall John Pease

Fate exists but it can only take you so far

cuz once ur there it's up to u to make it

happen. DCJSNA- crkWhs. I'll miss you

guys. DC- PL4 cars DsFLA *vancancy*

Almd. Bro's late nites "02" JS-CW "party"

Mary B killed the corolla. BS- 6MD/
BBwe had some superior times at Silver

Lake. AS2- Cheer girls odd man out bff

gff/ omg we r going to die!! 1 nite stds.

Road trip! BS- 1 musta got lost somewhere

down the line... TB Gd lck. AW - soda!

M+R and D thanx couldn't have done it

w/out u! Luv u. Gd lck. Erica... life's about

to change and nothing ever stays the same.

DC- Let's just ignore them k bye!

SHOUT OUTS:
Angie, Anna, JJ, Mom, Dad, Nana, Pop, Marissa,

and all the rest of my finaly, I love you all.

THANK YOU!
What up to all my friends, you know who you are.

Football '00-'02, Wrestling '00-'03. Green and

White Team FIGHT! Go DRAGONS!
As much as we all hated coming here, it'll be sad

to see it go. "You don't realize what you have 'til

it's gone."

"Victory goes to the player who makes the next-to-

last mistake.'

Donald David Perry

When it's all over and it's all been said and .

done, I want to hear well done my good and

faithful servant.

"The highway of the upright is to depart

from evil; He who keeps his way preserves •

his soul. Pride goes before destruction, and

a haughty spirit before a fall. Better to be of

a humble spirit with the lowly, than to divide

the spoil with the proud."-/^^! /« 17-19

Jonathan David Pierce

Gregory Joseph Pilachowski

What up dude! A good friend once told

me "The day is wasted if you're not"-TD.

A shout out to all my boys and ladies A-Z,

u no who u r. Good times and good parties/

Saquish- AS/ Beruit w/no gentlemen's

rule quarters w/ mo/ 4th of July- where's

our ride home/ bliggity at shmitty's/ a.m.

sesh/ always havin' fun w/ AS watchin t.v./

late night Wendy's- .99 nuggs/ football

'99-'02/ ma, pa, lori + mike, thanx, luv u/

barbecues. I'm out PEACE!
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Samuel Philip Pipp

"Information is not knowledge, knowledge is

not wisdom, widsom is not truth, truth is not

beauty, beauty is not love, love in not music,

music is the best."-Frank zaPPa

"Tell me not, in mournful numbers, Life is but

an empty dream! For the soul is dead that

slumbers, and things are not what they seem.

Life is real! Life is emest! And the grave is not

it's goal; Dut thou art; to dust retumest. Was

not spoken of the soul."-M»> ffUmmt Longfellow

love all. peace out.

"ABCDEFGHDKLMNOK^RSTTJVWXYZ,
hope I got everybody. To the Guys
LIMCGSNM (ahhh)

GGSMRGDCZHDESH good times...

Luke's house (the grandmother) beach

bonfires (shalayle), jumpin' off the roof.

Bruins games (legends) Wendy's late

night, prom '02, "dude, how does it

know..." To the girls MBHLWSWB and

everybody else. DC-thanks for everything,

you're the best... love u DB... fries and

shakes (CTD)... Mom/Dad- I know it's

been tough but you did it, thanks for

everything. Greg/Joanna-thanks for

putting up with me for the past 17 years.

Christen Leigh Poole



So make the best of this test and don't ask why
it's not a question but a lesson learned in time

it's something unpredictable but in the end is

right I hope you had the time of you life-fball

#3 10-0-0 trampoline petty prom gradnite 02

nites @ lyndies 28-6 my friends: NB, EM, DM,
LS, CS, SHOE, AO, JW, AP, MC, BH hot prom
date, JN, SM + anyone I missed. MOM + DAD
thanks for everything. D, M-thanx 4 giving me
some 1 to look up to. Cgl keep playin' fball.

M-thanx for reason to hate the yankees. "Glory

days, well they'll pass you by."

We are always getting ready to live, but never living. .

.

2003, enjoy life!! The Fellas, Tido Whitt,

Florida... Sherm- we be loafin'... bayside

parking lot... it happens? Garb- Haarvad,

rut, we live it up! KD in N.C. good times.

The crazy, CS AT JW CG The best, RC PO
AM EM AN (a special one)... LN, no one

like you. M+D you always gave me your

best, and demanded mine... Sis, why you

took, the time to guiade me, I'll never know,

but will always cherish. Much love to all!

Thomas Robert Protasewich Bradford Thomas Reynolds

Tracy Lynn Rittenour

"Every new beginning comes from some
other beginning's end." FH-0 1 , 02-1 luv u

guyz thanx for all the great times- SPOON,
oh snap, steamroller, split the pink one,

FH sess LAX-GL gurls! seagulls, the dart

game, 'spatch- 1 &0 1 , stinky cheese man,

hubba hubba! S-game, bay road@2,
battery acid _ pine needles, I laugh you!

malibu Julie, smokey the bear, WWR '01,

UCCC, Meg-Dawg-DP dates, Co-caps,

The Vil', RR '02, recees pieces, 3-times!

M&D- I luv you, thanx for everything.

AQUAMARINE.

William Edward Robinson

"Maybe there is no actual place called hell.

Maybe hell is just having to listen to our

grandparents breath through their noses

when they're eating sandwiches. "-Jim Carrey

Mr. Stumps basement, dirtys hizzouse, pull

a last friday, farfars chair, EL FORTE, falling

from trees, bonfires at the beach, goldfish

trick, breakfast burrito, 6 flags, leakey

backpacks, Calebs basemnt, flares, leapfrog,

fort kids BS SS JM TK JP RJ DB EE HC AS
EM NP Thanks mom shannon dad therese.

Alissa Maria Russo

"Don't get 2 far ahead, don't live in the

past; I blink my eyes & the moment is

over; I guess another day's passed" Grilz-

thanx 4 the memories; never forget u, PPT
lives on, JL- "chubba" Remember the

Alamo, FHO, lifejacket, 4 wheel drive,

always there 4 U/ Softball/ prom nite 02/

dispatch/ boatrides/ Gunther/ super 600/

"it must be laundry day"/ jimmy hot stuff

+ Marsha Brady. M+D+M, luv u, u never

let me down. M-GL, don't change, have

fun. "The only thing u take w/u when ur

gone is what u leave behind."

Thanks to my family back home for giving

me this opportunity to come to this

country. I have met fantastic people and I

have lived with a wonderful family. I love

you Duxbury.

!! Buena Suerte!!

Barbara Maria Rincon Nieto

Chad Matthew Sale
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"1 always knew I would look back on my tears

and laugh, but 1 never knew 1 would look back

on my laughter and cry." JK- malibu julie. our

deal TR- flashers. 3 times, wrong house/ MB-
watcfa 4 yield signs AT- under h. er. w DM-
Daniela'.' pool house chillin' (2 "jess' house";

sketchy waterfront/ SL boys/ MK- pastry

cream. FM Wendy's color game/ ur mom
Dirty M+D. M. C- thanxs 4 everything, luv

ya!/ "Don't walk in front of me. 1 may not

follow. Don't walk behind me, I may not lead.

Walk beside me and be my friend." GREEN

Jessica Ann Sanchez

This is not the end. It's not even the

beginning of the end. But perhaps, the end

of the beginning." Thx 4 the mems '03 -

prom. New Year's, the 4th, Squish,

AM=the Fall, Monster Jam (thxMO),

Foley's (EA-Get outa the tree), Bobseine's

(Mission Impossible), Toga, root@ Erin's

(where's Rex/Wombat), convert

top=Pdrvewy, Bay Rd, MN- dancin'- To

My Girls + Guys - Miss u all- thx 4 makin'

HS fun! AF, EA, AM- "Fun Four"- Sistas

4 Life- KN- ur my boy- thx! AM- my other

1/2-Aw Suki Suki- Bets- urmy BF gd luck

+ have fun! Tripp- thx 4 the help- Mom +

Dad- ILU! thx 4 evrythng! GAME

"It's like throwing a hotdog down a hallway"

Cole & Date- 4 life. 8th grd sox game- 02 girls-

miss ya. DISCH! 4am walks- LB NA. Sclub

AB my sista- MV Frosh parties. Zoe u truly

are the most bipolar girl I've ever met- BFF.

CT- cya @ college. JS- Where were your

morals? Jdo. What am I supposed to do with

this? Mary B killed the Corolla. Rents- Even I

would've kicked me out- thx 4 puttin' up w/

me. "With every mistake we must surely be

learning" Thanx Steph. Did I really graduate???

Jennifer Dixon Schettler

To my BFF- MC, AP, CS, JW, AO. KS,

AO, KT, TP- it's been great, don't know
what I'd do w/out u guys! Cabins-

corruption, xdances. 3HB. nwyrs. J4th.

garageparties. Betsy! NH mems. missions.

DC-Loon! Mrylous. cheercapts. Boy .

DMB N500- J2702. Capt. MC- where r ur

shoes? latenight bit'. AP- BGGB. hit a

squirret. CS- tre dola! JW- you didn't get

me barney! famout! AO- like that football?

we're smarter than evryl! ML- don't

change, ur the best. EM- aft? BOYS- thnx

for the good x's. M, D, T, E I love u guys,

thnx 4 evrything!

Lindsey Anne Schleicher

Kristen Elinor Schnibbe

"Pile up enough tomorrows and you'll find

you've collected nothing but a lot ofempty

yesterdays. I don't know about you, but

I'd like to make today worth

remembering." SYF NYC
Family - "You said no star was out of

reach. You stood by me and I stood tall. I

had your love, I had it all. I'm everything

I am because you loved me."

Friends- "Dance as though no one is

watching you, love as though you have

never been hurt before, sing as though no

one can hear you, live as though heaven is

on earth." God bless.
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Ashley Lynn Sears

Kathleen Elizabeth Scorza

"To love another person is to see the face of God." la WumWes

Ms. N and Mr. M: for sharing the music and more

'nets forever: Carnegie Hall sheep

Caitlin: you were always there & always will be:

Chai, tears, bio notes, explorations, & dip w/o olives

Jeff: To the world... you know the rest

Emily & Vanessa: my rescuers at Disney & bucket o' psych

Erin: 'til guys get a clue, biscuits in breeches

Love you Mom. Dad. Matt

"Happiness is a cup of pudding: chocolate,

with the vanilla swirl in the middle."

Gregory Adam Seifert

"You can learn little from victory. You can

learn everything from defeat." Ok here we
go... PAFLIM. old man & cigars,

wakebrdn < 60°, laker dixJ laker chicks, and

mine. Don't say it GG'AP. PB. Bonfires.

Rut at Viafore's. pols, cams, some girl's

crib? prom night, U remember. AP, GG.

MM, SH, 2SM, MD, LI, G. RG, BK, MF,

BH jun firls (DLR) < ok I have no friends,

constangi, gomsky. "I'm freakin' out man!"

my fam and my girl. <ya



Np6Md B&B SlvrLk Superior DcNpAs Police AwCv
Hc3am bkridfe 151 Wr BsFun Times Mcds
Playhouse Never4getU HandsllpJs BeachMl- Jd

Thanx4TheTrip KB- Hb DeadBodiesSw TbHkrU,

Tractor, MissU&GdLck NpDux500 in The DdgSprt,

YesOsiffer... Thanx Mom Dad & Scott Couldn'

. DoneltW/oU Tom Ur More Than A Lover Ur My
Best Friend I'll Always Lub U, CJThanx 4Being

There DblShotGun GdLckW/DD Everyone Else

Miss U & GdLck. Waiting 4 The Time When I Can

Finally Say This Has All Been Wonderful, But Now
I'm On My Way. No Regrets: GdLck2004.

Brittany Rachel Selig

Robert Clark Sinnott

"Before we say good-bye give us

something to believe in ." -Alkaline mo

whaling? AF ice coffee? tim's garage TS
hey boyfriend DB LS BO X-C capt 02

moobs swim capt '02 shaft chappy at the

castle with freddie RT haros SS KR DW
BT IS DM KA TB the beach poker night

tim you are my motivation scotti my only

"friend" sarah you rock my socks love you

forever "And if I had the chance to do it

all again I wouldn't expect anything less."

-New Found Glon'

Peace 2 all man woman n seed/ I don't

walk I get carried/ GTA golfcart x 21 GTA
x ?/ 2 all the spots that stay hot hp jp rosi

dot even dux/ boomin 2 lord of the rings/

thanx 2 my fam whos der 4 me/ on the

scene like da counte of monte cristo/

SENAS CRIB/ no initials my peoples knw
who u xl 2 all the jailburds jus fly the coup/

boomin all xmas vaca/ brush the hatrs off

ya shoulder like dust.

John Roddy Shea

The road goes ever on and on

Down from the dorr where it began

Now far ahead the road has gone

And I must follow, if I can. -jrr aitem

AT, BR, JW- good times/ EEP- still the one/ Lax _
Football Buds- Give it up for all the championships/

savvy stick fakes, How many Reubens?, Pitt's

house... Green Cup?, yeah Bez/ Head on a .../ Jeep

Scootering/ 4
lh
of July/ the Loaf- Pray for Snow/ A

parked boat?/ 9
lh Gr Taurus Cruises/ Lunch Outside/

Generals. Looking forward to seeing everyone down

the road and talking about Glory Days?

Christopher Garrett Sherman

Cara Lynne Smethurst

"We've shared many smiles and many
tears but nothing beats the laughter." My
friends AO, LS, MC, JW, AP, KS, KT, AO.
How could I have done it w/o u, 4th,

garage, DQ, cuddlebunnies, tree dolla. oo

besty, nail buddins, chunk, M.K.,
marylous, skatin' buddies, DMB, muffin,

B.C, Summer nights, foxy, Thanks M &
D & Colin, I love you. "I get by with a

little help from my friends."

"The future belongs to those who believe

in the beauty of their dreams." Mom, Dad,

Roy, and Jill: Thank you for everything, I

love you! A special thanks to the entire

Duxbury High School community for a

wonderful high school experience. Thank

you Class of 2003 for all the memories.

Best of luck in all of life's endeavors. Hapy

trails to you, until we meet again...

High school... Wow that was overrated.

JR JM PQ & JD - The Crew... Had some

good times that summer. NM & KM you

changed my life in ways you cannot

understand. PRCKNT- Great times at

Papas... RD - We got OUR priorities

straight! TM & JB - Hope you two find

your root... Friday night mall nights...

Thanks to every mall rat I ever t alked

to. To the Old Man: Thanks for being

there... & Linda, thanks for being there to

balance out the family. One last time...

GAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAF ! ! !!!!!!!!!

Jesse Lee Silverberg

Kristen SooHoo

"Life's truest happiness is found in friendships

we make along the way." To all my friends -

Thanx for all the great memories. I love you
all. I'm always the Little Princess! HP! CLs...

scandalous/ Escape 1000 Dunkies/ beach,

drivin' aimlessly/ Prom 02/ Dispatch/ Anger
Mang.- NOT! Band/ DisnyTrp, housekeeping,

Sally Selena/ PPT4eva/ track All-Stars/ Boston/

Hubby/ French Mem. dishrooMeg. Good Luck

Guys! Mom, Dad, and Brad- Thanks for

helping me get this far; I Love You.



Take your time, don't live too fast.

Troubles will come, an' they will pass."

To the class of 2003. whatever road you

choose. I wish you the best of luck. To all

those who made my High School

experience what it was - you know who
you are. and I thank you. What a long

strange trip it's been.

"Be a simple kind of man. Be something

you love and understand."-tnirfsw

Michael Alexander Sopyla

Lillian Bartlett Stoner
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2 Freedom- Life's Short - Fort- Beach

Partys- daboat- Washburn's- quiet game

at Schettler's- Shorty's- Prom 1 /02 tophs-

Blazys- Sebs- AndiesCAR- Note 2 Will

DEADLY we've had some crazy times

doing stupid things JACK- Smash and Run

we did it (u kno what I'm talkin' about)

Ash it's still crystal clear BS great times

(playhouse), to all my friends all you that

gave me rides thanx, I owe u SoBe Rips.

Mom, Dad, Jules thanx 4 everything.

Brett Edward Stamper

Ashley Geraldine Stretton

"In this great future, you can't forget your

past."-flo/>Mo/'fev

We finally made it, thanx 4 all the good times!

A CLAN. L.H. N.S. C.T. I F. A.K. MB. A.J.

Hancock St. 4th of July. DTP. Shell, icecream

man. walks w/M.F. Dispatch. DMB. Summer

jam. 3 li Idevils (MAL)- Wycleff, Winthrop.

thanx Ryan 4 the good times! Maiden,

Providence, car accidents, Angie + limos. J.K.-

Jackie + Gretta, parkinglots. Don' get low...

Thanx 4 everything Mom, Dad, Aimee, Tom .

Britton Paul Stanfill

John Bennett Michel Strong

"What would you do if you knew you could

not fail
9"

"When you're sitting in your little room

And you're working on something good.

But if it's really good

You're gonna need a bigger room.

And when you're in your bigger room

You might not know what to do.

You might have to think of how you got started

Sitting in your little room."-n* whiusmpa

"None but ourselves can free our minds."'-Bob ttwi^

Thanks everyone.

Isaac Bartlett Stoner

Edward Steven Sullivan

Waiting for the time when 1 can finally say. this ha

all been wonderful but now I'm on my way-«u» Ar

you cool man? Like How? Oooook- Dazed an'

Confused- RIP Karl BK CM TD CG MB J\\ AO
Enjoy the Sessions- Respect the Guy * the liberr

bell- Pats parade '02- Booter Mcgavin- T- Tangerin

incident- BGG- Grey concert was sick- Sargent, grea

time runnin' table with garb, cuttin' our hair 8 deep

and the sessions- M+D thanx for puning' up in
luv ya CAS CHS MES luv ya all good luck- PEACE



thanks to everyone who made these last 4

cars the best: EMR BG GC RS MS CC
>{W MT MW NB JR SC SP SM AH JB
itie High Rise; JM EE CP JP; Great Times:

lming at Brian's, Gutters, Beach nights,

:et, PBB- bad music but fun times, Josh-

inniest kid ever, Warped Tour, Thrice,

eart jokes and punches, NH, Magical
;nch, Chicken walk, and Ice cream bear.

••Jo regrets, just rebirth, move forward and
snite. Incandescent Reinvention, a new
naissance, a new fire each day. "-7v.ee

Kyle Robert Sullivan

larianthi Helen Theodossiou

iverything is open, nothing is set in

one." -T *2 all my Friends: ILU, thanx

all good times, good luck* milton (SK,

S) MB- balls * bff no matter what or

here * WC- * i heard a door* uboys like

EX? * JD- strapped * ah 2 my house *

;L- Jeep8beep * wife * KM- prom Uccc

RI= pook * DD * so many fruits * Flooop

vllagegrls * ah... Vegas * Frndsnite *

aw * frnchSE * smokey the bear DMB
iispatch * Crew/ bball rAn * M&D luv

thank u4 everything * A&L: good luck

.ve fun * Today is the day 4 dancing &
lging*

"Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope

for tomorrow." Boys, thanks for the

memories. Never forget you. Good luck

along the way, always roll w/da punches,

we'll meet again. Everyone else, can't

believe it's over, good times had. Baseball

# 1 2-capt. Football #17, best team ever '01.

"Always let your conscience be your

guide."- j. cricket/ MJT- my hero- love

you/ miss you. Lu + Pete learn from me
and good luck. Mom + Dad, you've made

me who I am. I love you. I'm on my way,

wish me luck!

Andrew James Tenaglia

Brett Alfredo Tiberi

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ,
you know your initials. "Some birds aren't

meant to be caged, their feathers are just too

bright. And when they fly away, the part ofyou

that knows it was a sin to lock them up, does

rejoice."-Red. I think two words sum me up,

teddy bear. I love you Mom, Dad, and Bro. To

all my friends; Thank you sooo much for

everything these past years. You have no idea

what it has meant to me... What am I

forgetting... Oh yeah, Drama is the coolest.

My Girls: MC, CS, LS, JW, AP, AO, KS, AO, CV, JM, HW,

LC, KW, ME, MC: FLORIDA 2002 (MIKE + NOAH) * MY
SHOPPING PARTNER! ! ! AO: DISNEY 2000 NEW YEAR'S
ME: CRUISE JM: BOCAGRANDE 2002, WALMART, THE
WILLIES!!! (CAPTAINS) CS: NAIL BUDDIES!!! JW
COULDN'T HAVE MADE IT THROUGH WITHOUT
BETSY KS: I MISS YOU!!! HW: NEW YEAR'S: THAT
WAS FUN NOW LET'S NEVER LET IT HAPPEN
AGAIN!!! OUR APARTMENTS, KIM: CORRUPTION
BEGINS. JO: SMOOCHIE SMOOCHIE (BS: DO IT BACK)
CV: VULNERABLE, SUMMER 2002. TO MY GIRLS AT
FRENCH MEMS!!! BOBBY: THANK YOU FOR YOUR
HELP THROUGH THE YEARS. THANK YOU DAD &
MARY CLASS OF 2003 THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES.

Kristen Ann Ternullo

Amy Marie Tortorella

*Mom & Dad- u got me here thx* Mark

& John- 1 wouldn't be who I am w/o bros

like u * to my friends- remember who u

are & keep dreaming* M-4ever & a day*

I Luv U all* frozen yogurt, Vic * Vin,

riverrave, Weds, night, Incubus, NFG,
pididle, VAD, H/W, pooface, Perseys, las

UVAS, convict hunting, nibnib,

quotebook, altoids, sketch, Lincoln, ford,

Josephus, random trips, breakfast/ turkey

club, statue, scoobydoo* '03- Take these

wings and fly.

It s something unpredictable but in the end it s

right, I hope you had the time ofyour life -gd

I would like to say thanks to my friends

AH, MD, MR, SW, HC, NP, BS, AM, JD,

DS, and all my BC Buds. See you
sometime. Thanks Mom and Dad for

putting up with me.

Jared Wade Thayer

Carley Diane Tureski
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"As we go on we remember all the times we've had

2gether"- BSsalot Canada that a boy John Tabasco

sauce locker bike ride- AS thong song say my name

hot guys r games- JWlst grade- JG bonfires Dc's

house awooga Falmouth- EM calzone Ouji Lw4-

DC fl 45 min ur not dumb- NP stickers work- KB
Barry Dux 500- KT pinky vulnerable TB pool house

Bmw- WR151 - BS fort beac- SW cutcut lemons

Xmas songs- MW Ightin haggla- EF contigo-

JOuahu S couz- JB jump- Jdoh- any 1 1 forgot miss

u all "we will still b friends 4 eva" Mom & Dad

butterfly kisses luv u thanx SBA thanx luv u.

Caroly n Marie Valencia

Scott Durand Viafore

"Life: It's hard, but much harder for stupid

people!

"

Big 10. AW- bf, JH- PB buds, RS, CD, GG,

ME, MC- sh, LM- bfT, BH, AC. Lk- best of

luck seniors, juniors, sophomores and

freshman.

Some say the glass ifhalfempty. Some say the

glass is halffull. I say. are you going to drink

thaf?

HAKUNA MATATA
Mom. Dad, Ginny: 1 love you! "Nobody can

be exactly like me. Sometimes even I have

trouble doing it.

"

HEY! In case I don't see ya! Good afternooon,

good evening, and good night...

~*~2003~*~
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"High above the day turns pink and you

feel your feet lift above the ground as new

roads open up in front of you... Believe."

My friends, you mean more to me than

you will ever know and my family, you

guys are my everything... I love you all.

You are my... "little threads that hold life's

patches ofmeaning together." "One of the

very advantages of youth- you don't own
any stock in anything. You have a good

time, and all the grief and trouble is with

the other fellows. "-Mar* 7Wai»

Kristen Kissam Van der Veen

I will remember you, will you remember me? Don't

let your life pass you by, weep not for the memories...

Laura Bora- 4 all the times u stood at my side. Matt

Okie- through everything, u can always make me
smile. Alison- u've always been my 'rock.' JEJie- u

wanna go easterner? Brad- 'come what may,' Bacon

& Eggs 4ever. R, E, M & D- 4 all the love and

support, ILU. Dramies & friends - 4 all the memories.

Here's 2 Plymouth adventures, Sammy D's, 355 &
worknites! 1 am me b/c of u all. H20! Ding MOO!
California dreamin.' These are the good of days...

Heidi Marie Vance

Life is truly a ride - we're all strapped iri

& no I can stop it as u make each passage^

from youth 2 adulthood 2 maturity!

Sometimes u put ur arms up & screarrU

sometimes u just hang on 2 the bar in fromj

of U but the ride is the thing. I think thei

most u can hope for <a, the end of life isi

that ur hair's messed, ur out of breath & t

didn't throwup. To all my friends - 1 luv nJ

it wouldn't have been as much fun without*

u. MDJZ 143 - thanx for everything. FH :

rox angels 4 eva. Hockey merry xmas ohabl

tk apple bee shopping. "A friend will baiii

u out ofjail but a bff will be next to u sayin'i

that was awesome." Cya there E i left alot(

out but HEY i'm OVER it!

Jacqueline Kohl Varanelli

Kailey Witherspoon Walsh

"The great thing in the world is not so much where we

stand, as in what direction we are moving." ME, KH-

Look what they did to Eugene! Charlie! The Bam. TR,

KW- Grade A Port, Soph History! KW- netless

badminton, tennis- switch courts! KH- Lisa from

Lithuania! ME- Nostalgia, Like my Boots, Anzona Luv

Ya! Farfars Buds- Luv ua all! KM- Spunky Monkey. KA-

Chambers, Incognito! "A friend may well be reckoned

the masterpiece of nature," To all my girls, I cherish our

times together and love you all ! Mom, Dad, Chase- thanks

for everything, love you always! Wish mc luck!

"You don't stop laughing because you

grow old, you grow old because you stop

laughing." Thnks mom & dad for always

being there. I LOVE YOU/ CC- Whatcha

doing? Luv ya?S- game/ TR-FJay Rd @ 21

MD-5am/ FIELD HOCKEY #6 We R
Family/ I laugh you? Exxon? HairDo's/

WWR- Carter Air Mattress/ Guy
Headache Woe is Ris/ KW- Grade A pork:

Sister/ Basketball- rANNdom/ Basebal-

BC/ Sketch! BROWN! Who says Brown?

"Whatever you are by nature, keep to it;

never desert your line of talent. Be what

nature intended you for and you will

succeed."

Martin Alexander Walsh

It was real. Bro's: MW. JR (kid), MF, KS, SM , AW. SP. CK,

EM, RJK. CK. JM. The times- PBB. FCS. Warped Tours,

prom '02. summer of '0 1 . Reet, Welch's driveway, the Ghia.

cruisin'. parking lots + Exxon. Amy- Never forget you. love

you. thanks for all of the times, best I've had. X-tra thanks

to Mom + Dad.

"Sound system gonna bnng me back up now. one thing that

I can depend on" -opt*

"Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising

everytime we fall"-c<»ifriKi

Never give up. finish what you start. Good luck '03. later.



Sean Gregory Washburn

Justine Louise Whipple

"Why not go out on a limb? Isn t that

where the fruit is? " Thanks to everyone

f/ho pushed me and brought forth my best.

Lots of luv to my friends who were always

here for me - Mike memories together will

je with me 4ever * andyour smile always

n my heart... X-C girls-Be the DAWG! -

rS-my fav. running/band companion -

I3and trips & saxophones! Thank you

Mom & Dad IOU always - Toots - Sloppy

iloes! - luv u all. "Do not follow where

hepath may lead. Go instead where there

s no path and leave a trail. "-Emerson

Thanks to my Mom & Dad, Rebecca, SGT
Stapes & MSP. Hey to everyone JR, SM,

MW, AW, CK, KS, CK, MF, KF, CC, JO,

AH, TC, MS and anyone I forgot. Good

times in the driveway, RIP PBB & FCS,

Alaskan man, REET, driving in the field,

summer 01. "Hail, hail the gang's all here

when the going gets tough, I know my
friends will still be there."-DCM, That's it

everyone. Have a great life and keep in touch.

Michael Joseph Welch

Kathleen Anne White

"How did it get so late so soon?

It's night before it's afternoon.

December is here before it's June.

My goodness how the time has flewn

How did it get so late so soon?" -or seuss

Band Buds- MO AP RC EM SM BF Soccer-Best 4

yrs o my life- WC BH CH TS JC AP Fam-What will

u do w/out me?! (Have fun in HS Tommo! ) Pre skool

gals- JM JM LF Bio Buds- LM CS KM AB Em CG
TS MB Jr. Park'n-Thanx HB Class 2003-Good luck

& keep the good times rollin'.

"Once you can accept the universe as

matter expanding into nothing that is

something, wearing stripes with plaid

COmeS easy."-Albert Einstein

Valerie Michelle Wells

Stephanie Ann White

Crazy daze! 02/04 kids I'll miss ya!

Heartywoods, Shnikeys in your pine

bthings!/ lonesome rd. ABrosOl Midnight

Crawlers gangsta chicken coonie Saquish

ghettos/ ABschmittys/rollin' in the mud,

great8, Hay dog! TBwh*sky in my dvy/

DA donuts @ C, EE & JM, "your

watergirl," RJ, um? Blaze's tree house,

notorious thugs! Witch car, Larry Queen/

Ptime, MRAHbell, 6 noodles,

MDbfest>it's so gross, JT, Jeff talks,

EModot/ JDO + KB my partiers, Bland

chaglew/ cheese please! DC maybe it's a

cannon ball knarp old plft/C + Stent, Josh

thks, luvya, Mom + Mel, luvya 4 eva RIP

dad, I miss ya! U r welcome Jen!

Heidi Elizabeth Wheble

Ames Webster Whitney

Thanx 2 my family for being there through

the worst and best times, as well as the

Kingsleys, Stine mchluv4u, thanx 4

everything, Whit 1 know you will be home
soon, North thanx 4 being my best frnd/bro

all at once. Mom, Dad, & John thanx 4 all the

support couldn't ofdone it without the support

above!! Now 2 my Hdy Dudes thanx, Mw
driveway fun, Chris & Jake Fords stink, Jr

powers needes, Marty Wendy's stinx, 4 anyone

else who reads this CHEVYS RULE ! . _



In this universe a man can only be remembered

by the size of his sacrifice. Don't hate what

you don't know, fight for what you believe.

Sleep in y our bed knowing you are free because

rough men stand ready to defend you at all

costs. The critic doesn't count, the man in the

arena counts - marred in sweat dust and blood

striving for his goal. A coward tastes death 1 000

times before his demise, the brave tastes death

but once. It's been real, it's been fun, and year

it's been real fun. God Bless the USA!

David Crosier Whitney

"Always go to other people's funerals or

they won't go to yours. "-rogiBara

Megs- words could never describe what

we have. 34 -The Guy, Karl, Lenny, RIP

list, Kentucky, dollar menu, fame night,

Florida trip '00, Phyllis, stingrays,

baseball, small hoop, B-cruises, Bickfords,

S twins, elevator, wait 4 Kate, slive, PK
baby, barn's wife?, Missouri momma,
mairead, your dad, P squared, whatever

dude, mack game, beebe's, Dunton, Bob'n

weave, Tsangs, shark week, jar use,

"Today was a good day."

"Don't take life too seriously, you might not make it

out alive."iim mutr

Soccer #13 '01 and '02- Tourneys @ Uteris' and

Camara's=always a chill time - the sketchy grandma

Larose's '0
1 =?, BK/SK thanks for the ride home. To

all my friends thanks for helping me enjoy the times.

A&C-enjoy the ride it goes by fast enjoy it. M. D&J

Thanks for all of your love and support, I'll make

you guys proud. "I'm tryin' to find the righteous path

even though it's narrow and long." To the class of

'03 It's Been Real- Peace - I'm Out.

Dustin Michael Willis

Allison Susan Woodward

"I'm on my way, I don't know where I'm

going." PS Crazy days HBEPEMJGK
BSWJSNPDCBS boys A H D B T B
CWB BHC :JDJMRJEEJPclass02
Disney Friendly's Bthangs Washburn's

Murphy's Jonah's NFL the box NA5 do a

lil dance 3PS duck Eshmitty's B trips

Squish 's treehouse concerts mmmtasty

gangsta chicken Exxon Fenny we are all

freaky people rcconizes-outs LLC cry NH
spidcrsl grad 02! prom '01 '02 pokepoke

I luv you AH Is there party in here M,

D& J luv ya thanx I graduated

YEEAAHH!
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Mark Nicholas Wry

Caleb Micah Worthman

Things that we do in high school, we may look

back on and think we're fools, but some of them

have slipped our minds, because on the

weekends, we had good times. Good times in

the hole, berkfest, wakeboarding,

snowboarding, and just chillin'. Junior year I

was off in Maine, they're all insane. Those

Mainiacs, I could only spend a year with 'em.

All my friends at home, you know who you

are, that's where the memories are. Mom, Dad,

lil' sis & lil
1

lil' sis, you're all there too.

"Advice is what we ask for when we
already know the answer but wish we
didn't." EncaJang

Michael, I will always love you. -

"Though I am not naturally honest, I am
so sometimes by chance." William Shakespeare —

AK KS JO JM CK DP LH & HW I luv U
girls. - Thank you Mom. Dad. and Sar. I

love you more!

Melissa Rene Winson

4

f

Jessica Ann Wyman

Thanks 2 all my FBs I love you guys AP LS MC
CS AO KT KS AO and to everyone else, good rimes

@ beach house, garage, 4th, New Year's. Is that a

golf cart... AP. You didn't get my barney... Ls,

Scrapanoeia, Clueless clock. OH Blondie. Lovebug.

HB, KS I miss you! beach nights. Marylou's,

Betsey, Famout, 3 day bast, where are your shoes...

MC, I miss you JG HB EP AW SW we had some

good times, tramp@Em's, behind the bam. CV best

friends forever, it was fun I will miss you all and

good luck! Thanks Mom and Dad and CB.
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I just want to use this chance to say,

Thank you, Mama
for loving me everyday

I know I've been a fool sometimes

,
making you to worry, and so

many sleepless nights

I'm sorry, Mama
or the pains I've cast. I

love you deeply

You're the Queen of my Heart.

Doug Zhang

Endless darkness,

Endless sleep.

How we cry and,

How we weep.

We see our pain.

We turn in vain.

You gave us joy.

You touched our hearts,

In every way
With time and sense

That we dismiss.

We will remember what we missed.

The truth we trusted in your name.

How can we ever scream in shame.

You were strong and you were brave.

You were someone that was not saved.

You were someone we could trust,

But we hope you're looking down on us.

WE LOVE YOU, BRITTANY!

-Kyle Stephens



The Senior

Touch Most Spirited

n
Class Cutie Pies

Scott Klebanoff and Madelyn

Emerson
Person you would want to be

stuck in ... , or with

Greg Pilachowski and Allison

Foley

|-
"*

JHfcQ: Body paint or bull horn and why?

! > A: Body paint, because it is a good substi

ii ' tute for a T-shirt

King and Queen
Alex Bezdek and Chase Butler

Q: How would you pass your tj

A: Just being with one another

Q: Apple or pumpkin?

A: Scott: I like apple.

Madelyn: I wish I liked pie.

Best Hair

Conor McGrath

Kristen Poole

and

Q: What is your first decree?

A: There shalt be two months of school

and ten months of summer ... We even

control the seasons.

Class Couple

Doug Imbrogna and

Kathy Medairos

Most Artistic

Tyler Meine

risten Ternullo

and

r
Q: Do you get the urge?

A: Definitely.

Q: Still life or nude?

A: Tyler: Still life, because I don't like posing

nude. Kristen: Still life.

Q: What is your favorite thing to do together?

A: Watch movies.

J8



Best Eyes

Hans Jensen and Alison

Melymuka

Biggest Riot

John Whittaker and Rachel

Colangelo

Most Athletic

Ben Fuchs and Carlie

Harrington

Q: How muc

A: Hans: I don't have contacts

Alison: I wear orw^lear ones

your contacts?

Person you hate to see leave,

but love to watch go.

Brad Reynolds and Ashley Sears

Q: How do you cause^

A: Firing up the green!

Best Smile

Dave Dugre and Brittany

Selig

Q: How many hours a week do you work

out?

A: Your guess is as good as mine.

Best Dressed

Randy Pease and Tina

Dimonda

Q: Butt blaster or buns of steel?

A: Buns of steel, of course.

Best All Around

Tom Protasewich and

Katie White

Q: Crest whitening strips or bleach?

A: Dave: Crest.

Brittany: Bleach. Class Clown

Kyle Naton and Jillian

Geer

Q: How long does it take you to get

dressed in the morning?

: Randy: Five minutes,

ina: Are you kidding? Two seconds!

Q: What makes^futhe best?

A: The class of 2003!

Q: Bozo or Krusty?

A: Krusty!
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Mr. and Mrs. Duxbury

Kevin Mullins and Blair

Hagerty

Q: Do you ever^lan orpreaving?

A: Kevin: Of couwe not!

plain Never ever!

Why? Because we love you!

Scott MacLellan and Meggie

O'Neal

Q: Do your parents love you as much as we do?

A: Nobody could love us as much as you do!

Class Flirts

Topher Bell and Heid

Wheble

/

PS j

Most Likely to Rule the

World

Dan Devine and Deirdre

Goode

Q: Why must you flrrW

A: Topher: I love the atteriT

Most Intellectual

Isaac Stoner and Lily Stoner

Q: Will you remember us little peo-

ple once you reach the top?

A: Dan: Heck no. I'm going to take

all of your money and laugh.

Deirdre: Of course I will.

Gym Class Heroes

Andrew Tenaglia

Katie Anthony

and

Q: What ifcyour I.Q.?

A: Isaac: Ten.

Lily: One point higher.

Inseparables

Will Robinson and Brett

Stamper

Q: What is your favorite thing

about each other?

A: Will and Brett: We love

each others sense of humor.

Q: Individual or team?

A: Team Sports

Lindsay Schleicher andBHichaela Coakley

Q: What is your favorite thing about each other?

A: Lindsay and Michaela: We have fun together.
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Crunchiest Hippie

Dave Berall and Kristen

Bowen

Mr. and Mrs. Tell it like it is

Matt Nahmias and Liz

Longley

Life of the Party

Kevin Coughlin and

Taylor Sauer

Q: What makes you so crunchy?

A: Oh, I have no idea.

Mr. and Mrs. Beethoven

Sam Pipp and Michelle

Ciccone

Q: How is it?

A: Matt: It feels great.

Liz: Awesome.

Best Looking

Chris Sherman and Liz

Carroll

Q: What is the strangest place you've

woken up?

A: Kevin: Tina's house.

Taylor: Allison's dads bed.

Most Dramatic

Brett Tiberi and Claire

Miller

Q: Tell us about that time

A: Sam: I don't go.

Michelle: It was fun.

Highway Menace

Parker Chandler and

Nicole Peluso

Q: Nature or Nurture?

A: Chris: Nurture.

Liz: Nature.

Q: What is your favorite musical?

A: Brett: Blood Brothers.

Claire: All I Ever Needed to Know
Learned in Kindergarten.

Q: Which was your favorite

car?

A: We like all cars.

Friendliest

Phillipps Baguoot and

Andrea Oakes

Q: Do you take happy pills?

A: Andrea: No!

4!
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Where will the Class of 2003 be in 20 years

Five... four... three... two... one... LIFT OFF! A nervous silence filled the rocket ship. As

they felt the powerful rocket engines pushing them into space and saw the earth getting smaller and smaller,

everyone began to chatter excitedly. Most hadn't seen each other since high school. As the huge ship

journeyed farther into space, everyone knew that this would be an adventure of a lifetime.

Everyone on board the vessel had received a lengthy letter on the US Presidential Stationary that

detailed the logistics of the expedition. From his head CIA Agent Chris Mehrmann, President Garbarino had

heard that the Russian Air and Space Institute wanted to construct a sort of enclosed living community on

Mars. What the President proposed to do was beat them to it. In order to do this, he would need a group ofUS
citizens who were close-knit enough to be able to survive in the sparse Martian land and build a model

community there. Who better than my classmates at Duxbury High School? the illustrious President thought

Q to himself.

The first trick for President Garbarino and CIA Agent Mehrmann was going to be finding every

single person from the Duxbury High School Class of 2003, who, in the past twenty years had scattered all

over the world like dandelion seeds on a blustery day. To remedy this problem, CIA Agent Chris gathered a

team of the very best agents to track down his former classmates, reasoning that if the Central Intelligence

Agency couldn't do it, they probably had disappeared for good. The next trick would be trying to get them to

leave the lives and planet that they had grown to love. President Garbarino thought very carefully about this

dilemma, and decided that the best he could do was offer everyone free housing and food at the expense of the

government and a secure place in history if they and their families signed onto the expedition.

k Chris Mehrmann 's team worked for two years securing the locations of all of the 250 Duxbury

<^ High School Alumni, until in the year 2023, he knew of all of their exact positions. Some, like the computer tycoon

Britton Stanfill were quite famous, and very easy to find, while others, like Chris Sherman, who had spent the last ten

years living in a shack in the woods writing essays on humanity were near impossible, but the CIA was able to

find every single former student.

2~ They started in Duxbury, reasoning that surely some students must have returned home

V after college and never left. More specifically, they started right where it all began, Duxbury High

*VJ? School. They first found the heir to the Miller family drama dynasty, Claire Miller, presiding over the

Duxbury High School Drama department, as her parents before her had, and her children and grandchildren

would after her. While they were in that wing of the school, they also found Alicia Merry playing her euphonium in

her car that she received from the music department for earning 80,000 band points. Who was directing that band, but Kathy

Medairos, who, drunk on the power that came with being head drum major when she was a senior, decided to major in

Music Education. This is going to be easier than we planned the CIA agents all thought to themselves. As they

<J-7 approached the cafeteria, they noticed a thirty something year old man in very dirty clothes. Intimidated by their dark

suits and glasses, the man shied away, walking towards the gym. As he turned, however, Agent Mehrmann noticed

A, something familiar about the way he walked. Agent Mehrmann walked up to the man, tapped him on the shoulder.

^> and demanded to know his name. When the reply was Kevin Coughlin, Chris was shocked. He hadn't

vr*> been in the school a half hour, and he already had tracked down four of his

former classmates. He told Kevin the nature of his business, and Coughlin got

very excited. Apparently, held been roaming the high school for close to twenty

years trying to find his chemistry class. A trip to Mars would be a nice change of

pace.

After showing Kevin to his chemistry class,

(and a very old very angry Mr. O'Connell) Agent Mehrmann
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surprise, he

immersion Latin

took a stroll through the Math and Foreign

Language Department. Suddenly, he heard a

very odd noise. The noise came from the Latin room, and sounded

A_ like a dying bird reading Cicero. As he opened the door, to his

\A saw none other than Abram Neal, teaching a group of children full

using only a kazoo. Shaking his head in wonder, Chris walked across the hall,

where a Ms. Peluso and Ms. Schettler were team teaching Drivers Ed. Apparently, they taught their classes

using actual footage from their numerous run ins with other cars. They were proud to boast that since taking

JVf the job as Duxbury High Drivers Ed teachers, not a single student had had into a car accident. Moving on to

If \jf t*_* the gym, Agent Mehrmann was flooded with memories of playing raucous games of tenni-ball and indoor

/ "^r^ soccer. Imagine his surprise when he opened the door to find the once regulation size basketball courts of the

'm.
t /-—^ gym transformed into a rock climbing center, complete with helmets and harnesses. Before he could wonder

who was responsible for this unprecedented change, a man in a jogging suit and a belaying harness approached

him. The man was none other than Chad O'Brien, the head gym teacher, and the co-writer of the New York

Times Bestseller Project Adventure and You . Also in the general area of the gym was Trainer Ben, (or as

Mehrmann knew him Ben Fuchs) who, after college realized that his calling was coaching high school

-
- - - (3 f°otba" and driving around in a green gator. Matt Files was working as the woodshop teacher, and in his

jT >w spare time hung out with Mr. Kowalski. Doug Zhang worked as the schools guidance councilor, and truly

touched the lives of all the kids he spoke with.

o

Meanwhile, all over the world, Mehrmann's agents were locating other members of the

DHS Class of 2003. One Japanese agent reported that Meggie O'Neal was last seen challenging large men in

Japan to sumo wrestling matches, and had, in fact, won the title of First Woman Sumo Wrestling Champion of

the World, which meant very little (as few women have the guts to take on a 400 pound man in a diaper), but made

her very happy. Another international agent reported that in Australia, there was a new boy-band called the Leroy Hot

Pocket Andersons that Jeff Bosworth was allegedly the lead singer of. Close by in New Zealand, Julianne Maguire

was rumored to be a sheepherder and living with her favorite ninja turtle, Leonardo. Emily Brush was also seen

(literally) in international waters. English intelligence informed the CIA that she had been swimming across the

English Channel twice a week for the past five years, and was actually becoming a tourist attraction. Also in England

yi (big surprise) was the boisterous Sara Cederberg, who was employed as Professional Music Advisor to the Queen and

who was very close to Jackie Varanelli, who was the new Duchess of Wales.

ft .

ft A

to

\***f By the fifth month of the investigation, even more international reports were

^\f" flooding into the CIA. Barbara Rincon moved back to Spain and was working as a matador during the

v
running of the bulls. Tiago Frietas was still "seizing the day" back in Portugal. Ashley Stretton was

reputed to be lost somewhere in Tahiti. Anthony Polcari was said to be the king of a small island in the

Mediterranean where he lived alone. Also in Europe were Marianthi Theodossiou, living with her French

husband Jacques in a little villa and Kyle Sullivan who was the head engineer on the Straighten the Leaning Tower of

Pisa project. In Paris, Mr. and Ms. Best Looking themselves were runway fashion models. Of course this beautiful pair

was none other than Greg Pilachowski and Liz Carroll. Kim Hoomis took on the rigorous life of a Baltic Sea Crab

Fisherwoman. Todd Koontz was seen swinging though the African jungle wearing only a loincloth and rescuing

animals in distress. Brian Govoni was found reenacting Shackleton's trip to the Antarctic, and was quite pleased to go

to Mars, as Antarctica was much too cold for him. The Middle East saw two ofDHS Class of 2003 alumni. First,

there was Amy Tortorella, the renowned Arabian Cashmere Vendor, made a fortune in the extremely profitable

Cashmere Market. Next, and less fortunately, everyone's favorite madman. Lieutenant Charles

"Chuckles" Gallagher was a prisoner somewhere in the Middle East being

poked at with sticks by natives. It took a lot of poking on the part of the US

Government (and Nora Duggan, the US Secretary of Foreign Relations) to get the

natives to release Chuckles, and when that didn't work, President Garbarino sent

Justine Whipple and her team of Navy Seals in to bust Chuck out. He mandated, after all,

that everyone must be present of the Class of 2003 to go to Mars

so Chuckles was liberated from his Middle Eastern prison.

(Much to his disappointment.)



band of21st cen-

In the South Pacific, Julie Kalb was a surfer

chick, surfing with Brittany Spears in Hawaii,

and having a whale of a time. Also presumably in the south Pacific

<At was Hans Jensen, who, shortly after college became the leader of a

tury Viking warriors, and, had they not become lost as a result of poor

directions, would have surely given the international governments a run for their moneys, as their main goal

was the conquest of new lands. Scott MacLellan was also testing fate on the high seas. Instead of

conquesting (or trying to conquest) new lands, however, Scotty decided to circumnavigate the globe in his

yacht, The Magellan. As his first mate, he took his first-born son, Booger. When the CIA found them, they

were off the coast of the West Indies, and were reluctant to leave beautiful paradise for ugly Mars.

Back in Duxbury, Agent Mehrmann was finding several people without even really looking.

When he went out for a coffee, he found that Geoffroy Destenaves was the new manager at French Memories.

John Shea was still hanging out in Halls Corner when he went to the A&P to pick up some bread. While he

was there, he ran into Jenna Gray, Kevin Mullins, and Tiffany Flood who were at a bake sale for the Duxbury

Recreation Department and were the coaches of their kids softball, soccer, and cheerleading teams respec-

Q tively. Nearby, Margot Billheimer was the owner of the video scene, and had done some major renovations

since Mehrmann had last seen it. That former party animal Taylor Sauer was head of the PTA, and often had

coffee with Haley Bobseine, who was president of their garden club, and Blair Hagerty, who seemed to

always loose her voice shouting for her kids at their many sporting events. Ashley Patterson was in the garden

club as well and was the wife of the commodore of the Yacht Club, and could be found sipping cocktails while

watching her children take golf and sailing lessons. Emily Mytkowicz took over the management of Camp

Wing, running this summer camp for less fortunate city youths in which they could experience the many joys of

Duxbury that she had come to love. Maggie Hoban was still working at the Percy Walker Pool as a professional

lifeguard, saving the world one person at a time. Erin Ajemian could still be found working on her tan at the beach.

Like their parents before them, Jimmy Boyns was hosting Talk Wrestling 2 on the Adelphia Channel, and Ashley

Sears was the proud owner of Gunther Tooties. Lily Stoner was also in Duxbury, and took up residence at the King

Caesar House, where she was a widely read writer of trashy romance novels. (She also kept a close correspondence

with Elliot Parke, a prominent mystery novelist of the area.)

Many CIA agents were able to locate members of the class of 2003 merely learning of their

accomplishments. They were able to kill two birds with one stone, so to speak, by visiting a lumberjack

colony in northern New Hampshire. There, they found both Lindsay McClure and Harold Anderson.

Harold was the defending Timbersports champion of the world. Lindsay was the colony's lumberjack

flapjack cook, and also made AMAZING birthday cakes for those lucky lumberjacks. Dustin Fleming

claimed he could cure the common cold with his medicine that was still awaiting patent. Experts were

skeptical. Caitlin Dacey was found through the hospital she worked at. She was the first person to successfully

deliver dec-uplets. (Ten babies at one time) JoEllen Gardner came up with a secret recipe for jams and jellies which she

sold to Betty Crocker for a hefty sum of money and retired in Florida at age 25. Jesse Hayes was found doing standup at the

Comedy Connection, where he made it big by trademarking the Jesse Joke. Drew Malone was a movie critic for the New

York Times, and everything he predicted as far as box office flops and successes came true. Another journalist was Ms.

<TJ Tell it like it is Liz Longley, who worked for the National Inquirer and won a prestigious award for her expose on

three headed llamas. Madelyn Emerson won a humanitarian award for her work with beaten horses on her dude

Mike Maloof was a Rocket Scientist who discovered a new

element that made fuel consumption clean and efficient. Also in the field of

science were Matty Lynch, (who had taken to living in a tower in Transylvania,

grown wild bushy hair, donned a lab coat, and found himself a lovely assistant with

whom he tried to reanimate the dead in the true Mary Shelly fashion, his work being

marketed to investors worldwide by Erin Hanafin) and Isaac

Stoner, (who, through biological engineering, was able to

construct the first ever half human half snail. He named it Ned

<r -& & ^ -a
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and it became his best friend, preferring

conversation with it than any other thing in

the entire world.) Emily Hopkins won the 21st century Modern Art

it award twice for her innovative designs of the bottom of sneakers.

"\A Klebanoff was nationally recognized as the United States Number One

phone player, and could be seen playing MAGNIFICENT solos Carnegie Hall

on a regular basis. Tina DiMonda was also entertaining millions as a world famous classical pianist. The

class's big inventors were Brett Klebanoff, Erin Myette, Daniela Moore, and Andrea Oakes. Brett made a

fortune off his anti-gravity boots, and as a result of this innovation, thousands ofAmericans floated to work

and school each day. Erin had developed a new No Droop Hairspray that lead to a new trend in hair-dos

called The Shock, which was popular among boys and girls of the decade. Danny invented a hazard free form

of diet cola and Moore Soda was a household name. Andrea Oakes worked for Starbucks, where she

invented a type of coffee with a spectacular new flavor and enough caffeine to keep one awake and peppy for

forty-eight hours. Brittany Selig discovered the remains of a lost civilization in Western MA and was featured

in Archeologists Today, a very prestigious Archeology magazine. Callie Valencia was the all time girl scout

cookie sales person. RJ Keller invented a new way of recycling, for which he got tremendous accolades.

-n Christine Kingsley was honored with the title Poet Laureate of the United States after the release of her first^ anthology, Thoughts on the Holidays . Sara El-Amine won the Nobel Peace Prize in 2009 for her moving

speech on Human Rights, and Alison Melymuka won it in 2010 for her work in organic farming. With her

produce, she fed citizens of underprivileged countries, and made the world a better place.

When the President Garbarino turned on the Presidential TV, he saw Sam Pipp on Saturday

Night Live as the shows first cast member to be both a skilled musician and comedian. When SNL went to

commercial, he saw a lotion ad that had surprisingly familiar hands in it. When he did a cross check on the

advertisement, his theory proved true. He had seen those hands before. They were the hands of Leah Dickerson,

professional hand model. It seemed every channel he switched to, he saw someone from Duxbury. He changed to

the Simpsons. On that show, Pete Gillespie was the voice of a major new character, Crazy Pete. John Doherty was

, the showcase member on Ripley 's Believe It Or Not. Apparently, he could submerse himself in milk for three days

<^^7 without breathing. On Showtime, Chase saw Allison Foley acting in the 2009 remake of The Exorcist. Julie

/ Gallagher recently took over hosting duties on The View, and was a very talented talk show personality. Mike Collins

was also a new host of a TV show, and viewers of The Price is Right were thrilled with his witty performance.

On the Food Network, Jamie Nickerson was the star of her very own cooking show, and delighted the

audience with mouthwatering feasts. Even as he flipped by some dumb sitcom, he heard a familiar

^-\f' sound. The sound of the canned laughter was familiar to him. As he listened closer, he realized that

it this laughter was that of Jackie Crowley, who, soon after college became a professional laugher. As he

<\~T continued to change the channels, he started to watch Late Night with Shaun Parsons and realized that

Shaun, too, had attended Duxbury High with him. He stayed up all night watching the TV for people he knew.

He saw Donald Perry, the WWF wrestler. He saw Dave Berrall as the world's first professional game show contestant.

He saw Emily Palfrey's scintillating documentary on Naked Mole Rats. He watched a VH1 Behind the Music on Christina

Agulera, and noticed in the credits that none other than Alyssa Oakman was her personal hairdresser and Jillian Geer

was her choreographer. On MTV, he saw Alyssa Russo's 45-room house displayed on Cribs. Also on MTV was Greg

<J~7
Cerne, who, after Johnny Knoxville's unfortunate eggbeater incident of 2013 had taken over the hit show Jackass and

brought it to new extremes. Scott Hill was the next Walker, Texas Ranger. Daria Charland was hosting The Daria

Show, in which crazed individuals came with their problems and duked them out on national television by arm

y wrestling. On the Exercise Network, both John Whittaker and Stephanie Keefe had aerobic shows

While John gallivanted as Richard Simmons 's legacy, a very fit Stephanie led a

class in Jazzercise. As the clock struck three AM, an infomercial came on for

safety videos for kids called the Danger Will Robinson series. Wow! My class is so

talented! Chase thought to himself as he drifted off to sleep.

In another part of the white house, Heidi Vance was also

watching TV. She worked as a White House Tour Guide

(continued on page 62)
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First Touch Erin Ajemian

Harold Anderson

Heather Anderson

Maria Angeles

Katherine Anthony

Andrew Aikema

Lee Austin

Christopher

Baracewicz

Nicholas Beatrice

Topher Bell

David Berall

Alex Bezdek

Hayley Bloodgood

Haley Bobseine

Jeffrey Bosworth

Michael Botieri

Kristen Bowen

Marisa Bowers

Emily Brush

Matthew Bryson

Chase Butler

Christopher Callahan

David Caniara

James Cantwell

Stephanie Carlson

Sara Cederberg
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First Touch

0fV ft/y#|

Julie Gallagher

Chase Garbarino

Jillian Geer

Peter Gillespie

Gregory Gomer

Patrick Gram

Kristina Granger

Jenna Gray

Jonna Green

Robert Greenglass

Blair Hagerty

Erin Hanafin

Michael Hardman

Caroline Harrington

Jesse Hayes

Andrew Heinstadt

Ashleigh Henderson

Shannon Heneghan

Jonathan Henninger

Lauren Higgins

Scott Hill

Margaret Hoban

Kimberley Hoomis

Emily Hopkins
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Elizabeth Longley

Matthew Lynch

Charles Mackenzie

Scott MacLellan

Julianne Maguire

Sarah Hopkins

Lindsay Hovis

Douglas Imbrogna

Hans Jensen

Samantha Jordan

Ashley Joyal

Juliann Kalb

Stephanie Keefe

Robert Keller

Jessica Kingman

Christine Kingsley

Ashley Kinsella

Brett Klebanoff

Scott Klebanoff

Todd Koontz

Lauren Kugel

Christopher

Kwiatkowski

Jessica Laniewski

Matthew Lanuto

Meaghan Larkin

Jessica Leary

Matthew Lelyveld
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First Touch

Jordan Manly

Erik Mattern

Jacqueline McCaffrey

Ashley McGrath

Kristin McLaughlin

Kathy Medairos

Tyler Meine

Alicia Merry

Claire Miller

Daniela Moore

Eoin Moore

Kevin Mullins

James Murphy

Erin Myette

Emily Mytkowicz

Matt Nahmias

Kyle Naton

Abram Neal

Christopher Nichols

Jamie Nickerson

Megan Nolan

Chad O'Brien

Janelle O'Brien

Kelly O'Connor
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First Touch

a

Brittany Selig

Christopher Sherman *,
1%.

Robert Sinnott

Cara Smethurst

Timothy Smith

Kristen SooHoo

Michael Sopyla

Britton Stanfill

Isaac Stoner

Lillian Stoner

Edward Sullivan

Kyle Sullivan

Andrew Tenaglia

Kristen Temullo

Jared Thayer

Marianthi

Theodossiou

Brett Tiberi

Amv Tortorella

Carley Tureski

Carolyn Valencia

Heidi Vance

Jackie Varanelli

Scott Viafore

Kaitlyn Walsh

Martin Walsh

Valerie Wells
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and advisor to the president. Heidi was

watching the beginning of the 2022

Olympics on ESPN. Much to her surprise,

several of her former classmates were competitors or judges.

<*7 Smethurst was judging the Women's Ice Skating, in whichC a r a

Samantha Jordan v ' was a competitor for the US. Also on the rink was Steve Maynard. but

due to an unfortunate hockey puck accident, couldn't compete. Instead, he was able to be the

OFFICIAL Olympic Zamboni driver, which, it seems, is quite an honor. Topher Bell was the

lightweight boxing champion, Chris Baracewicz was on the US swim team, Krissy Van der Veen was a

three time bobsledding gold medalist, and Teddy Sullivan was an Olympic archery champion. Like

-^y^ President Garbarino, Heidi was struck with the immense talent of her classmates. Switching to ESPN2
Heidi saw Andrew Arkema competing in X-treme Snowboarding and winning the X Games, and

Scott Viafore setting the world record for back flips. Rob Sinnott was reported to be the only American

who had done eight continuous Iron Man competitions in a row, showing off amazing running, swimming,

and biking skills first learned at DHS. Matt Bryson and Tyler Devnew were also featured on this

inclusive channel for being the winners of the US Open and PGA Golf tour respectively. Finally, on

~ this channel, Heidi caught a competition of the newest legalized US sport, Full Contact Scrabble, and

\—' the national champion was none other than Duxbury High School's Carley Tureski.

As the first year of the investigation went on, DHS Class of 2003 alumni were spotted

all around the country, many happily married with families. After ten years on the Peace Corps, Alex

Bezdek setteled down and became the quintessential Mr. Mom, carting his eight kids around in a

conversion van, preferring to be a stay at home Dad in Seattle rather than do anything else. Katie

Scorza actually went by Katie Gosseling, and was very happy with her husband Ryan and her terrier, Mr.

Pants. Phillipps Baguoot was also a very satisfied family man, and loved his many children very much. John

Henninger was living in an apartment with his brothers. Meghan Kiley was the proud mother of a Crest Kid.

Lauren Kugel was a mother of five, living in a house in Maine with her blonde husband Sven and her five

children, who all wore pink and green. Erin Stewart (formerly Pannell) held the world record for owning the

most cats in one house. She, her husband Jon, and their 873 feline friends lived on a ranch in Wisconsin

where they manufactured cheese cubes and shot The Daily Show. Lindsay Schleicher was living in Beverly

Hills, CA where she was married to a foreign fashion model/personal trainer. Micaela Coakley also lived in

their 100-room mansion where she saw her buddy Lindsay every other weekend. Also living in the

Los Angeles area was Davey Whitney, who was a much sought after actor in mainstream

movies. Rachel Colangelo and Anna Peary lived next door to each other in the same South

Carolinian town, and their families became such good friends that they weren't really sure

<^7 who's children were whose anymore. Katie Walsh was also a mother and homeowner. Over the

years, she had acquired a habit of collecting knick-knacks. She had actually lost one of her children in a

pile of ceramic teddy bears for three days once. Fortunately, no permanent damage was done. Whitney

. Beckham, (formerly Chadwick) and her husband, David, lived in England, where she watched all of his soccer

</~? games and was his biggest fan.

Agents in New York City reported a great conglomeration of Duxbury High School

alumni making their mark on the world in the Big Apple. Brett Tiberi had the difficult job as head stage

manager on the set of Broadway's Les Miserables . where Katie Anthony also starred as the Eponine. Kyle

Naton was also on Broadway, acting well the part of Captain Hook in Peter Pan . Kyle discovered his

musicaUcting ability during college, when he was overheard singing in the shower by

a Broadway recruiter. Shannon Heneghan became the prima ballerina at

the New York City Ballet, where critics loved her performances so much

they gave up criticizing all together. Yankee Stadium also saw two of former

Duxbury students. Matt Lanuto was the new mascot for the team, much to the

chagrin of his former Red Sox fan classmates. After being

<3
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named #1 Red Sox fan in 2015, Chad Sale

decided to make his personal crusade the

downfall of the Yankees, and had been hiding out in the

J^Y stadium for the past six years, waiting for the perfect moment to

strike. The New York Stock Exchange saw math whiz Tom Offer-Westort as one of

their main brokers. Also in the business district was Janelle O'Brien, who was the CEO of Marshall's

worldwide. Jackie McCaffery and Tyler Meine was living in studio apartments in Grenwitch village,

and sold their paintings at galleries around the area. Vanessa DeCollibus worked at the New York City

Chapter ofAardman Animations Studios, where she was the chief production manager for Chicken

V
,r*^ t—* Run: The Sequel. Mike Botieri was the Chief of the New York Police, and became a diehard fan of

'^T* NYPD Blue . Chris Nichols was seen parading as none other than Santa Claus in the Macy's Thanks-

giving Day Parade on the final float, which Chris Callahan designed and drove. Jamie Cantwell called

himself a Sandwich Artist and worked in a high end restaurant in SoHo, where his sandwiches often

sold for over a hundred dollars a piece. Jared Thayer thrilled shoppers with his music on the streets.

Ashleigh Henderson owned a Night Club on 52nd Street where L'Oreal Models Stephanie Carlson and

Jess Kingman often frequented. (But not before making a grand fashionably late entrance) Kaylie

o Walsh was rich and famous, but sources said she was a very bad famous person. (She never accepted

ir >v any praise!) Kelly O'Connor worked at the Post Cereal Corporation, specializing in the production

of Lucky Charms. Deirdre Goode wrote the Gossip Column for People Magazine. Never had the

world been exposed to such celebrity scandals as when Deirdre was the columnist. Much of the gossip

Deirdre obtained was a result of her old high school chum Ashley McGrath, who, under the guise of

professional celebrity florist (who made beautiful bouquets for celebrity weddings), learned the most

interesting nuances of the lifestyles of the rich and famous.

O

tr

Like every class of students, some inevitably went to the dark underbelly of society.

Though Advisor Vance warned President Garbarino against inviting those unsavory types into space with

the rest of the class, Chase curtly told her not to be exclusive, and that everyone must go. His agents found

Eoin Moore playing C-Lo on the streets of Nashville, Tennessee. Justin DiAngona held the record for

longest time in one pair of roller blades, and called himself a Rollerblading Philosopher. The police called

yi k"* him a bum who never went home. Who knew who was right? They found (and released) Brett Stamper from

jail, where he went by Convict 1475 and spent his days watching Danger Will Robinson videos. Jim

*s^f Murphy was also found with this crowd, hanging out at malls, waiting for the Gap Girls to get

*y S± °^ shifts. When they found him, he had eight outstanding restraining orders against him.

Brian Donoghue was found offering kids candy, puppies, and bicycles. Conor McGrath was

J^y found on the streets of Boston selling Afro Picks out of a trench coat. (He wasn't only the

president, he was also a client.) Greg Seifert was apprehended for spying on his neighbors through the

hedges in 2013, and was never really the same again. Marty Walsh was found in an institute for the

mentally disturbed after claiming he was abducted by aliens. (Later they refuted his claims, and he was released with

apologies) Kristina Granger became a Marilyn Manson roadie. Lee Austin was in a center for people hooked on

V4 soft drinks, and was slowly but surely overcoming his TAB addiction. Dan Devine was leading a cult called The

I
Cookie Ladies and made interesting speeches on society and communal marriage. Jeff Gorka was said to have

*y£ done battle with the naked-under-the-sink gnomes, and emerged as their king. And of course there were the

I
circus folk. Andrew Heindstat made his living as a sword swallower. Carlie Harrington was the resident

palm reader. (Actually, she was just doing a brief stint as a palm reader. She had, in fact, been the

\i _a president of a large company, but was on hiatus for a bit, seeing the world as a carnie.

W* /^t^m ^'so at me circus was JB Strong, the company's resident strongman who

was awaiting a call from Hollywood on a pending movie role for Hulk

Hogan for which he had auditioned.

Later that year, Mike Sopyla, who was an off duty Army Ranger, was

at the Super Bowl with Bill McBain, who owned his own

line of sporting gear stores. (Bill scored the prime seats

1> &
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through his friend of a friend who T^f ^s/
5*"

summered with him at Josselin Diabetes

Camp during high school) Mike had heard about the Mars

J^j Expedition through his old football buddy Chris Mehrmann. As

he was explain- V* ing it to Bill, the announcer asked the stadium to stand for the

national anthem and Bill and Mike were surprised to find that the singer's beautiful voice belonged

to Kristen Schnibbe. The man in the seat in front of them turned around to ask Mike and Bill to stop

talking, when he noticed Bills flaming red hair, and remembered him from Webster's programming

class back in high school. This man was wearing every possible item of Patriots clothing, even down

V'
r*xf i—r to his socks. Clearly a fellow die-hard fan, Bill asked his name, birthday, phone number, and parents'

\"— ^ "nr names. At this time, Jesse Silverburg explained his switch from the genius calculator programmer
-£—v / that Bill and Mike knew to thePatriots #1 fan occurred soon after college. Apparently, he got fed up

\y with the old TI-83. He hadn't missed a single Pats game since. When the half time show came on, they

were astounded to see as the main act The Schmitties. Imagine their surprise when they saw the lead

singer of this grunge group Tim Smith! His lead guitar was Eric Emerson and his trumpet player was

Erik Mattern. Together they made shockingly good music, but everyone wondered where Tim left the

Q straight and narrow. Maybe it was the pull of the lifestyle of the rich and famous.o
Not everyone in the class of 2003 grew up to be famous, however, and many were making

an impact in their hometowns. Michelle Ciccone was a nunning it up, touching the lives of children

through interpretive bassoon solos. Heather Anderson was a vet, and ran her own animal shelter.

Andrew Cipolletti was a professional clown, entertaining hundreds of children a week working

birthday parties. Haley Bloodgood was having a blast leading outward-bound expeditions. Dave Dugre

was entertaining the masses with his monkey and organ grinding routine, and of course his blinding smile.

Matt Doyon invented a no fat way of making French fries, and opened up a chain of restaurants that he

simply called French Fried Potatas. Matt worked very closely with Jess Laniewski in this endeavor, and

after feeding his guests a meal of french-fries, further delighted them with Jess' amazing, moist, juicy

chocolate cake. Mike Welsh worked at the peanut butter plant, supplying the world with everyone's favorite

condiment. Marisa Bowers touched the lives of all those she taught at Marisa s Schoolfor Boys, where she

was the headmistress and benevolent dictator. Val Wells was booking acts at Skuller's Jazz Club, where she

also frequented as a drummer. Stephanie White was a nuclear physics professor at Dartmouth College.

1>
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Ames Whitney developed a pain free way of tattooing and was a prominent

artist in the field. Christen Poole worked for Locks Of Love, where she made wigs for children

with cancer. Dustin Willis worked as a pharmacist at CVS Worldwide, and was very instru-

mental in the creation of anti-cancer drugs that infiltrated the market by 2023. Brendon Binsfield

became the head zookeeper at the San Diego Zoo, where Lauren Higgins was the keeper of the Aviary.

Also working with animals was Meg Cooper, who was the head trainer at Sea World. Steve Delano worked as a

natural gas distributor, and showed amazing talent at this job. Kristen Ternullo was the owner of the Boston

Cannons, and was their biggest fan. Greg Gomer was a marine biologist, working out of Woods Hole, MA,
where he discovered new species of plankton almost daily. On his research vessel, the USS. Cheech, Johnna

<yj Green was the archivist, and documented the finds in a very professional manner that could have been learned

only in the drama club in high school. Kristen McLaughlin grew up to become an EMT, and saved lives

^/A_ evei7 day. She worked in conjunction with Kristin Bowen, who was a malpractice attorney for those

whom Kristen saved. Andrew Tenaglia owned an amusement park, and recently bought a

-**Gk fiee t of bumper boats. Ryan Davidson worked as Pluto at Disney World.

Laura Parrish was a professional knitter, and sold her sweaters to very chic

stores. Melissa Winson owned a historic laundromat, the last one in the

country. She gave tours on weekends and sold soap at her gift shop. Tres Chic

Blake Dinius owned a petting zoo, where he employed homeless people and

made the world a sunnier
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<1
place. Hayden Connall was a social

service worker, and Sarah Hopkins was a

speech therapist. Doctors Robbie Greenglass and Meghan

Doyle co-owned a family counseling office, in which they

administered r the very best of psychological therapy, and displayed listening

skills learned from listening to their friends' problems over the years. Also working on the

theraputical side of things was Jordan Manly, who became a motivational speaker, and inspired

kids and parents alike. Tracy Rittenour developed mind-numbing software for Nintendo. Jess

Sanchez worked as a deliverer of singing telegrams. John Pierce was a postal worker, and

delivered the mail with flair and grace. Shay McGuire worked as a professional microphone

tester, and could be found all over the country saying "testingonetwothree." Mark Wry worked

at a comic book shop, and was able to point his customers to all the best comic books, especially

those illustrated by his former classmate, Nick Beatrice.

CIA Agents found many DHS Students to be working in retail. Alison Kacmar

had her own fashion boutique. Nicole Sweeney was the manager of FASHION BUG Interna-

Q tional. Ashley Joyal was the manager of a catering company. Charlie MacKenzie inherited Pro

Sports after working there for over ten years. At Pro Sports, Charlie employed Tom
Protaschewitch as the head shoe salesman, and resident foot expert. Matt Lelyveld was a door-to-

door vacuum salesman, and was the super sized replacement for the tiny ORECK man on the TV
commercials. Caleb Worthman was also a door-to-door salesman, but he sold refrigerators which,

sources said, were very tricky to carry.

o

Sean Washburn was found employed as a valet parker, who (perhaps in imitation

of Ferris Bueller s Day Off) was reported to have put a couple hundred miles on Heidi Wheble's bright

blue mustang. When the CIA found them, they were still settling the case. (He was a repeat offender,

as he had taken Pat Graham's 2024 BMW Z class for a test drive the year before) Also in the automotive

industry was Little Maria Angeles who drove the 18-wheeler that carted Matt Nahmias NASCAR
around which she also sometimes drove. Doug Imbrogna often did body work on Matt's car in his Auto

body, Dougies Driving. Luke Uteris, the professional monster truck stuntman also went to Dougie's for

all of his tune up needs. Mike Hardman owned a hot rod dealership and sold the noisiest smelliest

cars on the market. Chris Kwiatkowski also worked with cars, preferring to don a tweed suit

and sell used ones. O

5>
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Hardest to find was Meghan Larkin, who had moved to Mexico and

changed her name to Rita Ramirez becoming a flamenco dancer and a some-times stand -in as

Carmen in the Mexican version of that opera. Also hard to find were Jessica Leary who moved to an

obscure town in the Netherlands to do experiments on the human condition and James Quinn, who worked as

inspector 472 at Levi's Jean Factory.

Agent Mehrmann could not locate all of the members of DHS Class of 2003,

but due to time-travel technology, he had reason to believe that some of his classmates had gone to the

1980s. Seepage 184.

With love,

Vanessa
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A Touch Behind . .

.

Underclassmen!



"All animals are equal, but some animals are more

equal than others." — Orwell, Animal Farm —

Each year of high school has its own memories. For

freshmen, it's the glamorous locker rooms, the untouch-

able seniors, and everyone's favorite ... the introduction

to midyears and finals.

In sophomore year, the first few weeks are spent in

denial that last year's seniors are, in fact, gone. Finally,

one begins to realize why last year's sophomores did not

welcome you with open arms, either.

Junior year brings on the mad rush to get grades up this

one last time for college. Of course, the anticipation of

the Junior Prom almost overtakes the anxiety for good

grades. From unbearable SATs, junior year provides a

grueling training period for the final year when you are no

longer "A Touch Behind."
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Juniors

Matthew Allen

Shuwna Allison

Troy Andersen

Eleni Angeles

Angok Angok

Tucker Asack

Erika Barrington

John Becker

Jake Beers

David Berlinguet

Peter Biggs

Victoria Blatterman

Elane Boggs

Matthew Boyle

James Bright

Kevin Brown

Dorothy Buckley

Whitney Bushee

Megan Cadigan

Cristina Caldwell

Danielle Cameron

Ben Camobreco

Ashley Capen

Taylor Carney

Matthew Carnuccio

Shawn Casey

Laura Cashavelly

Stephen Celino

Alexandra Cerullo
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Taj Chin

Michael Choate

Clayton Cianelli

Preston Clinton

Hutton Collin

James Conathan

Christopher Confer

Rebecca Corwin

Sarah Coyne

Kevin Crimmins

Brian Cristoforo

Neil Cronin

Ashley Currie

Scott Dahlen

Jodi DelPrete

Mark DeLuca

Aleer Deng

Dau Deng

Matthew Desmond

Michael Desmond

Jocelyn Dewire

Mark Dinneen

Lauren Disch

Christopher Dolin

Brendan Donahue

Katherine Donnelly

Kevin Donoghue

Robert Doran

Graham Dougherty
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Naushon Hale

Richard Hall

Donald Handy

Matthew Harhen

Stephen Harhen

Brendan Harrington

Brian Hartley

Bridget Hartley

Mary Elizabeth Hartnett

Timothy Heinstadt

Grace Holt

Kathleen Homsy

Zachary Hurvitz

Vanessa Jackson

Louis Jannetty

Adam Johnson

Scott Jones

John-Eliot Jordan

Emily Keating

Jenna Kent

Christopher Kiley

Stephanie Kilgore

Ryan Kneip

Meredith Kruger

Daniel Kuot

Kristin Lambrenos

Michael Langlois

Patrick Leonard

Thomas Levesque
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Jeffrey Lu«as

Heather Lynch SlA.
Core\ Lyons Wffl

_

Megan MacDonakl m
Taryn MacDonald r

i

Kimberly MacLeod

Jennifer MacNab

Sarah Macquarrie

Christopher Magnarelli

Kristin Maguire

Michael Maguire

Ryan Mahoney

Francis Maloney

Lisa Masgul

Daniel McCarthy

Scott McConnaughey

Colleen McDonough

William McDonough

Corey McFadden

Ashley McKenna

Jonathan McKenzie

William McKinney

Keith McMahon
Sarah McMahon

Alexander Mechak

Scott Merriam

Margaret Miller

Ryan Miller

Michelle Moore
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Andrew Morgan

Thomas Murphy

Jake Murphy-Kusins

Patrick Mylett

Bethany Nardone

Amy Neville

Catherine Noble

Emily Nolan

Jeffrey Nollner

Daniel O'Connell

Matthew O'Connor

Nicholas O'Connor

William O'Donnell

Caralyne O'Sullivan

Jake Okerfelt

Michael Okola

Lauren Opie

Parnell Ormiston

Nicholas Ouellette

Lauren Owens

Diamantula Papadopoulos

Tristan Partain

Lauren Peacock

Michael Perez

Jonah Peters

Nicholas Petrucelli

Renee Phelan

Erin Pitt

Michael Prescott
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Sam Puopolo

Roben Rehfield

Kelly Riggins

Colin Riggs

Erik Roine

Brook Romano

Renee Roy

Claire Ryan

Janelle Schwanke

Derek Seiefried

Robert Shanahan

Molly Shea

Ashley Sheehan

Kathryn Shine

Ryan Shores

Whitney Sisto

Sarah Slattery

Alexandra Smith

Liesel Soderberg

Clark Stanfill

Timothy Steele

Casey Sullivan

Kelly Sullivan

Kvle Sullivan

Ryan Sullivan

Ryan Sullivan

Stephanie Sweeney

Daniel Thompson

Andrew Tomasi
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Sophomores

Christopher Abbott

Jamie Adams

Steven Ahem
Christopher Ajemian

Sherrie Alander

Holly Andresen

Constantine Angeles

Whitney Annieelli

Alexander Arana

Shane Armstrong

Christopher Baker

Phillip Baracewicz

James Baron

Mori Bellamy

Caitlin Bevans

Peter Bizinkauskas

Amanda Boc

Marissa Bondi

Steven Borsje

Elizabeth Botieri

Tyson Bottenus

Elizabeth Braconi

Molly Bray

Margaret Brewer

Shelby Briggs

"Laugh and the world laughs with you, weep

and you weep alone." — Hardy

"In nothing are we as rich as in our memo-

ries; they are the pictures we paint in our

minds and in our hearts, and nothing can

erase them." — Unknown
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111 1

Shannon Brown

Francis Buckely

Stephanie Buker

David Busch

John Butler

Which 70's show would you like to be in?

— Brady Bunch
— The Jeffersons

— The Jetsons

— I dream of Jeannie

— Charlie's Angels

Which song would you most like to belt out

in the shower?

"Rock Around the Clock"

"Build Me Up Buttercup"

"Valley High"

"Money for Nothing"

Brendan Byrne

Meghan Caffrey

Meghan Caldwell

Nathan Cannata

Jaime Lee Capen

Stephen Caramello

Caitlin Carroll

William Carroll

Tristan Cary

Katelyn Cashman

Brian Celino

Madeline Cerullo

Kyle Christianson

Amanda Ciccone

Andrea Ciccone

Daniel Cipolletti

Peter Collins

Timothy Confer

Keryn Connolly

Amy Cook
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John Hamilton

Julie Haskell

Michael Hebert

Christian Heckendorf

Gresorv Herrmann

David Hill

Wilfred Hirst

Alexandra Hogan

John Hopkins

Thomas Horan

Gregory Howard

Jessica Hughes

Andrew Hunter

David Johnson

Matthew Johnston

Paul Jones

Kelsey Jordan

Nicholas Kale

Kaitlyn Keefe

Katelyn Kelly

Michael Kelly

Terrence Kennedy

Stephanie Keohane

Michael Knapp

Jennifer Kovalski

"7/5th of all people do not understand frac-

tions." — Unknown

"Do not walk behind me, because I may lose

you. Do not walk in front of me because I

may not follow. Walk beside me, and be my
friend." — Camus
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"The price of greatness is responsibility."

— Churchill

"If you can count your money, you don't

have a billion dollars." — Getty

Matthew Kypta

Nicole Landry

Jenna Laniewski

Ryan Leach

Melissa Levesque

Alexander Lewis

Margaret Linde

Allison Looney

Marci Lopresti

Andrew Loreaux

Robert Love

Jonathan Lynch

Michael MacDonald

Kayleigh MacFarlane

James MacKay

Anne Maher

Danielle Maria

Alexie Marrocco

Bryan Mastergeorge

Scott May

Jennifer McAleer

Richard McCormick

Peter McGarigal

Brendan McGuirk

Katherine McGuirk
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Michael McKinley

Kyle McMahon
Zachary McMahon

Christopher McNally

Sean Meehan

Carl Mehrmann

Matthew Melymuka

Jamie Michelson

Felipe Moitinho

Catherine Moore

Stephen Moore

Laura Morris

Ryan Mullin

Caitlin Murphy

Margot Najarian

Katelyn Needham

Brian Needleman

David Nelson

Erin O'Connor

Grady O'Connor

Christie O'Reilly

Brenton Oberholzer

Pamela Olson

Brendan Parsons

Abigail Partain

"Only the educated are free." — Epictetus

"There are no such things as limits to growth,

because there are no limits on the human

capacity for intelligence, imagination and

wonder." — Ronald Reagan
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"Keep your fears to yourself, but share your

courage with others." — Stevenson

"It is curious that physical courage should be

so common in the world and moral courage

so rare." — Twain

Marissa Pearson

Brian Peckrill

Matthew Pelham

Erick Phillips

Nicole Poelaert

Gregory Polcari

Lauren Powell

Matthew Prario

Jacquelyn Riccio

Keith Richard

Rebecca Richards

Brian Ripley

Ryan Roberts

Kyle Robinson

Alexander Rose

Amanda Russo

Abigail Sarvis

Abigail Saulnier

Molly Sayce

Jenna Scandone

Brian Sealund

Amanda Segar

Bryan Seifert

Shinnell Shadd

Alana Shea
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Caitlan Sheehan

Eric Sheridan

Christina Shoemaker

Nicholas Shuipis

Alec Siefert

Allison Sinclair

Carl Sjoberg

Tyler Smith

David Spolidoro

Rachael Sprague

Linzy Startzell

Sean Stephenson

Matthew Sullivan

Nina Tedeschi

Edwin Jackson Thomas

Meaghan Thompson

Erin Thorp

Christopher Thrasher

Benjamin Tileston

Melissa Toffoloni

Richard Tonner

John Tortorella

Kira Treibergs

Anne Turley

Zachary Turner

• §.* v- - • / "All men who have achieved great things

have been great dreamers." — Marden

"The best way to cheer yourself up is to try

to cheer somebody else up." — Twain
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Emily Upham

Matthew Walter

Emily Webster

Brendan Weckbacher

Robert Whalen

Carolyn Whipple

Kristopher Winquist

Andrew Winterbottom

Jason Woodward

Anthony Wry

Ronald Wuennemann

Paul Yoon

Callie Zabilski

Dana Zabilski

Miranda Zappala

Thomas Zieser

"Friends are treasures." — Brims
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Freshmen

Benjamin Alexander

Kaitlin Allen

Kyle Anderson

Christine Antonellis

Ida Aronson

Mark Arrigo

Michael Aveni

William Barges

Jessica Bartlett

Brittany Beal

Adam Beers

Amanda Bertino

Paige Billheimer

Matthew Binsfield

Jeffrey Bizinkauskas

Melissa Bloodgood

Samuel Bobseine

Matthew Bond

Eric Bosworth

Michelle Boulos

Sara Boyle

Margaret Brady

Eric Bray

Kelsey Bunnell

Eric Butler
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Brooke DeLuca

Taylor Demmert

Patrick Desmond

Alexander Devnew

Nathaniel Devnew

Alison Dewire

Christopher DiBona

Nicholas DiCarlo

Charles DiPrima

Shannan Doherty

Alissa Donahue

Dennis Donovan

Shane Dorion

Logan Dougherty

Jacqueline Draper

Danielle Ducharme

Jamie Ducinski

Amy Duggan

Paul Dugre

Habib Elias

Hannah Entrot

James Fagan

Shawn Fagan

Bradford Feldman

Andrew Fenton

r
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John Heneghan

Caitlin Hennessy

Annelise Herchen

Mark Herman

Julianna Hopkins

Ashleigh Howieson

Christian Howieson

Kathryn Hume
Amanda Hunter

Alicia Imbroena

John Jannetty

Timothy Jernigan-Smith

Molly Jewell

Abby Johnson

Allison Jones

Jeffrey Jones

Gregory Joubert

Laura Joyce

Samuel Kahl

Amanda Kaufman

Gregory Keller

Christina Kelly

Thomas King

Andrew Knapp

Nicholas Kouble
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Jillian Kovalski

Sarah Kugel

Lindsay Ladd

Kristen LaGumina

Nicole Lake

Caitlin Larkin

Rachel Lenrow

Chelsea Levesque

Matthew Levesque

Elizabeth Lewis

Rachel Lewis

Travis Lincoln

Marissa Lizza

Joshua Lovell

Brian Lovett

Brian Lynch

Kristyn Lynch

Christopher MacDonald

Taylor Mackenzie

Bethany Maddock

Patrick Magnarelli

Sairah Mahmud
Jarrod Maki

Paige Malone

Daniel Maloof
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Marissa Marlborough

Erica Marrocco

Caroline McAuliffe

Sean McCarthy

Molly McClure

Bridget McDonough

Sean McDonough

Christopher McLeod

Kelly McWilliams

Crais Mehrmann

Danica Meine

Chris Miller

Natalie Moore

Robert Moore

Kyle Morrison

Nicole Moses

Kimberly Naton

Jamie Neal

Jenna Newcomb

Julia Nissi

Christopher Nixon

Geoffrey Noble

Clifford Norling

Jennifer O'Brien

Nicole O'Donnell
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Conor Parsons

Rebecca Paulson

Katherine Peacock

Michael Pedulla

Erica Peluso

William Perry

Gregory Peterson

Richard Phelan

Teresa Pipp

Anne Pisco

Emily Plant

Mark Polvere

Sara Pritchard

Christopher Protasewich

Genevieve Purcell

Samantha Pye

Max Quinzani

Nicholas Reese

Sean Rogan

Christopher Rooney

Kristyn Roth

Matty Roumacher

Abbie Ruzicka

Tyler Sangster

Carter Satterfield
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Elizabeth Sauer

Robert Schnibbe

Courtney Scott

Gregory Seery

Jillian Seger

Janai Seman

Holly Sgroi

Michael Shea

Megan Sheridan

Devon Sherman

Elise Sherman

Tyler Smith

Elizabeth Spang

Garrett Sprague

Julie Stamper

Christopher Stephenson

Patrick Stratton

Ben Strong

Sean Sullivan

Timothy Sullivan

Larra Sumner

Dainya Sylvester

Lauren Tenaglia

Eleanor Terry-Welsh

Alexander Theodossiou
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Daniel Therrien

Derek Thrasher

Brian Tribuna

Gregory Tsinzo

Padrig Tuck

Eric Turner

Sarah Turner

Alexandra Tyler

Corinne Van Slyck

William Vogler

Katharine Wallace

Bianca Walters

Benjamin Wells

Jackson Wetherbee

Alyssa Wheble

Thomas White

Alex Whitney

Henry Whitney

Elizabeth Whittemore

Cameron Wiese

Nicholas Williams

Richard Wood

Jeffrey Woods

Alana Worthman

Sarah Wuennemann
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Little-Known Facts Concerning DHS Faculty Meetings
"Mary, dear, would you pass the sugar?" Mrs. Sutherland asked

Mrs. Ciccarelli civilly. As the two chums sipped their tea, they dis-

cussed how wonderful faculty meetings had become since the admin-
istration decided to have them catered and to hold them in the sky-

light lounge.

Soon, the entire DHS faculty had filed into the beautifully lit area.

As they nibbled on caviar, petits-fours, and various gourmet pastries,

they began to discuss the week's adventures among themselves.

The group was soon called to order. Thus sitting down at grand

oak tables, the teachers of DHS listened attentively to their favorite

administrator, Mr. McCarthy.

"Is everyone comfortable?" he asked. When everyone answered
affirmatively, Mr. McCarthy exuded, "You all must understand that if

you EVER tell the students that this is how we spend faculty meet-

ings and in-service days, you will be promptly fired and blacklisted

from the teachers union FOREVER." The teachers nodded saga-

ciously. They knew the severity of blowing such a cover. "Aside

from that," Mr. McCarthy continued, "We need to discuss certain

important school issues. I would like a round of applause for Mr.

Chamberlain. He deserves all of our most sincere thanks for orga-

nizing that great faculty trip to Six Flags last weekend. Em still feel-

ing the effects of that 'Superman' ride!" Mr. Chamberlain stood up
and took a bow. After everyone gave him a standing ovation, Mr.

McCarthy quieted them and moved on to the next order of business.

"Mr. Madru, how are those tickets to the sold-out Dave Matthews
Band concert coming? What would we do without your connection

to their sax player? Just remember, we need a ticket for everyone in

the faculty, we know you can do it, and we'll be really really disap-

pointed if you don't! Gulping, the music teacher promised to do his

best. After all, Ms. Noerenberg was practically family with that sax

player. Prior to his big break with Dave Matthews and hers in the

teaching business, they played in the circus together.

Dr. Sullivan was next on the agenda. Sipping orange soda, he

demonstrated to the group the practicality of taking a faculty ski trip

in Rumford, Maine. Using an informational video, he demonstrated

to the faculty the necessity of a wintry escape from Massachusetts,

commenting that he'd rather throw himself on an egg salad sandwich

than be bored at home.
Mrs. Hart's PowerPoint presentation was last. She was petitioning

the school committee to build a villa in Tuscany, Italy, for overseas

studies. Even though the demonstration was very well thought-out

and fraught with Latin-derived vocabulary, her petition was denied

due to lack of interest. (And perhaps her hair was blocking the

PowerPoint.) Saddened, she sat down, giving her fellow faculty the

"evil glare."

With all of the important issues out of the way, Mr. McCarthy
asked the teachers if they had any educational topics to discuss.

When they all answered that they didn't, he dismissed them, after

asking them all to thank the cookie lady, whom he had recently

rehired in order to feed the teachers at these faculty meetings, but

whose existence was also a closely guarded secret. What would the

students say if they ever found out?
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Peter Afanasiw

Julie Andrews

Christopher

Aukerman

Meredith Azevedo

Karen Ba\ oes

Amy Beaudoin

Karen Benson

Raymond Bergiel

Debbie Boem

Nanci Bourne

William Bristol

HHk

Paula Cashman

Tony Chamberlain

Lenny Chin

Mary Ciccarelli

Georgina Ciuffetelli

Marcia Connor

Christopher Connors

Linda Coombs i

John Craft

Mary Sue Curran

Nancy DeCoste

Everyone who remembers his own

educational experience remembers

teachers, not methods and techniques.

— Sidney Hook

Teachers believe they have a gift for

giving; it drives them with the same

irrepressible drive that drives others

to create a work of art or a market or

a building. — A. Bartlett Giamatti

Heather DelCore

Donald Dellorco

Kathy Dennison

James Doherty

Catherine Donahue

0)

H
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Charles Douvale

Catherine Dudley

Kathleen Dunn

Mark Dunn

Leslie Dwinell

Lindsey Farnham

John Fernades

Elizabeth Field

Katherine FitzGibbon

Melissa Foley

,

?*1 Danielle Fournier

Wayne Frieden

Margaret Gillespie

Louis Govoni

Linda Gunderson

Bruce Hamilton

Catherine Hart

Robyn Hayes

Judi Heitzman

John Hernandez

Tom Holdgate

Colleen Jones

Pam Kelley

Judith Kelliher

Shaun Kelly

Jack Kennedy

Judy Koontz
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Ross Kowalski

Robert Lauzier

Cheryl Lewis

Joan Lynn

Richard Madru

Amy Malowitz

Ronald McCarthy

Micheal McGuire

Mary Anne Mcintosh

Tim McLeod

Tim McPhillips

Stefanie Middleton

Richard Miller

Diana Myers-Pachla

Derrick Nelson

Keith O'Connell

Thomas CTConnell

Mary Ann Offer

Joseph O'Neil

Alice Ohannessian

Lynn Perekslis

Glenn Pina

Diane Provenzano

Judith Riordan

Patricia Roberts

Jutta Rossano

Peter Saggese

Everywhere I go I'm asked if I think the

University stifles writers. My opinion is

that they don't stifle enough of them.

There's many a bestseller that could

have been prevented by a good teacher.

— Flannery O'Connor

I- - 1 ,

Education is not the filling of a pail,

but the lighting of a fire. — William

Butler Yeats

n
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But it is not hard work which is drea-

ry; it is superficial work. That is

always boring in the long run, and it

has always seemed strange to me that

in our endless discussions about edu-

cation so little stress is ever laid on

the pleasure of becoming an educated

person, the enormous interest it adds

to life. To be able to be caught up

into the world of thought - that is to

be educated. — Edith Hamilton

Margaret Serge

Patricia Shea

Ashley Shepardson

George Sjoberg

Lisa Smith

Mary Stadelmann

Andrea Sterling

John Sullivan

Mary Sullivan

Carole Sutherland

Rick Swanson

Jennifer Sylvia

Charles Vautrain

James Vinci

Patricia Weatherlow

Robert Webster

Eileen Williams

Corinne Woodworth

Diane Zoccolante
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IAm A Teacher
****

I :tm a teacher.

I was born the first moment that a question leaped from the

mouth of a child.

I have been many people in many places.

I am Socrates exciting the youth of Athens to discover new

ideas through the use of questions.

I am Anne Sullivan tapping out the secrets of the universe

into the outstretched hand of Helen Keller.

I am Aesop and Hans Christian Andersen revealing truth

through countless stories.

I am Marva Collins fighting for every child's right to an

education.

I am Mary McCleod Belhune building a great college for

my people using orange crates for desks.

And I am Bel Kaufman struggling to go Up the Down

Staircase.

The names of those who have practiced my profession ring

like a hall of fame for humanity...

Booker T. Washington, Buddha, Confucius, Ralph Waldo

Emerson, Leo Buscaglia, Moses and Jesus. I am also those

whose names and faces have long been forgotten but whose

lessons and character will always be remembered in the

accomplishments of their students. I have wept for joy at

the weddings of former students, laughed with glee at the

birth of their children and stood with head bowed in grief

and confusion by graves dug too soon for bodies far too

young.

Through the course of a day I have been called upon to be

an actor, friend, nurse and doctor, coach, finder of lost arti-

cles, money lender, taxi driver, psychologist, substitute

parent, salesman, politician and a keep of the faith.

John W. Schlatter

Despite the maps, charts, formulas, verbs, stories and books, I

have really had nothing to teach, for my students really have

only themselves to learn, and I know it takes the whole world to

tell you who you are.

I am a paradox. I speak loudest when I listen the most. My
greatest gifts are in what I am willing to appreciatively receive

from my students.

Material wealth is not one of my goals, but I am a full-time

treasure seeker in my quest for new opportunities for my stud-

ents to use their talents and in my constant search for those

talents that sometimes lie buried in self-defeat.

I am the most fortunate of all who labor.

A doctor is allowed to usher life into the world in one magic

moment. I am allowed to see that life is reborn each day with

new questions, ideas and friendships.

An architect knows that if he builds with care, his structure may

stand for centuries. A teacher knows that if he builds with love

and truth, what he builds will last forever.

1 am a warrior, daily doing battle against peer pressure, negativ-

ity, fear, conformity, prejudice, ignorance and apathy. But I

have great allies: Intelligence, Curiosity, Parental Support.

Individuality, Creativity, Faith, Love and Laughter all rush to

my banner with indomitable support.

And who do I have to thank for this wonderful life I am so for-

tunate to experience, but you the public, the parents. For you

have done me the great honor to entrust to mc your greatest

contribution to eternity, your children.

And so I have a past that is rich in memories. I have a present

that is challenging, adventurous and fun because I am allowed

to spend my days with the future.

I am a teacher... and I thank God for it every day.
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The Athletic Touch
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YOU MUST NOT QUIT

When things go wrong as they sometimes will,

When the road you're trudging seems all up hill,

When the funds are low and the debts are high

And you want to smile, but you have to sigh,

When care is pressing you down a bit,

Rest, if you must, but don't quit.

Life is queer with its twists and turns,

As everyone of us sometimes learns,

And many a failure turns about

When he might have won had he stuck it out,

Don't give up though the pace seems slow,

You may succeed with another blow.

Success is failure turned inside out,

The silver tint of the clouds of doubt,

And you never can tell how close you are,

It may be near when it seems so far,

So stick to the fight when you're hardest hit

It's when things seem worst that you must not quit.

— Anonymous

Life is a game; so don't stop playing!!
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Football
The eleven game regular season started with a tough loss against powerhouse Lincoln-

Sudbury.The Dragons then came storming back with 9 straight wins. The regular season

ended on Thanksgiving, with a heartbreaking loss in the final seconds in Marshfield.

But the Dragons weren't done yet. They earned a playoff berth by going undefeated

in the Patriot League (again) and were scheduled to play Pentucket on December
3rd. W ith the temperature in the teens, the ground frozen, and snow crusted on the

ground, the Dragons lit up Pentucket. 27-7 in front of a huge crow d. It was the first

playoff victory in team history.

The Dragons headed to Marciano Stadium to face Bishop Feehan in the Division 4

Super Bow l. It was an uphill battle all the way. and the Dragons just came up short.

The seniors end their careers w ith a 25-8-1 overall record, and numerous school

records. Good luck to the Draaons next vear.

Captains: Harold Anderson. Ben Fuchs. Matt Lanuto Seniors: Topher Bell. Pat Gram. Doug Imbrogna. Drew Malone. Mike Maloof.

Chris Mehrmann. Don Penrv . Greg Pilachowski. Tom Protasewich. Chris Sherman. Tim Smith. Mike Sopyla. .Andrew Tenaglia. John

Whittaker Juniors: Tucker Asack. Jake Beers. Kevin Brown. Ben Camobreco. Clayton Cianelli. Chris Confer. Brendan Donahue.

Mike Flanagan. Joe Frascotti. Mike Gannon. Donald Handy. Brian Hartley. Chns Kiley. Jeff Nollner. Nick Petrueelli. Garrett Turner.

Greg Wadsworth. Dan Woods. Greg Woods Sophomores: Ste\ e Ahem. Shane Armstrong. Peter Bizinkauskas. FJ. Buckley. Brendan

Byrne. Brian Celino. Peter Collins. Tim Confer. Shaun Croscup. .Andrew Daley. Tim Griswold. Man Johnston. Brian Love. Carl

Mehrmann. Ryan Mullin. Zach Turner Coaches: Don Dellorco.
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Duxburv Opponent
7 Lincoln-Sudbury 14

28 Silver Lake 6
31 * East Bridgewater 14

7 Catholic Memorial 6
21 * Rockland 14

34 * Scituate 8

34 Coy le-Cassidy 6
48 * Middleboro 12

26 * Hingham 7
30 * Hanover

6 Marshfield 9

27 Pentucket 7

'Patriot League Contest





Field Hockey
Top 10 Most Memorable Moments during Field Hockey 2002

10. Intimate Bus Rides with intimate Webbies!!!

9. Actually we ha\e two things to say... Heather.. .Thhhrrreee and Kristen oooohhhhoooo!!!!

8. All of our dreams came true w hen seeing Mr. McClure in a lime green tank top on Play Day.

7. Losing to the worst team in the league. Scituate.

6. But...w inning the Patriot League.

5. Hanging out 24-7 w ith each other.

4. The Black Plague that surrounded our team all season.

3. Jess's Holy Questions along with Heidi's Holy Demo's.

2. All the things we got in trouble for.. .the bikini car wash, beeping in the morning, speeding in the

morning, hanging out of cars in the morning, being too loud in the morning, being to loud at the Silver

Lake Jamboree, and last but not least, being delinquents on the radio.

And. best of all... #1. Our three fine men.. .on the gator' 111

Captains: Meaghan Larkin, Lindsay McClure, Ashley McGrath, Tracy Rittenour Seniors:

Marisa Bowers, Rachel Colangelo, Meaghan Cooper, Erin Hanafin, Julie Kalb, Jess Laniewski,

Jackie McCaffrey, Kathy Medairos, Emily Mytkowicz, Jacqueline Varanelli, Katie Walsh,

Heidi Wheble Juniors: Whitney Bushee, Kaitlin Dunn, Heather Lynch, Kristen Maguire,

Corey McFadden, CaraO'Sullivan Sophomore: Whitney Annicelli Coaches: Peter Saggese.
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Duxbury
Hull

Norwell
Quabbin Regional

Martha's Vineyard
Notre Dame-Hingham
Cohasset

* Middleboro
* Hanover
* Scituate
* East Bridgewater
* Hingham

Opponent Duxbury
1 Middleboro
* Hanover
* Scituate

Marshfield
* East Bridgewater
* Hingham
Harwich

Tournament
2 Attleboro

Walpole

Opponent

1

1

3

* Patriot League Contest

PATRIOT LEAGUE CHAMPS
Season Record 15-3-2

Tournament Plav 1-1





Bovs Soccer

Captains: Kevin Mullins. Mike Botieri, Teddy Sullivan Seniors: Andrew Arkema. Dave

Camara, Parker Chandler. Matt Doyon, Matt Files, Chase Garbarino. Mike Hardman. Jon

Henninger, Scott Hill, Brett Klebanoff, Scott Klebanoff, Conor McGrath. Kyle Naton, Jon

Pierce. Brad Reynolds. Dustin Willis Juniors: Mark DeLuca, Mark Dinneen. Brian Christoforo,

Brook Romano, Josh Williams, Zach Wilson Sophomores: Ben Flaherty Coach: Foster Cass.

1 30

Duxbury Opponent Duxbury Opponent
2 Marshfield 1 * Hingham 1

4 * Rockland 4 Canton 2

3 * Hanover 6 * Middleboro 6
3 * East Bridgewater 2 Plvmouth North i

5 * Scituate 4 Silver Lake
1 Silver Lake *Patriot League Contest

1 * Hingham 1

8 * Midaleboro State Tournament
4 * Rockland 1 Middleboro
4 * Hanover 1 4 Martha's Vineyard

3 * East Bridgewater 5 Oliver Ames l

5 * Scituate 2 Canton
4 Andover 1 Lincoln-Sudbury 5

PATRIOT LEAGUE CHAMPS
SOUTH SECTIONAL CHAMPS

20-1-2





Girls Soccer

"We're Always

Good for the Tie!"

-J w.

-Be

Captains: Blair Haggerty. Kathleen White Seniors: Whitney Cbadwick, Jaclyn Crowley. Jenna Gray. Blair Haggerty. Caroline

Harrington, Sarah Hopkins. Anna Peary. Taylor Sauer. Kailey Walsh Juniors: Jodi Ann DelPrete. De\ra Glynn. Courtney Guittarr. Grace

Holt. Emily Keating. Michelle Moore. Amy Neville. Whitney Sisto. Casey Sullivan Sophomores: Elizabeth Botieri. Molly Bray. Wava

Doyle, Meghan Eaton, Alex Fiorini. Ember Fleming. Julie Haskell. Jenna Laniewski. Pamela Olson. Abigail Saulnier, Christina

Shoemaker. Linzy Startzell Freshmen: Margaret Brady. Kelsey Mane Bunnell. Sara Cameron. Laurie Casal. Alicia Chandler. Broghan

Cully. Brooke DeLuca. Alissa Donahue, Rachel Files. Sarah Frazer. Pamela Garrity. Meredith Harrington. Elizabeth Harrison. Annelise

Herchen. Caitlin Herken. Alexandra Hogan. Kathryn Hume. Abby Johnson. Nicole Lake. Caitlin Larkin. Elizabeth Lewis. Sairah Mahmud,

Kimberly Naton. Jamie Neal. Annie Pisco. Elizabeth Sauer. Elise Sherman. Devon Sherman. Lauren Tenaglia Coach: Pat Shea.

Duxburv
Dighton-Rehobeth
Plymouth North

* Rockland
* Hanover
* East Bridgewater
* Sciruate

Silver Lake
* Hingham
* Midaleboro
* Rockland
* Hanover

Opponent
1

2

6
2

2

1

Duxburv Opponent
3 *' East Bridaewater

Marshfiefd 2

2 * Sciruate

1 * Hinaham 1

3 * Middleboro 2

Silver Lake
* Patriot League Contest

1

State Tournament
Mansfield

King Philip

PATRIOT LEAGUE CHAMPS
Season Record 10-2-7

Tournament Plav 1-1
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Bovs Cross Countr

Captains: Rob Sinnott. Isaac Stoner Seniors: Jeff Bosworth. Chris Callahan. Steve Delano.

Dan Devine, David Dugre, Charles Gallagher. Hans Jensen. Erik Mattern Juniors: Dave

Berlinguet, Tim Heinstadt, Tim Steele. Psutiarn Usanakornkul Sophomores: Jon Hamilton.

Michael Herbert. Michael McKinley Freshmen: Ben Alexander. Matt Bond. Eric Bray. Paul

Dugre. Connor Parsons. Carter Satterfield. Mike Shea. Henry Whitney Coach: Mark Dunn.

Duxbury

15

20

15

32

Loss

Loss

Scituate

Hingham
Middleboro

Rockland

Hanover

East Bridaewater

Opponent

47

41

50

23

South Shore Principals 10 ,h Place

Top Five Finishers: Ben Alexander (22
nd

Place). Isaac

Stoner. JefT Bosworth. Mike McKinlev. and Hans Jensen
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Girls Cross Country
Cross-Country you say... so do you ski on the trails in the forest... oh yeah, I love

doing that all winter... running, just running, why would you ever want to do that... I

can't imagine doing what you guys do... you inspire me. If you are a cross-country

runner, these are some typical responses you might receive when someone asks you

what sport you do. So why do we do it, good question, we like pain, we like

individual glory, we like fun. The motto this year. "All Terrain. All Weather," and

there is certainly no denying that after this season, where we spent many Saturday

mornings huddled under our tent together to stay warm. As always, the team was

really close, the nine of us this year were practically sisters, sharing our best and

worst moments together. I must say, it's highly recommended, especially if you

enjoy wearing spandex under skimpy shorts, oh another little piece of knowledge,

"Fast girls in short shorts go all the way." Anyway, our team had another great

season, going on to be league champs and placing second at South Shore Principles.

Thanks to the whole team for having a great season, and we wish the returning

Harriers good luck for the coming year.

'J

( fit -ft!

Captains: Lily Stoner, Justine Whipple Senior: Lauren Higgins Juniors: Ellen

Griffin, Sarah Slattery, Courtney Vercollone Sophomores: Elizabeth Fountain.

Alanna Francis, Carolyn Whipple Coach: Heather DelCore

Duxbury Opponent
28 Scituate 30

Win Hingham
19 Middleboro 42

24 Rockland 31

1 7 Hanover 44

1 5 East Bridgewater 50

South Shore Principals 2
nd Place

Top Six Finishers: Justine Whipple (1* Place). Lily Stoner (2
nJ

Place).

Sarah Slattery (10"' Place). Carolyn Whipple, Lauren Higgins, and

2002 PATRIOT LEAGUE CHAMPIONS
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Bov's Golf

Captains: Tyler Devnew, Charlie MacKenzie, Matt Nahmias Juniors: Matt Carnuccio. Alex

Gary, Dan O'Connell Sophomores: Chris Ajemian, Phil Baracewicz. Kevin Gould. Dennis

Gunderson, James MacKay, Michael MacDonald, Sander Rose, Alec Siefert, Tyler Smith.

Richard Tonner Freshman: Thomas Cashavelly Coach: Jack Stoddard.

Duxbury
253 *

* Sandwich
204 Hingham
255 * B.C. High
207 * Scitiiate

217 * Middleboro
213 * Rockland
210 ^ East Bridgewater
Win Hanover
261 B.C. High
266 Sandwich

Opponent Duxburv
238 252

"

197 220
244 175

221 258
264 170

227 214
249 190

Win
250
234

OV ERALL RECORD
PATRIOT LEAGUE RECORD

Xaverian

Scituate

Middleboro
Xaverian
Rockland
Hingham
East Bridgewater

Hanover
'Patriot League Contest

8-10
8-4

Opponent
246
214
179

239
163

204
215
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Fall Cheerleadin

Captains: Michaela Coakley, Ashley Patterson, Lindsey Schleicher Seniors: Daria Charland.

Andrea Oakes, Emily Palfrey Junior: Renee Roy Sophomores: Amanda Boc. Meghan
Caffrey.Mairead Flanagan, Toni Gervasi. Alex Hallowell.Samantha Hallowell.Kaitlyn Keefe.

Alison Looney. Christie O'Reilly, Mandy Russo Freshmen: Jessica Creed, Jennifer O'Brien.

Samantha Pye Coach: Betty Stenstrom.
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Thursday, November 1

1

PATRIOT LEAGUE
3rd Place

Sunday, November 1

7

SECTIONALS
at Taunton





Girls Swimming & Divin

Captains: Emily Brush. Chase Butler, Maggie Hoban Seniors: Vanessa DeCollibus. Emily Hopkins. Katie Scorza Juniors:

Erika Barrington, Tori Blatterman, Megan Cadigan, Laura Cashavelly, Rebecca Corwin, Jocelyn DeWire. Bn Eastndge.

Lauren Garrity. Mary Kate Geary, Bridget Hartley, Vanessa Jackson. Jen MacNab. Sadie Macquarrie. Lisa Masgul. Meg Miller.

Lauren Owens. Renee Phelan, Molly Shea, Kate Shine. Rachel Umbrianna, Brooks Wallace Sophomores: Kate Needham.

Jaime Capen. Amanda Coyne, Caroline DaCunha, Courtney Doherty. Kate Kelly. Erin O'Connor. Nikki Poelaert. Amanda

Segar Freshmen: Christine Antonellis, Shannon Doherty. Alison Frye, Katrina Gnffin. Knsten LaFumina. Carrie McAuliffe.

Kelly McWilliams, Danica Meine, Kristyn Roth, Dainya Sylvester, Katherine Wallace. Alana Worthman Coach: Jay Craft.
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Overall
Record
7-2

Results

^ Chelmsford Loss
Middlcboro Win
Randolph Win

* Quincy/North Quincy Win
* Sandwich Win
Belmont Win

* Marshfield Win
Acton-Boxboro Loss
Boston Latin Win

•Pilgrim Conference Meet

Pilgrim Conference Meet I
s1 Place

Pilgrim
Conference
Record

5-0

South Sectional Meet
State Meet

3"1 Place

8
lh Place

Record Broken: (59.68) 100 Butterfly - Emily Brush





Boys Swimming & Diving

Captains: Chris Baracewicz, Rob Sinnott Seniors: Alex Bezdek, Charles Gallagher. Scott

MacLellan , Chad O ' Brien , Isaac Stoner , Caleb Worthman , Scott Viafore , Anthony Polcari

Juniors: P.J. Biggs, Mark Dinneen, Matt Fagan, Matt Harhen, Jon McKenzie, Alex

Mechak, Tim Steele, Ben Usanakurnkul, Greg Wadsworth. Chris Kiley, Scott Maloney.

Steve Harhen Sophomores: Nick Ash, Chris DeCollibus, David Nelson Freshmen: Max
Butler. Billy Carroll, Nick Williams Head Coach: Jay Craft Diving Coach: Bill Thomas.

PILGRIM CONFERENCE
Duxburv Opponent

92 Barnstable 54

99 Nauset 79

93 Newton North 87

100 Sandwich 86

99 Brookline 84

89 B.C. High 95

90 Taunton 82

Quincy
Conference Diving Championships

Conference Swim Championships
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Girls Basketball

v VV f I

in) ft a 5 Pif„V'%

Captains: Carlie Harrington, Anna Peary Seniors: Liz Longley. Kristen Van der Veen
Juniors: Kaitlin Dunn, Mary Kate Geary, Meredith Kruger Sophomores: Liz Botieri. Katie

Garrity, Catie Moore Freshmen: Jamie Neal Coach: Pat Shea Assistant Coaches: Brian

Keller, Jim Richards.

PATRIOT LEAGUE

Whitman-Hanson
* Rockland
Foxboro
Cardinal Spellman

* Hanover
* Middleboro
* East Bridgewater
Whittier Tech

* Scituate
* Hingham

Opponent

49
29
39
26
21

17

27
30
31

Duxburv
69 *' Rockland
61 * Hanover
46 * Middleboro

* East Bridgewater

Whitman-Hanson
* Scituate

* Hingham
Cardinal Spellman
Hingham/Bridge/Ray
Foxboro

Opponent
50
35
10

Patriot League Contest
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Boys Basketball

Captains: #21 Mike Botieri, #33 Chase Garbarino Seniors: #24 Steve Delano. #12 Rob

Greenglass, #22 Charlie Mackenzie, #11 Kyle Naton Juniors: #23 Jon Becker. #13 Ben

Camobreco,#35 Mike Flanagan, #20 Bob Shanahan. #30 Zack Wilson Sophomores: #44 Mike

Knapp, #42 Brian Peckrill Freshman: #32 Pat Magnarelli Head Coach: Gordon Cushing

Assistant Coaches: Bob Sullivan, Steve Studley.

PATRIOT LEAGUE - Division 2 - South Section

Duxbury
64

53

53

73

58

68

64

59

61

70

67

Marshfield

Whitman-Hanson
Rockland

Bishop Stang

Marshfield

Hanover

Middleboro

East Bridgewater

Plymouth North

Scituate

Hingham

Opponent Duxbury

49

79

67

57

42

70

67

49

43

51

56

60

59

65

65

Rockland

Hanover

Plymouth North

Middleboro

East Bridgewater

Bishop Stang

Whitman-Hanson
Scituate

Hingham

Opponent

67

65

55

35





Girls Ice Hockey

Captains: Julianne Maguire, Ashley McGrath, Parney Ormiston Juniors: Sarah Slattery

Sophomores: Keryn Connolly . Nicole Landry, Christie O'Reilly. Emily Webster Freshmen:

Brittany Beal, Broghan Cully. Meghan Cully. Adria Fichter. Elizabeth Harrison. Christine

Kelly, Erica Marrocco Head Coach: Friend Weiler Assistant Coaches: Peter Afanasiw.Pam

Williams.
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Duxbury Opponent Duxbury Opponent

1 Lincoln-Sudbury 6 4 Quincy / No. Quincy 2

5 Canton 5 4 Canton 6

4 Falmouth 1 Acton-Boxborough 5

6

4

Martha's Vineyard

Billerica

4

8

4 Quincy / No. Quincy 2

Austin Prep

2 Norwood 3 Mt. St. Joseph

2 Westwood 6 Norwood

1 Fontbonne Academy 9 Cambridge R & L

Martha's Vineyard 3 Brookline

3 Westwood 5





Boys Ice Hockey

Captains: #5 Steve Maynard, #7 Kevin Mullins Seniors: #17 Andrew Arkema, #29 Jamie

Cantwell, #19 Greg Gomer, #8 Luke Uteris, #15, Matt Nahmias, #30 Jon Pierce, #3 Teddy

Sullivan Juniors: #20 Matt Allen, #6 Matt Camuccio, #23 Tom Levesque, #26 Mike Mguire.

# 1 4 Ryan Mahoney, #4 Dan McCarthy, #2 Tom Murphy, #22 Brook Romano Sophomores: # 1

Billy Carroll, # 1 Ben Ewing, # 1 Kevin Gould, #9 Mike Kelly, # 1 8 Scott May Freshmen: # 1

3

Brendan Carroll Head Coach: Peter Saggese Assistant Coaches: John Findley. Peter

Malewicz, Joe Marrocco, Tony Rota.
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Duxbury

2

5

4

2

7

3

7

5

4

North Quincy

Arlington Catholic

Martha's Vineyard

Falmouth

Sandwich

Walpole

Brockton

Somerville

Martha's Vineyard

Hingham

Opponent

3

8

4

4

5

5

2

4

Duxbury

9

3

Opponent

Somerville

North Quincy

1 Arlington Catholic

3 Archbishop Williams

Austin Prep

Matignon

New Bedford

Arlington

Hingham
CC Classic





Gymnastics

Captains: Corey Lyons, Katie Scorza Seniors: Michelle Ciccone,Nora Duggan Sophomores:

Molly Bray, Andrea Ciccone, Leila El-Amine, Elyse Frongillo, Alex Hallowell, Rebecca

Richards, Maddie Shad, Miranda Zappala Freshmen: Julianna Hopkins, Sarah Kugel. Kelly

McWilliams Coach: Jessica Farrell.
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PILGRIM CONFERENCE
Duxburv Opponent
100.4

'
Silver Lake 118.2

103.6 Carver 121.5

103.6 Carver 121.7

103.6 Plymouth North/South 107.5

108.2 Hingham 117.4

106.9 Cohasset/Norwell 131.3

102.8 Hanover 133.7

102.1 Randolph/Milton 122.0

104.55 Barnstable 142

111.25 Hingham 123

107.2 Hanover 127.7

107.2 Marshfield 129.6

Randolph/Milton

Notre Dame & Coh/Nor
Pilgrim Conference
Championship





Wrestling

Captains: Topher Bell, Doug Imbrogna, Scott Klebanoff, Matt Lanuto Seniors: Harold

Anderson. Pat Gram. Donald Perry, Tom Protasewich Juniors: Steve Celino, Kevin Donahue.

Greg Woods , Adam Johnson Sophomores: Ryan Mullin , Eric Sheridan.Zack Turner Freshmen:

Shane Dorian, Christian Howieson Head Coach: Bob Watts Assistant Coach: Sal Lanuto.

PATRIOT LEAGUE

Duxburv Opponent Duxburv Opponent
45 Middleboro 22 55 Quincv 1

8

37 Foxboron 39 2nd/ 11 Cohasset

33 Franklin 42 Tournament
55 Carver 24 40 Agawam 2

1

2nd/21 Marshfield Tournament 40 Longmeadow 24
59 Nauset 6 55 Bridgewater/Raynham 22

2nd/ 10 Whitman-Hanson 49 Scituate 9

Tournament 53 Sandwich 15

16 Natick 56 48 Tabor 21

59 Holliston 15 Randolph
38 Cohasset 34 Duxburv Tournament
27 Winchester 51 Rockland
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Winter Cheerleading

Captains: Tiffany Flood, Mary Beth Hartnett Senior: Stephanie Keefe Juniors: Danielle

Cameron Sophomores: Courtney Doherty, Kaitlyn Keefe. Mandy Russo Freshmen: Jessica

Creed, Taylor Demmert, Caitlyn Hennessey, Nicole Lake, Bridgette McDonough. Jen (TBrien,

Samantha Pye Coach: Betty Stenstrom
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ATouch of Life
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YEARBOOK
The Final Touch staff has been working like bees

since the beginning of the school year under my
dictatorship. I cannot begin to list everyone who gave

their Tuesday and Thursday nights to construct layouts,

crop, and compose copy. Especially pivotal to the

completion of this book were my Sports and Activities

editors, Jackie and Erin; without you this book would

have never come to fruition. Mrs. Varanelli's help, both

during yearbook and on her own time, also contributed

significantly to the book's completion. Most important

to us, however, was the guidance of our advisors, Mrs.

Ciccarelli and Mrs. Dunleavy; on behalf of the entire

staff, "Thank You." Danielle, Cara, Ryan, and Jamie,

best of luck next year, you have a tough act to follow!

-Matthew Lynch

The Final Touch Editor 2002-2003





PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
Taking photographs. ..is a way of shouting, or freeing oneself, not of proving or

asserting one's own originality. It is a way of life. - Henri Cartier-Bresson

Taking pictures is savoring life intensely, every hundredth of a second. - Marc Riboud

President: Liesel Soderberg
Vice President: Grady O'Connor

Secretary: Sarah McMahon
Treasurer: Laura Cashavelly

To me. photography is an art of observation. It's about finding something

interesting in an ordinary place. ..I've found it has little to do with the things you
see and everything to do with the way you see them. - Elliott Erwitt

Members: Laura Cashavelly, Justin D'Angona, Madelyn Emerson, Lauren
Garritv, Sandv Godfrey, Bridget Hartley, Nick Kale, Sarah McMahon, Claire

Miller," Chris Miller, Grady O'Connor, Matt O'Connor, Kelly Riggins, Erik
Roine, Matty Lin Ron mac her. Liesel Soderberg, Marianthi Theodossiou, Amy
Tortorella, Tom Zieser

We look at the world and see what we have learned to believe is there. We have

been, conditioned to expect...But, as photographers, we must learn to relax our

beliefs. - Aaron Siskincl

To photograph is to hold one's breath, when all faculties converge to capture

fleeting reality. It's at that precise moment that mastering an image becomes a great

physical and intellectual joy. - Henri Cartier-Bresson

I think life is pretty strange anyway. .It is wooo, wooo, wooo!...You don't have to

enhance reality. It is already weird...you know that there is nothing stranger than

truth. - Annie Leibovitz





NATIONAL HONOR
SOCIETY

"^Anderson

"^yBobseine

fmily Brush

^nase ButJer
|^beth Carrol]

aassa
^Jyn Crowfy
CaitJin Dacey

^a DiMonda

Meghan Doyie

Allison Foley

^rdre Goode
^enna Gray
J°bert GreenRJas«,
^Hagerty

88

Shannon HPn. u

^Hopkins

fett Webanof?
Klebanoff

^uren KUgej

^beth LongI

Julianne
Maguire

f<*ael MalcS
Jordan ManJy
JacqUeJine McCaf
Lmdsay

McCJure
*

cnnstopher

^>in Moore
Kevin Mullins
^ames Murphy

Andrea Oaices
^ura Parrish
Anna Peary
Randal] Pease
facyKittenour

^an Stoner
Andrew

Tenaglia

^Tortoret
d°S8lOU

Heidi Vance

Kaitlyn Walsh
Justine WhippJe
Kathleen White
Jessica Wyman
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AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE

AFS STUDENT
Phutisarn "Ben" Usanakornkul

Thailand

CLUB OFFICERS
President: Julie Gallagher

Vice President: Matt Kypta

Secretary: Sarah Coyne

Advisor: Ms. Offer





STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OFFICERS

President: Justine Whipple
Vice President: Scott MacLellan

Treasurer: Scott Jones

Recording Secretary: Mary Kate Geary
Corresponding Secratary: Emily Mytkowicz

Parliamentarian: Michael Knapp

SENIOR CLASS REPS
Marissa Bowers
Blair Hagerty

Matt Lynch
Bill McBain

Ashley McGrath
Tim Smith

SOPHOMORE CLASS REPS
Caitlin Bevans
Shelby Briggs

Weston Dravenstadt

Meg Eaton
Jon Greenglass

Kaitlyn Kelley

Pam Olson
Tyler Smith

'1

JUNIOR CLASS REPS
Dorothy Buckley
Mike Flanagan

Courtney Guittarr

Donald Handy
Meredith Kruger
Cara O'Sullivan

Mike Perez

Nick Petrucelli

FRESHMAN CLASS REPS
Billy Carroll

Rachel Lenrow
Chris Miller

Chris Nixon
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SENIOR CLASS
Diane Zoccolante, Faculty Advisor

President: Chase Garbarino

Vice President: Justine Whipple

Secretary: Kristin Schnibbe

Treasurer: Robbie Greenglass

Student Advisory Council: Sara Cederberg

School Council: Dan Devine

Student Gov't Day: Dan Devine

SOPHOMORE CLASS

Jennifer Sylvia, Faculty Advisor

President: Greg Herrmann

Vice President: Andy Grossman

Secretary: Caitlin Murphy

Treasurer: Michael Knapp

JUNIOR CLAS
Nancy DeCoste, Faculty Advisor

President:

Vice President:

Secretary:

Treasurer:

School Council:

Student Gov't Day:

Prom Chairs:

Amanda Willis

Ellen Griffin

Kaitlyn Dunn

Corey McFadden

Dan Devine

Parney Ormiston (Alt.)

Devra Glynn

Kathleen Homsy
Kristen Maguire

FRESHMAN CLASS
Shaun Kelly, Faculty Advisor

President: Betsy Sauer

Vice President: Erica Marrocco

Secretary: Kelsey Bunnell

Treasurer: Andrew Knapp



"At six o 'clock I'm going home. " - John Hernandez

Duxbury High School We do it weekly, we do it right! Duxbury, Massachusetts

The Dragon Flyer
Volume 7 Friday, 2002-2003

H

The Dragon Flyer is a weekly student publication that is

written, edited, and distributed by Duxbury High School

students, and with the limited exception permitted by

Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 71, Section 82,

school officials exercise no editorial control over it Thus,

the information, opinions, and ideas expressed herein are

those of students and not those of the Duxbury Public

Schools, its policies, or officials.

The Dragon Flyer editorial staff welcomes submissions

of well-written news. Student writers may submit articles

for consideration by Tuesday. The staff meets every

Tuesday afternoon. Signed letters to the staff are always

welcomed and may be acknowledged at the discretion of

the editors.

Editors

Editor-in-Chief:

News:

Arts and Entertainment:

Sports and Features:

Deirdre Goode

Matt Kypta

Sara Cederberg

Kayleigh MacFarlane

Staff

Billy Carroll

Michelle Ciccone

Nikki Moses

Chad O'Brien

Sara El-Amine

Tim Smith

Dan Devine

Ashleigh Howeisen

Amanda Willis

Sarah Wuennemann
Chris McNally

Kris Winquist

Ben Phutisarn

Chris Miller

Eoin Moore

Nick Williams

Lindsay Ladd

Sean Rogan

Jesse Hayes

Corrine Van Slyck

Justine Whipple

Marissa Marlborough

Bill McBain

Henry Habgood

Sam Kahl

Usanakornkul

Advisors

Mary Ann Offer Robert Webster
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BEST BUDDIES
The mission of Best Buddies is to enhance the lives

of people with intellectual disabilities by providing

opportunities for one-to-one friendships and

integrated employment.

Chapter President: John-Eliot Jordan

Vice President: Lindsay McClure
Secretary: Taylor Sauer

Treasurer: ErinAjemian

Activities Director: Allison Foley

Publicity Director: Heidi Vance

E-Buddies Coordinator: Molly Sayce

Buddy Director: Ronnie Wuenneman
Faculty Advisor: Kathy Dunn
Special Education Advisor: Lindsey Farnham

BUT BU0OIC3
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The Totally Rad
Touch

The advances made by 2023 in the field of time travel allowed the CIA agents

to track down the 14 remaining members of the class of 2003 who had chosen

to return to the most totally awesome age of the 1980's. Agent Mehrmann dis-

pensed special agents David Camara and Jonathan Murphy into the age of New
Wave. They first found Chase Butler breaking world records in the swimming

pool while wearing her trademark burberry plaid swimsuit. Brad Reynolds was

seen donning a powder blue Kansas City royals unifirm as he hit a grand slam

out of the park. Anna Peary was a rural pig farmer in Coffeyville, Kansas. Randy

Pease was a trendy East Manhattan fashion designer. Christina Eddy was the

owner of a Ruby Tuesdays at the Schuylkill County Mall in Frackville, PA.

Lindsay Hovis was known for her wild crimped hair as she graced the cover of

the Tiger Beat. Parker Chandler was a high school administrator who wore a dif-

ferent thin woven tie each day. At the same school, Megan Nolan was a full-time

hall monitor. Both Ali Woodward and Jess Wyman were aides to President

Ronald Reagan and helped the world to become a better place; Katie White was

busy as an activist for the creation of a United States National Women's Soccer

team. And last, but certainly not least, Kristen Soo Hoo was carrying the

Olympic torch through America on its way to the 1988 Seoul Games. And the

first part of agent Mehrmann's job was done, as the class of 2003 was together

again.
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This is the 31st year for the Thespian Troupe #355 at

Duxbury High School. The Club had roughly 60 members and

had a great season. We produced Picasso at the Lapine Agile,

Harvey, Much Ado About Nothing, That Day, Drive-in, Black

Comedy, Final Dress, This Is a Test, and Rosencrantz and

©uildernstern Are Dead. Our officers were Claire Miller (Pres.),

Tom Offer- Westort (Vice-Pres.), Brett Tiberi (Sec), and Sam
Pipp (Tres). Our chairs were Davey Whitney (stage), Kristy

Winterbottom (lighting), Kristen Schnibbe (make-up), Laura Parrish (publicity),

Maddy Shad (programs), Tim George (sound), Jonna Green (archives),

Val Well(lobby), Emily Hopkins (fundraising), Molly Shea (costumes), Vanessa

DeCollibus(props). Thanks to Darin and Kathy MacFarlane. Patricia

Weatherlow, Richard Miller, and Christopher Aukerman; our directors,

advisors and friends who make it all possible.
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"Boy, don't you worry... you'll find yourself.

Follow your heart and nothing else.

And you can do this if you try.

All I want for you my son,

Is to be satisfied."

Rossineton and Van Zant

Matthew,
While the future may bring you

to many different places,

don't forget

that half the fun

is getting there.

Enjoy each and every stop

along the road of life.

And remember,

that home is

where the door

is always opened.

Love and kisses from Mom and Dad, Laura and Greg

Abram,
You're a thinker and always have been. That's a

wonderful quality to have. Keep examining the

world around you and considering all the marvelous

possibilities. Our love will follow you as you fulfill

your dreams.

All our love,

Mom, Dad, and Jamie

P.S. May you always have a song in your heart!

Love,

Grandma

KAFTLYN

WE LOVE YOUR GOODNESS, KINDNESS AND JOYrilL PERSONALITY,

WE LIKE YOUR PASSION FOR FIELD I IOCKEY, d IURO I, FLUTE,

FAMILY. FRIENDS, AND ALL YOU DO,

FOREVER AND ALWAYS
Wh AKfcjAND WILL STAY.SO VERY PROUDpF_YOU (

LOVEYpUFOREVER
W RLTTEN BY, ROBE^T-UI TOSCH

ILLUS;rRATElJ'BYSrTL'lLA\I^R^'w

WF. U LOVE YOU FOREVER
WE U LIKE YOU FOR ALWAYS
AS LONG AS WERE UV1NG
OUR BABY YOU'LL BE' _

MOM DAD, KEVIN, AND TOM"SV.T
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Jamie,
You have always been the star of the show!

We are so proud of you, and can't wait to

attend the opening of your own restaurant.

All our love,

Mom, Dad and Lauren

You have worked hard

and tried many things,

even though it wasn't always easy

to test your limits, or try something new.

Your smile and happy-go-lucky personality

sets you aside from the rest;

and has been, and always will be,

a special light and joy for us.

We are so proud of the young woman
you have grown to be.

Always keep smiling, never give up on yourself,

and never refuse to try something new.

Greg,

You are our

Superstar!

We are so

proud of

you.

Congratulations!

We love you.

Mom, Mike, & Lori

PHILLIPS
Tree & Construction

TREE REMOVAL
Pruning & Trimming
Hazardous Removals
Vista & Land Clearing

Stump Grinding &
Removals

Aerial Work

Christopher Phillips

SEPTIC SYSTEM
Repair & Installation

Title V Cert. Septic
Inspector

New Design
Backhoe & Perc Test

Demolition & Grading

934-7255

Andie,
As your older sister I always felt it was my responsibility to protect you and to

steer you away from mistakes I had made "when I was your age." Now that you're

about to go off to college, everything is up to you... and as much as 1 hate to admit

this, I can no longer guide you through life with my constant advice and words of

warning and caution as 1 have all these. Although 1 will always be a phone call or a

quick road trip away, I will not be

there for that critical, last minute

opinion on what to wear for that big

date Saturday night. I love you so

much and when Mom and Dad told

me I was going to be a big sister I

had no idea that really meant I'd be

so lucky as to be getting the best little

sister in the world... as well as a life-

long best friend.

Love always,

Mellie
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Once there was a little girl, who said, "I like to

skip. That's why I like to be little.' ... And her

mother said, "What could be as good as having a

little girl like you?'

(from / Like to Be Little by Charlotte Zolotow)

We love you Meggie and are so proud of you,

Mom, Dad, Heather and Wava

Thefuture belongs to those

who believe

in the beauty oftheir dreams.

Eleanor Roosevelt

Jacqueline,

Always keep dreaming.

We are very proud of you Bean!

Always believe in yourself.

We will be here for you
if you ever need anything.

Love,

Dad, Mom, John & Ziggy

Dearest Emily,

Eighteen years have flown by in the blink of any eye,

and here you are, leaving our nest for the great big world

beyond Duxbury.

We have watched you grow from an adorable, sweet

little girl to a talented, graceful, smart, and beautiful young

woman, and we know it hasn't always been easy going. You

are one of the bravest people we know, and have come

through some tough times with your sense of humor and

empathy intact. We are very proud of you, and we wish you

all the success in the world, as you stretch your wings and fly

into your future!

All our love, Mom, Dad, Chris & Hannah
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Dear Carlie,

We have celebrated

every moment we've had

with you!

Be proud! You have

worked so hard and are on

your way toward such a

bright future.

We love you,

Mom, Dad,

Ethan, and Meri

Daniela,

Sail on silver girl.

Sail on by

Your time has come to shine

ALL your dreams are on their way

See how they shine

Oh, if you need a friend

We're sailing right behind

Love,

Mom, Dad,

Dayce T.

Victoria

Ellyn

& Scrappy

forever. You are full

of life and full of

love, Don't ever

change.

Love,

Mom
and

Dad

Matthew:

It seems like yesterday

that you came into our

lives and now you are

preparing for a new

adventure.

The years flew by but our

memories will last
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Along the Road
By Doc Watson

Joy at the start. Fear in the journey

Joy in the coming home.

A part of the heart gets lost in the learning

Somewhere along the road.

Along the road your path may wander,

A pilgrim's faith may fail,

But absence makes the heart grow fonder,

When darkness hides the trail.

Cursing the quest, courting disaster,

Measureless nights forebode.

Moments of rest and glimpses of laughter

Are treasures along the road.

When the road gets rough your steps may stumble,

And your thoughts may start to stray.

But through it all, a heart held humble,

level and light your way. Love, Mom, Dad, Linz and Pheebs

Janelle,

We must of done something right to be

blessed with such a WONDERFUL daughter

like you. You have a heart of gold, you're so

caring and compassionate, totally unselfish

and always willing to lend a helping hand to

anyone in need. That combine with your

patience and thoughtfulness truly makes

you one of a kind. You bring such joy to our

lives. We're so proud of the person you are

and all your accomplishments.

This is just the beginning of a wonderful

journey. Time for you to discover where life

can take you, so believe in yourself and follow

your heart. And always know you have all

our love and support.

Congratulations Gigi!

JANELLE

Your not only my big sister, but my best
friend. I don't think you ever realized
what a big part of my life you are. You
aremy role-model. Ever since I was little

I wanted to be just like you. Now that T

see how great of a person you've turned
out to be, I'm so glad your my big sister.

I'm so proud of you. And I'm going to

miss you so much. I'm not jusl going to

miss wearing your clothes and the ride
to school, but I'm going to miss my big
sister, my best friend, my Gigi.

Love,

lenni
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Congratulations Scott,

We are so proud of all your accomplishments! Keep jumping the wake and riding the wave!

Congratulations Matt!

Boy does time fly by
once you enter High School

It seems like just yesterday

that you were a Freshman.

Enjoy what lies ahead of
j

you and remember...

"Life is like a coin; you
can spend it anyway you
wish, but... you can only

spend it once, so do choose
wisely."

We love you, and will always
be here for you, and the light

will always be on.

Love,

Mom, Dad & Katie

xxoo

Mark,

Always be who you are! Never

forget how very much you are

loved. You have a bright light that

radiates from you. The people you

touch feel that warmth whenever

you are near. Stay true to yourself

and you will always be happy.

Love, Mom & Dad

Tom, Anthony, Patrick

& Vincent

Michael 1 hope you never wonder...

"Could I have been anyone other than me?"

As you try to find your place in the world,

Don't be afraid to "take the left turn instead of a right.''

Be honest, be loyal, be compassionate, and

You'll find the true Michael Collins.

Life is larger than all of us, but nothing is out of reach.

Relax and enjoy the moments as they happen.

We love you, always.

M,D, K,P,C,E,M,G,AA,UT,DOT
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you mil accomfditA

JLove,

Worn and T)ad

Ash-

When you get the choice to sit it out or dance

Dance... I hope you dance

Leeann Womack

We can't believe our beautiful baby is now an

accomplished and beautiful young lady. We
are so proud of all you have become.

Love, Mom, Dad, Brian, Raggs & Chloe

Erin,

You have blossomed into a beautiful young lady and

have brought much joy and love into our lives.

You are capable of success in any career you choose

with the strong qualities that you have developed over

the years. Your

friends and family

know you to be loyal,

trustworthy and

giving of yourself to

others. You've been a

terrific role model for

the younger ones in

our family.

Always stay true to

yourself and reach for

the stars.

Congratulations on all

of your

accomplishments! We
are very proud of you!

Love, Dad, Mom & Brian

>
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Dearest Lee-

You have filled our lives with love,

joy, and happiness- treasured memories -

and special times and people ~ and never a

dull moment with your zest for life and

adventure!

As is said in LAX - and in life - focus

on the goal, aim high, and drive forward!

Go forth now - and be happy, be kind, be

honest and always believe in yourself.

We're so proud of you -

congratulations!

"Love You Forever"

Dad, Mom
Nicole and Scott

Hey, Jesse,

May you always continue to stop and smell the roses! We are so proud of all the hard work

you put into your school career. Congratulations on a job well done and the very best of luck

next year in college to the best boy in the nation.
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HARRINGTON AND POWERS
DENTAL ASSOCIATES

24 BAY ROAD
P.O. BOX 1 755

DUXBURY, MA 02331-1755
Telephone (78 1 ) 934-294

1

FAX (78 1 ) 934-7442

Congratulations to the Graduates!

"Ifone advances confidently in the direction ofhis
dreams, and endeavors to live the life which he has

imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in

common hours.
"

Henry David Thoreau

Jess,

Always, unconditionally, follow your own

heart. You've worked very hard and we are so proud of

you! Remember to keep smiling, work hard, play often

and enjoy the journey you are about to begin.

All our love,

Mom, Dad & Tiffany

Jacqueline,

Reach for the stars. You will accomplish anything

you set your mind to. Beverly Hills, WATCH OUT!!

We are very proud of all your achievements.

Remember, "The windshield is bigger than the

rearview mirror, keep looking ahead!"

We love you very much.

You will always be our little princess.

Congratulations,

Mom, Dad, Alex, Hinsey and Boca
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Gregory,

We're so proud of all you

have achieved and

accomplished! But most of

all. we are proud of the

wonderful person you are: a

perfect son, loving little

brother to 'Riss, and a great

role model and "Big Bro"

to Jonathan & Jeff. Keep

smiling your beautiful

smile, we are all smiling

back!

Your Lucky Family

Sara,

"Life is short and we never have too much time for

gladdening the hearts of those who are traveling the

journey with us. Oh, be swift to love, make haste to be

kind.'
1

May you

always love

kindness and

practice

compassion.

Never lose

your sense of

humor and

always fight

for what you

believe in and

for the people

you care

about. We are

proud of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad,

&Ben

Drew,

We are proud of you and what you've

accomplished in your young life. Follow

your

dreams

and be

strong. We
love you

always!

Congatiiations!

Mom, Dad,

Paige and

Daisy

\\ Star *******

Jess,

We are so very proud of the young woman
you have become, your beauty shines from inside

and out.

In whatever you attempt you will succeed.

We love you Beanie!

Mom, Dad and CB
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Carley,

"Give to the world the

best you have and the

best will come back to

you."

-Mary Ainge DeVere

Wishing you only

happiness and success

in the years ahead...

With much love,

Mom, Dad,

Brian, & Kara

mm

r

Ashley Lynn:

Sometimes outspoken, always with

attitude! You have so much to offer -

never lose it.

We're so proud of the person you
are! Enjoy life to it's fullest "Boo" and

follow your dreams.

We love you,

Mom, Dad & Jaime

To Our Son Anthony

We look to you with hope and pride:

We see your future brightly.

Your deep concerns and aspirations

We will not take lightly.

The future is a mystery

That everyone explores.

We 11 share your possibilities.

Embrace your distant shores.

We '11 answeryou when questions stir,

Encourage you, implore you.

But life s a challenge shaped by dreams,

A gift we can 't livefor you.

So life it well; respect it fully;

Play your spirit out.

Seek and then discover

All the best that life's about.

Remember that you 're not alone-

Our love is always there.

The challenge that defines your life

Our hearts will gladly share.

You 're on a voyage into time,

A trip to somewhere new.

You may not always see us there,

But we 'II be there with you.

a *

Congratulations A nihonyll

It's with love, pride andjoy, that we sendyou on your "journey.

"

Remember... Our table will always be setforfive.

We love you,

Mom, Dad, Greg, and Joanna
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Dear Pete,

Congratulations on what you
have accomplished. We are so proud

of the wonderful son and brother that

you have become. You are an

inspiration and joy to us all and we
love you very much.

We know that you will take

advantage of all the good things that

the future will present and we know
you will always be guided by your

kind heart.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Sean and Eileen

4 YEARS HAVE FLOWN BY,

IT'S HARD TO BELIEVE
THAT YOU'RE OUR LAST ONE
WHO'S PREPARING TO LEAVE.

YOUR SMILE WILL STAY THOUGH,
IT'S THE BEST ONE IN TOWN,
AS BRIGHT AS YOUR FUTURE,
YOU'RE THE MAN, KEV -- HANDS DOWN!

GOOD LUCK -- CONGRATULATIONS -- WE
LOVE YOU!!

MOM, DAD, J.R, SARAH, FITZ & RILEY

Congratulations Scott!

When you are off to college I

will miss surfing together in

Cozumel. Look to the future

and I hope that lal your dreams
come true. I will miss you.

Dave
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Who Coves tife anddoes it so wed Vje are so very proudof
you anddtlyour accompCishments.

Love Mom, <Dad& CaroCyn

2vr

1 f

Sports do not 6uiCd'character.

They reveatxt.

HavwardHaCe (Rrrrwn

<3r

You have made us

proud every minute.

It's your time now!

J*^*||r*P Be Happy. Be Safe.

wL j^l ê Love y°Um

Congratulations

(Hernpus iFugit

Scott
Love

Mom, Dad & Craig
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CONGRATULATIONS, ALEX!
Wasn't it only a few

moments ago you filled the
train with wild animals;
stumped the horseman in

the barn with the chicken
and road joke; described
food you liked as hmm
licious; fought with the
Ninja turtles; tried to hide
from bad guys without
laughing; bought your
mom a "jewel"; put your
older twin sisters in

headlocks for the family
photo?
And wasn't it just

the other day you offered up
your first impression; took
the stage as Elder
Brewster, Joseph, Fagan;
took up lacrosse and
guitar; became active at

Pilgrim; worked with
special kids and adults;

filled our house with
laughter; forged lifelong
friendships?

And wasn't it only a short
time between when you
fell in the pool and worked
as an oysterman; between
Goodnight Moon and the Art
ofMotorcycle Maintenance;
between booted pjs and
cargo pants; between
Berrybrook and this

yearbook; between
standing at the bus stop
with the biggest dog in

town and growing into

someone so big and strong,

staying so kind and
loving?

It all happened so fast, and we can 't wait to see what happens next!

All our love andpride and best wishes... Dad, Mom, Claire, Lucy



ALWAYS KEEP TRYING TO FLY!
WE LOVE YOU AND ARE
SO PROUD OF THE YOUNG
MAN YOU HAVE BECOME.

MOM, JIM, PAM
AND JAY

Hold the reins - Enjoy the ride!

We love you, Melissa!

Blair

Sept. 26, 1985: You arrived with the wind

and Hurricane Gloria. Exactly what we
wanted-- a third girl to join the nest! I

remember how thrilled all four of us were.

There have been such great times. Parties of

all sorts: July 4th, Halloween, Christmas,

plain old porch and soccer parties. And, oh,

those many South Coast tourneys with best friends. Sometimes I

thought they'd never end! But what

fun we had and we will miss it! We
now offer you the wings to safely

explore and create new memories for

all of us to share. Congratulations on

your successes. Our hearts follow

you, Blair, and your home is always

here for you.

We love you.

Mom, Dad, Erin, Elise

Pearl & Riffies

it L
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Jessica, I

We are so proud of you and all
'

you have accomplished. Keep i

reaching for the stars in

everything you do. Believe in I

yourself and follow your

dreams, for dreams can take

you anywhere.

Congratulations!

We love you,
I

Mom, Dad, Michelle and Christine

TELEPHONE (781) 934-0953

MARIANNE C. REINHALTER, L.I.C.S.W.

CRANBROOK COUNSELING ASSOC.
CHILD, ADOLESCENT, ADULT

PSYCHOTHERAPY

20 TREMONT STREET
SUITE 15

DUXBURY, MA 02332



Dear Lindsay:

You know how much we love you and are going to miss you

when you go off to college next year. What you may

not know is how much we admire and respect you

for your risk taking, leadership, courage, and no

fear of failure attitude, especially as it pertains

to helping other people.

We know your 'never fear rejection' gift wi

always be with you and that you will use it

to make the world a better place. The

world is already better with you in it

You have brightened our lives everyday with your smile, laughter,

kindness and ENERGY!

We love you Lindsay McClure!!

Love, bad, Mom, Molly, Lulu, Cini &, Ginger

P.S. "You're baking how many cakes tonight!?"

Kudos Boo-Boo,

You have livedyour high school years

well and true. You have always taken the road

ofkindness. To those who call you friend, they

are truly blessed. From the day you came into

our lives there has been joy; you are our

heart and we love you THIS MUCH!

"Act well your part. There all the honor lies.
"

Troupe #355

Love,

Mom, Dad & Jeff

Congrats to: Katie A., 'Chris B., Kristen, Ryan, Sara, 'Jeff G., Jonna, Blair, ^Shannon,

Jordie, * Alison, * Claire, Eoin, *Tom, Laura, Sam, Kristen, Jesse, Rob, *Heidi, Katie W.,

*Val, & *Davey.
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Dear R.J.,

"The only ones among you who
will be really happy are those

who will have sought and found

how tO Serve." Albert Schweitzer

Congratulations!

Love,

Mom,
Dad,
Mike,

Greg

Congratulations AH,

You have worked hard and done a wonderful

job. We are

proud of you
for your
accomplishments,

your choices,

and for the

person you
have become.
We love you
and are always

here to support

you in your
endeavors. We
wish you the

best in college

and the years to

come.

Love always,

Mom, Dad,
Julie and Dani

Dear Amy,

Thank you for being

such a loving, kind, and

caring daughter, sister,

and friend. We are so

proud of you and wish

you happiness and

success in all that

lies ahead.

Congratulations!

Love always,

~ Mom, Dad, Mark

& John

CP

Exclusive Affiliate of

SOTHEBY'S
International Realty

SOTHEBYSREALTY.COM

"Guild J
you expect morr

The Macdonald & Wood
Real Estate Group

459 Washington Street • P.O. Box 1588 • Duxbury, MA 02331

781-934-2000, Ext. 24 • Fax 781-934-1555

www.macdonaldwood.com
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Todd,

We're so proud of who you've

become. We believe that you can

accomplish anything you set out to

do, that you have many talents and

the wisdom to use them well. With

your continued determination and

sense of humor, we know that you

will successfully walk down the road

of life. Believe in yourself. We love

you!!

Love, Mom, Dad, Matt, Lauren and

Jaxson

c>

O.

25 Depot Street, P.O. Box 1684

Duxbury, Massachusetts 02331
781-934-2121 • Fax (781) 934-9452

If one advances confidently

in the direction of his

dreams, and endeavors to

live the life which he has

imagined, he will meet with

a success unexpected in

common hours. (Henry
David Thoreau)

Chris- Wishing you
continued success.

With love and pride,

Mom

Go confidently in the direction of your dreams.
Live the life you've imagined.

Henry David Thoreau

Tracy-

We are so proud of you and all

your hard work. You have given us

a lifetime of cherished memories.

Wherever you go in life, a piece of

us and this place goes with you.

Much love,

Mom, Dad, Robin & Julie

"Watch your thoughts, for they become words.

Watch your words,for they become actions.

Understandyour actions, for they become habits.

Studyyour habits, for they becomeyour character.

Develop your character, for it becomes your destiny.

Author Unknown

v. .v.

Benny

Congratulations for all

you have accomplished

and for the person you

have become. We are

full of love and pride.

Mom and Dad
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Kevin, You have heard and listened well to our limited wisdom.

You aspired to be a good student

You aspired to be a good athlete

And most importantly you have become a good person.

We are proud of you and your accomplishments.

Good luck, we will miss you

Mom, Dad, John and Cam

Scott and Brett,
You have always made us so proud! The world

better be ready for two extraordinary young men!
Follow your dreams and take time to enjoy life.

Love, Mom, Dad and Jared

Katie

"If s been a long road, getting from there to here.

If s been a long time, but your time is finally near.

And you will see your dream come alive at last

You will touch the sky...

If you've got faith of the heart, you're going

where your heart will take you.

Ifyou've got faith to believe, you can do anything.

If you've got strength of the soul, no one will bend or break you.

You can reach any star, ifyou've got faith, faith of the heart."

Love,

Dad, Mom, and Matthew
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CONGRATULATIONS CHARLIE !!!

"In three words I can sum up everything

I've learned about life: it goes on."

Robert Frost

You have faced the bumps in the road

with great strength and a wonderful outlook.

We couldn't be more proud of the person you

have become.

Mom, Dad, Anderson & Taylor

ANDREW
It seems like only yesterday

We love you, and are so proud of you!

!

Congratulations

Mom, Dad, Lulu, and Pete

XOXOXOXO
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Cally,

"Oh, the places you'll go! Today is your day! Your mountain

is waiting. So. ..get on your way!" -Dr. Seuss. You can do just

about anything you put your mind to. We are so very proud

of you.

CONGRATULATIONS

!

We Love You,

Mom, Dad,
Annette, Bobby,
Sara & Mimi

Congratulations MargO

We are so very proud of the young

woman you have become.

Believe in yourself,

follow your heart &
anything is possible.

We love you,

Mom. Dad, Paige, Gretchen & Heidi

Julian n e

You have tugged on our heartstrings since the day
you were born.

We are so proud of the person you have become.
You have brought such joy to our lives.

Prove to yourself that you can reach your dreams and be the

best you can be.

Enjoy all your hard work and always be You!

Life is fleeting, years rush past...

and little girls grow up so fast!

But in our hearts, you'll always be our little girl.

Keep smiling and always remember we love you!

!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Kristin, Brian, Michael and Meggie

Katie,

You have always amazed us with your

accomplishments in school and in sports,

your willingness to help others, your

winning attitude, your energy to succeed,

and your setting of high goals. Never settle

for less than the best for yourself and never

settle for less than the best from yourself.

We love you and are proud of the wonderful

person you have become.

Dad, Mom, Tommy, and Webster
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A child on a farm sees a plane fly overhead and dreams of a faraway place.

A traveler on the plane sees the farmhouse— and dreams of home.
- Carl Burns

Congratulations, Justin - you handsome devil!!! We're proud of you!

All our love.... Mom, Dad, Chelsea, Jordan & Shamus

'Quality Personal and Commercial Insurance

Through Independent Agents since 1882"

T
T Chubb Group of Insurance Companies

One Financial Center

Boston, MA 02111

T
A
A
A
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Congratulations Kristen !

We know you will make today

and tomorrow worth
remembering!

Love,

Mom and Dad
Bobby and Abbe

Meg,

Congratulations on a job well done! Here are

some familiar phrases from your past which

might help you in the future.

"Just Kidding!

"

"Don 'tyou wish you were me?
"

"Beautiful!

"

"You 're not going to coach, are you?
"

"What were you thinking?
"

"Whatever.

"

"Nobody Better, Coop.

"

"Hello.

"

"LOVE YOU THE WHOLE WORLD, BABY GIRL!" a"
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I am awake, I see the sun
Another day, a gift to iove,

and foe loved.

Let your smile be the sun, to break the clouds away,

Your smile can still shine if it rains all day.

Sometimes the way is smooth and fine, sometimes
ail rock and stone-

But whatever way He gives, all His map's lead home!

We have been blessed with many gifts

through the years but none can compare to

our gifted children. We have been blessed

with a wonderfully gifted son and a

wonderfully gifted daughter.

This year our daughter will graduate and
begin to share her gifts ofmusic,

personality, courage, grace, intellect and
happiness with newfriends. Less time will

be spent with family and more with the

world as she begins to grow and expand
her horizons.

Kathy Ann, we are so very proud ofyou
and all your accomplishments.

Congratulations

Love Always:

Mom, Dad and David.
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PEAR MATT
We are prouci ofyou

and

LOVE YOU
very much

MOM, DAP
RAE, NATE & SAM
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Heidi

"Learn to get in touch with the silence

within yourself, andknow that everything

in this life has a purpose.

There are no mistakes, no coincidences;

adevents are Blessings given to us to (earnfrom.

"

<We have lovedgrowing with you these past IS years.

TRanf^youfor aft thejoy andlaughter!

"You are the most wonderfuldaughter and'sister and

we are affproudofyou andwishforyou a fifefull

ofBlessingsjust asyou have given us!

We loveyou

9/Lom, (Dad, (Ryan and^ri^

Caitlin,

Always remember to forget

The tilings that made you sad.

But never forget to remember

The tilings that made you glad.

Always remember to forget

The friends that proved untrue.

But never forget to remember

Those that have stuck by you.

Always remember to forget

The trouble that passed away.

But never forget to remember

The blessings that come each day.

(An Irish Blessing)

Love,

Mom, Dad and Cristin
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Congratulations Class of 2003

and our special wishes to

Alison

Jackie

Julianne

Kailey

Rachel
Tyler
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Dear Jim,

We are so proud of you. As the years flew

by all too quickly you have filled our lives

with joy and laughter. Continue to believe

in yourself, set your goals and just go for

it! Never lose that sense of humor. It is

wonderful!

Congratulations

and always

remember we
love you and
are there for

you.

Love,

Mom, Dad
and Jacquelyn

Congratulations Sarah!

Love, Mom and Dad,
Johnny, David and Mark

Meggie

From the beginning, colicky and challenging, your spirit has not changed. Strong willed and

determined, your voice is always heard. Friends and family love your carefree, happy-go-

lucky personality, either at work, hanging out with friends, or negotiating a jeep. We are

confident that you have the magic

recipe for success. Go after your

dreams and develop the skills and

talents of a great chef. Open that

restaurant you've talked about for

years. We'll all be waiting, ready

to sample the delicacies that you

create...only to sit back and say

"that's our Meggie."

Love and Hugs,

Mom, Dad, Katie, Kelsey and Greg
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Congratulations Isaac and Lily!!

So glad you've had each other through the years, and even more

glad we had you... We'll miss you!

Love, mama, dada, Rosie and the animals

Some useful quotes?

"We have to continually be jumping off cliffs and developing our wings on the way down." Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.

"The important thing is not to stop questioning." Albert Einstein

"Never let school interfere with your education." Mark Twain

"I can't believe it! Reading and writing actually paid off!" Homer Simpson

One Day Decorating & Design Service

Studio .
781.829.4922 Fax . 781.735.0067

mail@classicdestgmervice.com

P.O. Box 489. Pembroke. MA 02359-0489

(Sfwndr-a Q^U^/Uf IDS

Dougie-

No one could ask for a better son.

You will get out of life all that you

put in. Remember to enjoy.

Love and congratulations,

Dad, Mom, Jeff, Bill and Alicia

i
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"True friends, no matter how
far separated, wiCCaCways
grow in Cove andsympathy
andnearness to each other.

"

"Best ^Wishes andQoodLuckl
Love the Moms and T)ads,

Xristen, Jenna, Mandy

Your enthusiasm for life is contagious - always
keep smiling and keep your positive attitude.

From the very beginning

you have taught us how to

look at the world in new ™rC.~ '^h .

ways - we love you and
are very proud of you -

is "chill."

Love
Mom and Dad

TO THE
2003

GRABSFROM
EXXON TIGERMART

BESTOFLUCK



Madelyn

You have always

been a winner with

us! Wishing you
much love and
continued success.

Your loving family

and horse.

"You are a very special person -

become what you are."

-Archbishop Desmond M. Tutu

Chase,
We are very proud of you. Stay on the right track!

Love, Mom, Dad and Leslie

Some things never change.

Ashley,

You're still such a thoughtful, kind, loving,

and generous person. I thank God every

day for blessing me with such a wonderful

daughter...mom
We LOVE you so very much! ! !

!

Mom, Scott, & Kevin
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When yow. leave home and to another, place,

YOU. OPEN MP THE POSSIBILITY OF HAVING

SOMETHING WONDERFUL HAPPEN TO yOU.

When you. move out of the familiar, here and now

YOU. SET IN MOTION A SERIES OF EVENTS THAT,

TAK.EN TOCfETHeiZ., "B>RINc; A&DIA.T

CHAN^ES AT THE VERy ROOT OF yOW.R BEIN^

^OOD LM.CK AND MAy <^OD "6LESS

We love yon - Mom and Dad

Congratulations - You'll always

be our "All Star" - We're all so

proud of you!

Love - Mom, Davis, Sarah,

Noni, Ompah & Harry

Congratulations Alissa!

"Today is your day
you're off to greatj>(acesl

you're offandaway!

you have Brains in your Head
you havefeet in your shoes

you can steer yourseCf
any direction you choose,

you're on your own andyou know
what you know

andyou are the girCwho wiCC
decide where to go."

- Dr. Suess

Always remember where you came from and
how much you are loved. We are so proud of

you. - Love Mom, Dad and Mandy
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CjirC: Can 1 J{ave your
'Room when you are
gone? Love Lady

Jessie QirQ.

My second mother1 1 Love you
aCways andforever! "Do you lYant to

Dance andtfoCdMy 3{and?"
Love "Bubba

Jecca:

Congratulations andgood Cuck in your
new adventure, you are a brdCiant girC
-with a huge heart. Both wdC take you
very far. Do you "Want to Dance and
J{oldMy Hand?" £crve Xeeks

DAN,

YOU'RE QUITE A CHARACTER.
STAY THAT WAY!

WE LOVE YOU,

MOM, DAD, ALISON, TOMMY

Marisa,
Congratulations on graduation. You have

grown into a talented, caring, responsible

adult.

Plan your future, stay true to your course.

Always believe in yourself as we have.

We are so proud of you.

Love, Mom & Dad
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Your father named you "Jordan, a name for the 80's" he said, and so your life

began. You have amazed and delighted us as you cartwheeled through life. You
have drawn a rainbow of happiness in our lives. As you leave us to follow your
dreams, remember that you are a dream daughter.

Love, DAD, MOM, SARAH, WILL, Abby & Keekala
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Ode to the Champions

Who are these people-
These doers ofdeeds,

These dreamers ofdreams
Who make us believe?

Who are these people?
Who still win the day-

When the odds are against them
And strength fades away?

These people are champions.
For they never give in.

A heart beats within them
That is destined to win.

Theyfollow their dreams
Though thejourney seems far,

From the top ofa mountain
They reach out to a star.

And when they have touched it-

When theirjourney is done-
They give to us hope

From the victories they won.

So here s to the champions-
To all their great deeds.

Theyfollow their hearts

And become winners indeed.

-Tom Krause

Matt,

You've made us proud not only of what you've accomplished, but all that you

have stood for. You define the word leader - with your spirit, courage, and

determination. Take all this with you to meet life's challenges. And remember

you can always count on our love and support.

Mom, Dad, Alex, Emily, & Arnold

Parker,

One beautiful spring day you entered the world
and it has not been the same since. Named after

your great grandfather, you have truly lived up to

his name. He was a strong, loyal, proud, and
humble family man.

You were once just a little brother and later

became a big brother. Now you have developed
into a fine young man, but you will always be
our little Parkie.

As you have tried to climb your ladder of life,

you have learned that sometimes people may cut

some rungs to see if you fall. You have held on
strong and climbed over these obstacles.

This year was filled with stormy days and
darkness but you must always remember that a

rainbow only happens when it is raining and
everything happens for a reason...

Continue to keep climbing. Reach high for the

rest of the rungs. Continue your hard work and
you will succeed. Congratulations and God
bless you and the Class of 2003.

Love,

Mom, Dad, James, Alicia and Monica
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Vanessa,

The world is about to discover what we already know:

you are a young woman full of spirit, humor,

compassion, honor and persistence. You can rely on

these wonderful qualities throughout the years ahead.

We are proud to call you daughter/sister. We thank you

for always sharing your goodness so generously with us.

Enjoy all the wonderful moments that life will bring

your way. Stay safe!

Love,

Mom, and Dad, Chris and Cory

Krissy

We are so proud of the

lovely young woman
you've become. You are

kind, sensitive,

intelligent and true. Our
joy has been to watch
you grow! Mom and
Dad ... Scooty-doots,

little sis, H-O-R-S-E,
We'll miss you when
you're gone...

Family Discount,

whachya doin' next

Saturday - Baby-sit?

Tim and Sarah ... We
are proud of you in

Philly. Love always,

Mike & Marion ... you
are the Captain of your

own ship. Beth ... You
are the most genuine

person I know and the

biggest influence. I love

you. Will

Steve,

We wondered what you were thinking then,

but now we know.

TO BE THE BEST THAT YOU CAN BE.

Congratulations!!

Love,

Dad, Mom and Phil
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Dear Mike-

"Congratulations

!

Today is your day.

You 're offto Great Places!

You 're offand away!

"

-Dr. Seuss

Just remember . . .

We are always here for you ... we are so proud of you .

and you are loved so very much.

Love-

Mom, Dad, Elizabeth, Matthew and Sarah

Anna Peary
I want you to know what a special daughter you are. You

have been a joy from the moment you were born. Your
determination, courage, kindness, and strength always

continue to amaze and inspire me. My love will be with you
always.

You were the light of daddy's life and I know how proud
he was and would be of you. Remember this and draw
strength and courage from the lessons he taught you. He will

forever be your guiding light.

We all wish you the Best of Luck
Mom, Kurt, Scott, Ale, Hart, & Luna

Tina,

You were a blessingfrom the beginning.

We will love you and support you always!!

Love, Mom, Dad, & Dolly
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Manufacturers of Aqua Sports'" freezer bottles, insulated bags,

E-Z Freeze'"storage containers, and lots of cool stuff for

Valentines Day, Easter, Halloween and Christmas!

Look for our products at Wal-Mart, Target, CVS, Brooks, etc.

42Tremont St Duxbury, MA 02332 • 781-934-0500

www.coolgearinc.com

Julie,

We are so very proud of the

bright, beautiful &
compassionate young
woman you have become.
We send you off to college

and beyond, knowing that

the world is a better place

because you're in it!

All our love,

Mom, Dad & Kate

Jaclyn,
Oh the places you'll go.

And will you succeed?

Yes! You will indeed!

(98 and V
4
percent

guaranteed).

We are all so proud of you!

Remember to keep that

laughter, and to always

follow your dreams!

Love you lots!

Mom. Dad. Grctchen.

Kristen, Joe & Jeff

X0X0

Oh my, where did the years go?

From the first day that you

danced into our lives, you've

brought us so much joy and pride.

As you begin your next act,

remember we will always be your

biggest fans, rooting for you
wherever you may go. Break a

leg, Em! With all our love and

wishes for a wonderful future,

Mom, Dad, Todd, Jamie and Buce

Telephone (6 1 7) 523-4500 Fax (6 1 7) 523-5245
Email: mdriscoU@crosbiemac.com

CROSBIE-MACDONALD
Insurance

MICHAEL B. DRISCOLL
Licensed Insurance Advisor

15 School Street

Boston, MA 02108

Tyler,

Congratulations

and

Good Luck!

Ned, Alex, Mom & Dad
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CONGRATULATIONS
Mom, Dad, Tyler, Jimmy, Man, Will, Jane, Joe, Lee Ann,

Griffin, John, Neal, Jill, Shannon, Gary, Jeannie, Tim & Laner

Congratulations Steve,

We are very

proud of you

and all you

have

accomplished!

We look

forward to supporting you in all you

have yet to discover.

Love,

Dad, Mom and Cath

Elizabeth,

We are proud of you. We
love you. Remember,
trust your heart, for the

best is yet to come, and

always choose to dance...

Love,

Dad, Mom,
Danielle and Jon

Congratulations

Duxbury High School

CLASS OF 200 3

NEWPORT
CREATIVE
COMMUNICATIONS
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Kimberly -

The world is at your

fingertips. You are a

remarkable young
woman. We know that

you will make a

difference. You are the

best!

Love always.

Your FAN CLUB

Shannon Elizabeth

Mom's list of instructions as you

embark on a new adventure:

1 . Always follow your dreams.

2. Never lose your zest for life.

3. Keep your unique sense of style.

4. When you're on Shannon planet, remember

there are others in the solar system.

5. I'm PROUD of you!

6. Most of all. I love & like the

wonderful woman you've become.

LOVE, MOM & JOHN M

Patrick Gram

We are so proud of you and all that you

have accomplished. Taking the next step

requires courage... courage to try to be

the best you can

be when others

around you settle

for mediocrity.

You have what it

takes... be

strong... realize

your potential.

Take risks, we are

always here for

you.

Love,

Mom, Dad
and Devin

Ash:
We can only
imagine how scared

you felt when you
first arrived as the

new girl but look at

the life you made
for yourself here.

Now it's time to be
a new girl again.

Take with you your
compassion and
kindness, your
sense of humor and
that LAUGH!!!!
Keep working as

hard as we know
you can and we
know you will be
as successful and
happy as you have
been in Duxbury. Most of all remember we love you as high as the sky
and as deep as the sea. Got you clock radio.

Love you,
Mom and Dad
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I ftDustin,

Savor the past,

look forward to the

future and never

give up. We are so

proud of you and all that you have
accomplished.

Keep believing in

yourself and the

possibilities are

endless...

We love you,

Mom, Jon,

Abby & Caroline

Jamie-
No matter what you have done -

School, Hockey, Biking or Working -

We have always been able to count on

You to do your best.

You have always made us PROUD! !

!

We love you.

Dad, Mom, Marisa & Puck

CONGRATULATIONS BRITT
We wish for you

"
as much" happiness,

success, and love
"
as all the stars in the sky,

"

when you venture out into the world,

a strong, wonderful, and beautiful woman!

We're so proud of you.

All our love,

Dad, Mom, Scott, and "Maverick"

it
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Meghan Marie

My Little Monkey, thanksfor the

laughter and the tears, but most of
all, thanksfor the memories! We
love you, good luck always, make

the right choices, dance, and
remember, you will always be

"Forever Young"

Always In Our Hearts,

Mom & Anders

BEST WISHES FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT PETALS FLOWER SHOP

FLOWER SHOP
-<7V»w459 Washington Street

""^* r*^*- Snug Harbor

P.O. Box 2587

Duxbury, MA 02331

"Scent with Love"

Dawn Flavell

Proprietor 617-934-5855

ASH
My sister, my friend, the best laugh I

have ever heard, more inside jokes than I

can count, no one else in my life knows

more about me than you. You are by far

the funniest person I have ever met. Your

determination, intelligence, ability to turn

any situation into the most memorable

time, blows me away. You amaze me.

You are your own person, you never try

to be like anyone else, and although you are 6 years younger than

my role model. Man, I wish I could play sports! Ash, the future is

waiting for you to make the most of

every day you have and I know you will

I love you,

Kins

I. you are

wide open

Dear Leah Elspeth Dickerson,

You captured my heart the first time I held you... i^Ka^j
Don't ever stop dreaming...

Love you

Mom
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Heather

You made it!!!

You couldn't wait to get

soon as you were born we
were an angel from God.

truly blessed to share your

and see the wonderful

woman you've become,
given you more than your

obstacles to overcome and

you remained faithful, kind,

concerned for the feelings

love you very much. You are our hero.

Remember - let your true colors come shining through

yet to come!

Love always, Mom, Dad, Kyle, and Jake

here and as

knew you

We've been

life with you

young

Life has

share of

through it all

and

of others. We

The best is

Heather, I'm glad we were there for each other I always will be there.

Now it's your turn to be all I know you can. I love you. Harold

Harold,

From the moment you
we knew you were a

blessing. It's been a

experience watching you

the fine young man you've

We're so proud ofyou and

you very much. Keep our

family memories with you always.

Remember - whatever road you choose, we're right behind you,

win or lose, and in our hearts you will remain "Forever Young."

Love always, Mom, Dad, Kyle, and Jake

were bom,

special

wonderful

grow into

become,

we love

treasured

Harold, I think you're great and I feel grateful to have you as a brother. I love you. Heather

Heather & Harold
Here's to life, here's to love, and here's to each of you. You've each
come so far and although this chapter is coming to an end, the rest of
your life is about to begin. Grab hold with both hands and be true to

yourself. You are both incredible young adults and we are so very

proud of you. Congratulations!!

Love, Auntie K, Grandma, and Uncles Steven, Donald, and Brian
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Marty
Congratulations

We're so proud of you.

Having you for our son

has been one of Life's

Greatest Gifts. We wish
you all the success and
happiness life has to

offer. Our love and
support will follow you
wherever you go and
we'll always keep your

space at home warm.

Love

Mom & Dad
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Michael...
"May good fortune precede you, love walk with you, and

good friends follow you."

Congratulations

Love always,

Dad, Mom
and TJ

cTFieGourmet s^Pantr^
Finest Olive Oils & Citrus Pressed Olive Oils

Rare European Cheeses, Celtic Herb Drinks
Seafood Stuffed Pastas, Elegant Gifts

World Famous Frozen Hors' doeuvres.

A specialty food store — products from home
and around the world

Debbie Howieson, Proprietor
453 Washington Street (Snug Harbor) • Duxbury • 781.934.9567

Hours: Wed. -Sat. 1 0:30am-5:30pm

There once was a boy we knew
And his name was liT Andrew
He was a pirate chief, a school bus driver

And a pilot too.

His toys and love he had
And boy, was this boy glad
Because of all the things that he could do.

At last Andrew, it's your turn for

adventure. We're all very proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Katie, Lauren & Marley

Congratulations Chris!

We are so very proud of you. We have always

enjoyed your energy, enthusiasm, and hard work
you put into all you do. You deserve the best.

Happiness always.

Love,

Dad, Mom, Tricia

and Peaches



Taylor

If I can case one life the aching

Or cool one pain

Or help one fainting robin

Into his nest again

I shall not live in vain.

Kmily Dickinson

Yonr kindness, sense ol honor

and determination amaze ns.

We love yon so much!

Mom, Dad, Tripper, Betsey and Scout

Congratulations to the Class of 2003

mm

CH1LDRENS PHOTOGRAPHY

DENI JOHNSON
BOX 1825, DUXBURY, MA 02332

781.934.5316
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Meaghan,

We wish you strength to face challenges along with

wisdom to choose your battles carefully.

We wish you a world of adventure and experience and also

the serenity that comes from listening to your inner voice.

We wish you the satisfaction of seeing your goals achieved and

also the true contentment that is born of simple things-

work well-done, friends well-loved, moments caught and

cherished.

Our greatest wish for you Meaghan, is that you will always

remember how much you are loved—for you are a beautiful,

special person. We are proud to have you as a daughter, a sister,

and a friend.

We hope you have had the time of your life.

All our love,

Mom, Dad, Caitlin, Michael, Tabatha and Snickers

Jonathan

Look to the stars, look to the heavens...

Then look into your heart and you will always find

your way.

We love you,

Mom, Dad, Christopher, Michael and Richard
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Genna,

You are our favorite DHS good
dooby. Congratulations on a great

year! Your hard work leads to great

Eossibilities, including Senior
district Orchestra Concertmaster,

January 2003!! ©©
Love,

Family of Good Doobies

Congratulations, Alison!

You've given us so much

joy and happiness over the

years and have made us so

proud. You deserve the

best!

Love, Mom, Dad,

Christina and Lauren

Best Wishes to the Class of 2003

35 Depot Street

The Marketplace • Duxbury
781-934-7343

Lauren (Mini-muffin)

A Gift from God "Our Bundle of Joy"

You have brought us much happiness

And have made us so proud.

We love you very much and wish you the

BEST OF EVERYTHING... N$f

CONGRATULATIONS! ^

Love,

Mom & Dad

The most beautiful discovery true

friends make is that they can grow
separately without growing apart.

We have a great respect for each other

and we trust each other. That's what a

great friendship is, whether we talk

every day or not.

Jaclyn and Meaghan

As time went on, we grew stronger

together and became like sisters. It was
nice having somebody around that I

could turst and tell anything to, knowing
it would stay with her until she leaves

this planet.

All our love,

Moms and Dads,

Carol & Paul, Karen & Joe,

Gretchen, Jeff, Kristen, Joe, Caitlin & Michael
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Robbie

Wherever you go and whatever
you do, always know we are proud
of you, we will always be there for

you, and we love you.

Love,

Mom, Dad,
Jonathan,

and
Grammy

Dearest Rachel, my daughter, my friend,

How blessed we are that God chose to send you to us! We
are so proud of you and thank you for all that you bring to our

lives. Surely, you will continue to contribute greatly to this

world. Together, we have weathered much in our journey of

life... your strength, compassion, and courage shine through as

rays of sunshine that light our lives and warm our souls,

radiating love and kindness, bringing joy to all. Your empathy,

humor and optimism make you a gift to many. God bless you
as you travel life's path and may you find your true north.

Know that we are ever with you, holding you in our hearts...

We love you deeply, forever and always,

Mom, Emily, Leah and Sarah

Dear Matty,

May the wind always be at your back.

May the stars light your way at night.

May you never forget the lessons you've

been taught,

and how much pride and love we have for

you.

Congratulations!!

Love,

Dad, Mom, Jonathan, Thomas, Nicholas,

and Brianna





Oliver Wendell Holmes

Laura,

You're on your own journey now. but this time "old dog*

will have to sun with us. The love and pride we feel

for you is immense—we wish for you the world.

We know thai wherever you go, you will go far!

Alwavs remember to follow your own heart, your own

bliss, and doors will open w hen you least expect it

Wet**?*" "?
Won, l)a„ an,,, :,„,,,

Congratulations to...

Katie Anthony - Congratulations - You are our shining star! Love, Mom, Dad,

Meghan & Emilee

Jeff Bosworth - Jeff, what a terrific ride it's been! Your star is shining brightly -

reach for it. We love you... Mom, Dad, Eric and Beth

Christopher Callahan - Chris, we are so proud ofthe person that you have become.
Congratulations and love, Mom, Dad and Katie

Broghan Cully - If you can dream it, you can do it!

Ryan Davidson - Congratulations!! We are very proud of you. Love, Mom, Pa &
Kimberly

John Doherty SAY IT TO HIS FACE! "CONGRATULATIONS JOHN, WE
LOVE YOU!" MOM, DAD & SHANNAN
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Brian Donoghue - Yea, Brian! You did it! Oh, what a great moment! Believe in

yourself and your dreams will follow. We are so proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad,

Kevin, Matt & Tim

Jenna Gray - Jenna... Life is just beginning. Wherever it may take you, enjoy the

ride! Dream big, work hard, and believe in yourself. We love you and are so very

proud of you. Congratulations! Love, Mom, Dad & Jarad

Christine Kingsley - Always follow your dreams and believe in yourself. For

someone as special and gifted as you has the ability to create. A world of beautiful

tomorrows. Love always, Mom & Dad

Matthew Lelyveld - "Your past should not define who you are, but be a guide to

what you will become..." Congratulations "Little Man." Love, Josh, Kristin, Sara,

Mom, Dad

Bill McBain - "Go confidently in the direction ofyour dreams. Live the life you've

imagined" -Thoreau. Bill, we love you so much. Mom, Dad & Liz

Kelly O'Connor - Kelly, We are so proud ofyour achievements! Congratulations!

We know that success awaits you! Just follow your heart and know that you are

loved! Love, Mom, Dad, Kristin, Erin, Patrick, Colleen, & Brendan

Randy Pease-From Tolland to Dartmouth, fromMV to Duxbury, from Boldmeadow

Boys (on that island) to "Once on this Island," we couldn't be any more proud! Can't

wait to see what's next! Love, Mom & Dad

Christian Leigh Poole - I'd rather be a could be if I cannot be an are; because a could

be is a maybe who is reaching for a star. I'd rather be a has been than a might have

been by far; for a might have been has never been, but a has was once an are. -Milton

Berle Congratulations! Mom and Dad

Kristen Ternullo - Congratulations Kristen - You have always made us proud and

have worked so hard, especially with your art. You're a beautiful young woman.

Thanks for being you! Love, Dad, Mary, Bobby, Chris & Amy
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"Remember those who have guided you, served as mentors, and

embraced those special qualities that make each of you

special...Whoever that person is, thank that person today. Let

those who have guided and served you know how much you

appreciate them." Ron McCarthy

"For the first time High School seniors realize we actually enjoy

parts of school we spend 1 2 years claiming to hate . The aspects of

school I'm going to strangely miss are bus tickets, sponge duty,

gym class, and spirit week." Dan Devine

"...realize the beauty in Duxbury's surroundings. ..the foliated

overhangs on Temple Street...! sitting) alone on the beach peace-

ably facing the ocean in utter reflection...a stroll down Marshall

Street in mid-October as the sun emits a soft yellow to match the

descending leaves, colorful marshes, and bay seen from the short

narrow bridge with romanticism drifting in the breeze. ..a white

kingdom of undisturbed snow. ..level over the lawn and softly

floating on and amongst the pines." Alex Bezdek

"My previous experiences in several refugee camps were hope-

less, but have now been replaced by the knowledge I have

received over the two years that I have been in Duxbury High

School. Duxbury is like my second hometown, because my
vision, ability and identity have been restored." PhUUpps Baguoot

"The realization that people are willing to die for ideas so contrary

to our own could be a shocking one for many of us. But hopefully,

it's made us stronger. As we examined where we stood on each

issue, we came to a greater appreciation of other perspectives. The

sad number of casualties in these past years has made us see the

importance and fragility ofhuman life. We were shown the lesson

that is often most difficult to accept we are not invincible and so

we must make the most ofevery minute ofour lives . We will carry

each of these new realizations with us into the 'real world' and try

to live by them ." Emily Hopkins

"Our class has truly excelled in all areas, from sports, academics,

drama, music, computers, college acceptances...my time here in

Duxbury has been nothing less than perfect, and I can't imagine

a better group of kids to grow up with.." Chase Garbarino

"When the idea of Defibrillators came up, you know the 'clear....

VRRRRRR thing,' it filled our hearts with joy!"

Robbie Greenglass















GIRLS' TRACK
& FIELD

CAPTAINS
Sarah Hopkins
Justine Whipple

JUNIORS
Kaitlin Dunn

Mary Kate Geary
Erin Pitt

Sarah S lattery

Courtney Vercollone

SOPHOMORES
Molly Bray
Wava Doyle

Betsy Fountain

Anne Maher
Jamie Michelson
Jackie Riccio



BOYS' TRACK
& FIELD

SENIORS
Mike Collins

Steve Delano
David Dugre
Mike Hardman
Drew Malone

Tom Protasewich
JB Strong

Scott Viafore

CAPTAINS
Jon Henninger
Conor McGrath
Tim Smith
Mike Sopyla



SOFTBALL
CAPTAINS

Marissa Bowers
Meghan Cooper

Jenna Gray

Ashley Sears

JUNIORS
Corey McFadden

Kelly Riggins

SOPHOMORES
Caitlin Bevans

Jenna Laniewski

Rachel Sprague



BASEBALL
CAPTAINS
Brad Reynolds

Andrew Tenaglia

John Whittaker

SENIORS
Harold Anderson

Tyler Devnew
Peter Gillespie

Matt Nahmias
Chris Nichols

Ted Sullivan

SOPHOMORES
Pete Bizinkauskas

Tim Confer



GIRLS'
TENNIS

CAPTAIN
Lindsay McClure

FRESHMEN
Sara Boyle

Sara Cameron
Alicia Chandler

Danielle Ducharme
Hannah Entrot

Meredith Harrington

Kristen LaGumina
Caitlin Larkin

Rachel Lenrow
Sairah Mahmud
Erica Peluso

Katherine Peacock
Dainya Sylvester

Lauren Tenaglia

SOPHOMORES
Elizabeth Braconi

Emily Coville

Jessica Dennis
Emma Geldamacher
Alexandra Hogan

JUNIORS
Taj Chin

Lauren Disch
Jenna Kent

Meredith Kruger
Kim McLeod

Parny Ormiston
Casey Sullivan

\
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BOYS'
TENNIS

CAPTAIN
Matt Bryson

SENIOR
Chris Callahan

Jesse Hayes

Eoin Moore
Randall Pease

FRESHMEN
Brad Feldman

Andrew Fenton

John Heneghan

Tim Sullivan

William Vogler



GIRLS'
LACROSSE

CAPTAINS
Meghan Larkin

Liz Longley

Tracy Rittenour

JUNIORS
Whitney Bushee
Jenna Goldstein

MaryBeth Hartnett

Emily Keating

Bethany Nardone
Amy Neville

Cara O'Sullivan

Whitney Sisto



BOYS'
LACROSSE

CAPTAINS
Alex Bezdek
Ben Fuchs

Kevin Mullins

SENIORS
Andrew Arkema

Lee Austin

Andrew Cipolletti

Greg Gomer
Rob Greenglass

Scott Hill

Matt Launto
Scott MacLellan
Anthony Polcari

Chris Sherman

FRESHMEN
Matt Fuchs
Chris Nixon
Max Quinzani

Mike Willson

Roger Willson

JUNIORS
Preston Clinton

Brendan Donahue
Dan Endrusek
Mike Flanagan

Tom Levesque
Sam Puopolo
Brook Romano
Kyle Sullivan

SOPHOMORES
F.J. Buckley

Steve Caramello

Jeff Gomer
Kevin Gould
Greg Polcari

Alec Seifert



GIRLS' GOLF
CAPTAINS

Christine Kingsley

Taylor Sauer

JUNIORS
Dorothy Buckley

Shawn Casey

Jodi Del Prete

Colleen McDonough

Lauren Opie

Claire Ryan

Alex Smith





AFS Club

Advisor Mary
Ann Offer
and visiting

AFS teacher

from China,

Cherry Jing

Cheng

Here for the year: Tilly Fleckenstein (Silver

Lake H.S. from Germany), and Ben Phutisarn

Usanakornkul (DHS from Thailand)

DHSers going abroad in 2003: Tom Offer-Westort
(Netherlands -year), Rebecca Richards (France -

summer), Jessica Dennis (Costa Rica - summer),

Laura Joyce (France -summer), Stephanie Kilgore

(Costa Rica - summer)

You can be part of AFS.

American Field Service, the

leading foreign student

exchange program in the

world, active at DHS since

1960!

Join the club, host a visiting

student or teacher, or go

abroad for a summer or

year-long program.

Some members of the AFS Club on a

Boston outing, touring Beacon Hill





Duxbury High School Class of 2003
Enn Marie Ajemian

Harold John Anderson

Heather Noel Anderson

Maria Alexandra Angeles

Katherine Marie Anthony

Andrew Towne Arkema

Lee Merrill Austin

Phillipps Lual Baguoot

Christopher James Baracewicz

Nicholas George Beatrice

Topher Brendan Bell

David Erdwein Berall

Alexander Bradley Bezdek

Margo Tara Billheimer

Brandon John Binsfield

Hayley De\lin Bloodgood

Hayley Prior Bobseine

Jeffrey Mark Bosworth

Michael Andrew Botieri

Kristin Alice Bowen

Marisa Ten Bowers

James Michael Boyns

Emily Burgess Brush

Matthew Bainbridge Bryson

Chase Hetherington Butler

Christopher Patrick Callahan

David Nash Camara

James Michael Cantwell

Stephanie Lynn Carlson

Elizabeth Anne Carroll

Sara Barbara Cederberg

Gregory Joseph Ceme

Whitney Alexandra Howland Chadwick

Parker Bradley Chandler

Daria Eileen Charland

Michelle Marie Ciccone

Andrew John Cipolletti

Micaela Bridget Coakley

Rachel Susan Colangelo

Michael Jordan Collins

Meaghan Patricia Cooper

Kevin Patrick Coughlin

Jaclyn Marie Crowley

Justin Parker D'Angona

Caitlin Marie Dacey

Ryan Wesley-Harold Davidson

Vanessa Jean DeCollibus

Stephen Thomas Delano

Geoffroy Emile Andre Destenaves

Daniel Thomas Devine

Edward Ty ler Devnew

Leah Elspeth Dickerson

Tina DiMonda

Blake Andrew Dinius

John Thomas Doherty

Brian Gerard Donoghue

Meghan Dorothy Doyle

Matthew Peter Doyon

Nora Eileen Duggan

David Alexander Dugre

Christina Ann Eddy

Sara El-Amine

Madelyn Joanna Emerson

Matthew O'Neil Files

Dustin Alexander Fleming

Tiffany Amanda Flood

Allison Marie Foley

Benjamin Steven Fuchs

7 Barn Swallow Lane

17 Duxborough Trail

17 Duxborough Trail

1 Pine Street

82 Laurel Street

81 Onion Hill Road

58 Eagle's Nest Road

45 Franklin Street

133 King Phillips Path

297 Elm Street

290 Summer Street

254 Elm Street

223 Marshall Street

59 Moulton Road

181 East St.PO Box 2595

15 Enterprise Street

39 Onion Hill Road

3 Perry Drive

17 Landing Road

75 South Street

131 Bianca Road

34 Bolas Road

590 Washington Street

35 Brewers Lane

22 Hunt Farm Drive

35 Walker Road

19 South River Trail

99 Woodridge Road

20 Alexander Way

9 Boxwood Lane

263 Crescent St PO Box 1946

85 Bay Ridge Lane

17JosselynAvePOBox 1611

!04Tremont Street

152 Marshall Street

8 South River Trail

20 Bailey's Circle

96 Bianca Road

1 25 Saint George Street

74 Millbrook Way

646 Mayflower Street

130 Pine Lake Road

20 Otter Rock Road

70 Peterson RdPOBox 1012

1 5 Roundtree Drive

569 Summer Street

50 Fox Run

46 Pilgrim By-Way

48 Goose Point LnPOBoxll74

4 Seadrift Way

8 Partridge Road

63 Chestnut Street

71 Pond Road

766 Temple Street

55 Vine Street

19 Clover Circle

60 Stoney Brook Circle

20 Union Hall Road

8 1 Acorn Street

133 Bay Road

15 Columbus RdPOBox 193

59 Flint Locke Drive

604 Wahington St PO Box 1984

306 Keene Street

68 Penny Lane

2 Straw berry Lane

61 Forest Street

231 Washington Street

Fairfield University

St. Lawrence University

Lynn University

Simmons College

Ithaca College

Fairfield University

Hartwick College

Brandeis University

Fordham Univeristy

Undecided

Johnson & Wales University

University of MA, Amherst

Tufts University

Curry College

Bridgewater State College

Castleton State College

Emory University

Georgia Institute of Technology

University of Hartford

Mount Ida College

Occidental College

MA College of Pharmacy

Brown University

Boston College

Yale University

Univ of New Hampshire

Florida Atlantic University

Mass Maritime Academy

Gettysburg College

University of Vermont

Bryn Mawr College

Cape Cod Community College

Boston University

Westfield State College

Univ of No Carolina. Greensboro

Vassar College

University of Michigan

Bryant College

Hartwick College

Mass Maritime Academy

Stonehill College

Champlain College

Assumption College

Undecided

Fairfield University

Massasoit Community College

University of Southern Caifornia

Bentley College

Univ of Mass. Boston

Fordham University

Gettysburg College

Trinity University

Colgate University

Stonehill College

Electrical Apprenticeship

Paul Smith's College

University of MA, Dartmouth

University of MA, Amherst

Massasoit Community College

Saint Michael's College

Lasell College

Occidental College

Cazenovia College

Rochester Institute of Technology

Massasoit Community College

University of Arizona

University of New Hampshire

Yale University

Charles Russell Gallagher

Julie Daley Gallagher

Chase John Garbarino

Jillian Elizabeth Geer

Peter Gerard Gillespie

Gregory Desmond Gomer

Deirdre Anne Goode

Jeffrey Ronald Gorka

Brian Christopher Govoni

Patrick Michael Gram

Kristina Ruth Granger

Jenna Irene Gray

Jonna Marie Green

Robert Milton Greenglass

Blair Frances Hagerty

Erin Marie Hanafin

Michael Joseph Hardman

Caroline Locke Harrington

Jesse Stetson Hayes

Ashleigh Marie Henderson

Shannon Elizabeth Heneghan

Jonathan Thomas Henninger

Lauren Marie Higgins

Scott Frank Hill

Margaret Frances Hoban

Kimberly George Hoomis

Emily Josephine Hopkins

Sarah Marie Hopkins

Lindsay Amanda Hovis

Luke Alexander Uteris

Douglas George Imbrogna

Hans Peder Nordahl Jensen

Samantha Ellen Jordan

Ashley Elizabeth Joyal

Alison Rachel Kacmar

Juliann Amanda Kalb

Stephanie Marie Keefe

Robert James Keller

Meghan Marie Kiley

Jessica Anne Kingman

Christine Joanne Kingsley

Brett Andrew Klebnoff

Scott David Klebanoff

Todd Robert Koontz

Lauren Michelle Kugel

Christopher Francis Kwiatkowski

Jessica Ann Laniewski

Matthew Lee Lanuto

Meaghan Elizabeth Larkin

Jessica Rose Leary

Matthew Louis Lelyveld

Elizabeth Marie Longley

Matthew Robert Lynch

Charles Ross Mackenzie

Scott Douglas MacLellan

Julianne Maguire

Drew Christopher Malone

Michael Paul Maloof

Jordan Leigh Manly

Erik Hale Mattern

Steven Richard Maynard

William Hearst McBain

Jacqueline Mary McCaffrey

Lindsay Peard McClure

Ashley Elana McGrath

Conor James McGrath

Kristen Marie McLaughlin

Kathy Ann Medairos

28 Duxborough Trail

426 Keene Street

10 Barn Swallow Lane

18 King Phillips Path

50 Alexander Way

21 Pine Street

599 Chandler Street

40 Mallard's Cove

14 Apple Hill Lane

1 1 1 Depot Street

30 Tremont Street #44

1 Ashdod Lane

102 Autumn Avenue

5 Shepard's Crook

12 Water StPOBox 2063

1 8 Forge Way

553 Franklin Street

9 Back River Way

64 Templewood Drive

364 Summer Street

62 Old Colony Road

10 Mill Pond Lane

41 Templewood Drive

79 Bravender Road

5 Ledgewood Drive

4 Parkview Terr PO Box 1960

21 Pioneer Drive

84 South Station Street

1 Colonial Drive

122 Enterprise Street

17 North Street

4 Puritan Road

20 Christina Court

15 Bay Path PO Box 2385

10 Rachael's Lane

20 Cross Creek Lane

5 Mayflower Road

120 Pine Lake Road

269 Marshall Street

30 Otter Rock Road

126 Lake Shore Drive

502 West Street

502 West Street

6 1 Maple Pond Lane

3 1 Delorenzo Drive

48 Grandview Avenue

50 Union Hall Road

61 Fox Run

5 Otter Rock Road

261 Chandler Street

20 Ledgewood Drive

24 Standish Street PO Box 1192

4 Olde Pasture Road

80 Saint George Street

55 Walker Road

364 Franklin Street

44 Meetinghouse Road

40 Treetop Lane

39 Arrowhead Road

75 Onion Hill Road

4 Clinton Lane

406 Tremont Street

600 Bay Road

7 Longview Road

1 6 Bayberry Lane

59 Bay View Road

347 Franklin Street

1287 Franklin Street

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

James Madison University

Hamilton College

Univ of Mass. Amherst

Fairfield University

Babson College

Tufts University

Barton College

Cape Cod Community College

Salve Regina College

Bay State College

Providence College

Champlain College

Brown University

James Madison University

Fairfield University

University of MA. Amherst

Middlebury College

Bates College

Gibbs College

University of MA. Amherst

Bridgewater State College

University of Vermont

University of Vermont

Simmons College

University of MA. Amherst

Brown University

University of MA. Dartmouth

University of MA. Amherst

University of Maine

Boston University

Connecticut College

Salem State College

Johnson & Wales. Miami

Emmanuel College

University of Rhode Island

University of MA. Amherst

University of MA. Amherst

Roger Williams University

Bryant College

Curry College

Hobart & William Smith Colleges

Yale University

Ithaca College

Boston University

Mount Ida College

Colby College

Tufts University

Babson College

University of MA. Amherst

University of Southern Maine

Hamilton College

Harv ard College

Rollins College

University of MA. Amherst

James Madison University-

United States Army

University of Notre Dame

Bates College

College of Wooster

Norwich University

Fairfield University

Syracuse University

Wake Forest University

Saint Michael's College

Bentley College

University of MA. Dartmouth

University of MA. Amherst



Christopher Michael Mehrmann

Tyler Nelson Meine

Alison Beth Melymuka

Alicia May Merry

Claire Barbara Miller

Daniela Marie Moore

Eoin Alexander Moore

Kevin Michael Mullins

James Francis Murphy

Jonathan Thomas Murphy

Erin Lynn Myette

Emily Kathryn Mytkowicz

Matthew Robert Nahmias

Kyle Ross Naton

Abram Oliver Neal

Christopher Eric Nichols

Jamie Lynn Nickerson

Megan Elizabeth Nolan

Chad James O'Brien

Janelle Marie O'Brien

Kelly Elizabeth O'Connor

Meghan Handrahan O'Neal

Andrea Michelle Oakes

Allyssa Lee Oakman

Thomas Mitchell Offer-Westort

Emily Sarah Palfrey

Erin Marie Pannell

Laura Louise Parrish

Shaun Parsons

Ashley Flight Patterson

Anna Christina Peary

Randall John Pease

Nicole Margaret Peluso

Donald David Perry

Jonathan David Pierce

Gregory Joseph Pilachowski

Samuel Philip Pipp

Anthony Joseph Polcari

Christen Leigh Poole

Thomas Robert Protasewich

Bradford Thomas Reynolds

Tracy Lynn Rittenour

William Edward Robinson

Alissa Maria Russo

Jessica Ann Sanches

Taylor Quinlan Sauer

Jennifer Dixon Schettler

Lindsey Anne Schleicher

200 Cherry Lane

25 Eli's Lane

30 Eli's Lane

769 Mayflower Street

42 Washington Street

175 High Street

PO Box 261A

23 Surplus Street

20 Holly Tree Lane

1 362 Tremont Street

55 Acorn Street

78 Surrey Lane

52 Hornbeam Road

88 Brick Hill Lane

43 Lantern Lane

9 Old Barn Road

9 Keene's Brook Lane

104 Lakeshore Drive

118 Bay View Road

36 Penny Lane

98 Saint George Street

125 Pine Lake Road

3 Cordwood Path

57 Laurel Street

470 Bay Road PO Box 141 SHS

101 Saint George Street

93 Washington StPOBox 141 SHS

56 Arrowhead Road

281 Lincoln Street

24 Parting Rock Road

270 Temple Street

72 Strawberry Lane

24 Old Farm Road

459 Union Bridge Road

2 Colonial Drive

13 Bristol Drive

180 Autumn Avenue

74 Prior Farm Road

134 Autumn Avenue

40 Pine Lake Road

968 Union Street

31 Chandler Mill Drive

POBox 139

32 Hunt Farm Drive

7 1 Lake Shore Drive

232 Washington St POBox 2652

320 Standish Street

341 Standish St PO Box 2705

Penn State University

Franklin Pierce College

McGill University

Bridgewater State College

Oberlin College

University of MA, Amherst

University of MA, Amherst

Bowdoin College

Fordham University

Quincy College

Castleton State College

Univ of North Carolina - Chapel Hill

Rollins College

Ithaca College

McGill University

Southern NH University

Culinary Institute of America

Castleton State College

Marist College

Castleton State College

Elms College

Culinary Institute of America

Quinnipiac University

New England Culinary Institute

A.F.S.- Netherlands

Fitchburg State College

Wesleyan University

Boston University

University of MA, Amherst

Saint Anselm College

Stonehill College

College of Charlestown

Undecided

Wentworth Institute of Technology

Wentworth Institute of Technology

Massachusetts Maritime Academy

New York University

Saint Michael's College

Quinnipiac University

University of MA. Amherst

Kenyon College

Tufts University

University of New Hampshire

Susquehanna University

University of MA, Amherst

Lehigh University

Univ of No Carolina - Wilmington

Bryant College

Kristen Elinor Schnibbe

Kathleen Elizabeth Scorza

Gregory Adam Seifert

Brittany Rachel Selig

Christopher Garrett Sherman

Robert Clark Sinnott

Cara Lynne Smethurst

Timothy John Smith

Kristen SooHoo

Michael Alexander Sopyla

Brett Edward Stamper

Britton Paul Stanfill

Isaac Bartlett Stoner

Lillian Bartlett Stoner

Ashley Geraldine Stretton

John Bennett Michel Strong

Edward Steven Sullivan

Kyle Robert Sullivan

Andrew James Tenaglia

Kristen Ann Ternullo

Jared Wade Thayer

Marianthi Helen Theodossiou

Brett Alfredo Tiberi

Amy Marie Tortorella

Carley Diane Tureski

Carolyn Marie Valencia

Kristen Kissam Van der Veen

Heidi Marie Vance

Jacqueline Kohl Varanelli

Scott Durand Viafore

Kailey Witherspoon Walsh

Kaitlyn Walsh

Martin Alexander Walsh

Michael Joseph Welch

Valerie Michelle Wells

Justine Louise Whipple

Kathleen Anne White

Stephanie Ann White

Ames Webster Whitney

David Crosier Whitney

John Hill Whattaker

Dustin Michael Willis

Melissa Rene Winson

Allison Susan Woodward

Caleb Micah Worthman

Mark Nicholas Wry

Jessica Ann Wyman

Dong Zhang

987 Tremont Street

151 Winter Street

16 Pine Street

20 South River Lane W
92 Hounds Ditch Lane

123 Island Creek Road

1 39 Buckboard Road

10 Apple Hill Lane

582 Temple Street

16 Tinkertown Lane

48 Pine Point Rd PO Box 692

1 1 Ryan's Lane

52 Crooked Lane

52 Crooked Lane

10 Screenhouse Lane

1029 Tremont Street

55 Alexander Way

5 Oceanwoods Drive

146 Bay Road

35 Cove Street

424 Tremont Street

62 Highland Trail

384 Lincoln Street

152 Cross StPOBox 2706

236 Powder Point Avenue

691 Tremont Street

35 Mount Hope Circle

50 Partridge Road PO Box 1158

115 Pine Lake Road

76 Puritan Way

517 Franklin St POBox 2106

176 Bay Road

201 Myrtle Street

35 Temple Street

273 Autumn Avenue

20 Sarah's Circle

172 Vine Street

198 Keene Street

916 Union Street

321 Chandler Street

62 Bolas Road

12 Duck Hill Terrace

213 King Phillips Path

106 King Phillips Path

918 Union Street

33 Brewster Street

250 North Street

41 Kingstown Way #10

Skidmore College

Wellesley College

Bentley College

MA Bay Community College

Williams College

Fitchburg State College

University of Rhode Island

Harvard College

University of MA, Amherst

University of CO, Boulder

Massasooit Community College

Brigham Young University

Brown University

Harvard College

University of Hartford

University of MA. Dartmouth

Trinity College

University of MA, Amherst

College of the Holy Cross

Salem State College

Employment

University of MA, Amherst

Bridgewater State College

University of Connecticut

Lasell College

Nichols College

Bowdoin College

University of CA, Santa Cruz

College of the Holy Cross

Springfield College

Boston University

Saint Michael's College

University of MA, Amherst

United States Naval Academy

Saint Anselm College

United States Naval Academy

University of Virginia

University of Vermont

Massasoit Community College

Norwich University

Bentley College

University of South Carolina

Bridgewater State College

Quincy College

University of MA. Amherst

Employment

Saint Anselm College

University of MA, Amherst



a o z

Best Wishes and Congratulations
to our retirees:

Marcia Connor, Joe O'Neil, Alice Ohannessian, Peter Saggese,

Lisa Smith, and Sue Thanas. We will miss you very much!

GOOD BYE
and

GOOD LUCK

!
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